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ABSTP~CT 

This dissertation presents a partial grammar of the 

Guipuzkoan dialect of Basque, and develops a theory of how 

to capture the syntactic and morphological relationships 

between arguments and argument-categorizing-elements (ACEs) 

in simple sentences. I assume the background of the theory 

outlined in A Syntax of Luisefio (Steele in prep.). 

Starting with the assumption that an ACE and an 

aux(iliary) particle sequence form together the sentential 

nucleus and represent the minimal requirement for sentence

hood, I focus on the representation of the relations 

between the ACE-argument-structure and the morphological 

make-up of the aux form, that is, the aux-structure. 

I argue for a principle which determines whether the aux

structure satisfies the argument requirement of the ACE. 

In order to characterize overt case-marked consti

tuents, I consider various syntactic phenomena. Then, 

I introduce and discuss (i) a rule which co-indexes 

directly an overt constituent with an argument-slot in the 

ACE-argument-structure, and (ii) a checking device which 

associates, on the basis of case-matching, an overt consti

tuent with a morpheme (understood as a form plus meaning 

combination) in the aux-structure. 

xiii 



xiv 

Finally, I investigate the linear distribution of 

overt case-marked constituents. Special attention is given 

to the issue of focus in positive and negative simple 

sentences. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A few simple rules will keep you, not from all 
error, but from silly error. 

If the matter is one that can be settled by 
observation, make the observation yourself. 
Aristotle could have avoided the mistake of thinking 
that women have fewer teeth than men, by the simple 
device of asking Ms. Aristotle to keep her mouth 
open while he counted. He did not do so because 
he thought he knew. Thinking that you know when 
in fact you don't is a fatal mistake, to which 
we are all prone. I believe myself that hedgehogs 
eat black beetles, because I have been told that 
they do; but if I were writing a book on the habits 
of hedgehogs I should not commit myself until I had 
seen one enjoying this unappetizing diet. 

(Russell 1950, p. 103) 

1.1. Aims of the Study 

1.1.1. Previous Analyses 

During the twentieth century and before 1970, most 

works on the Basque language were devoted to morphological 

questions treated from an historical perspective with the 

traditional structuralist tools developed for the Indo-

European languages. The most outstanding work was carried 

out by Rene Lafon. His papers usually contain a wealth 

of morphological facts analysed with detailed intricacy. 

Though he discusses the issues almost exclusively in 

morphological terms, his analyses have a direct bearing 
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on the syntax of contemporary Basque. I shall have little 

more to say about this extended period, except that the 

majority of articles are limited to a detailed description 

of language-specific problems. 

Within the tradition of modern transformational 

linguistics, there have been two important works carried 

out during the seveI?-ties:. de Rijk' sand Goenaga' s. Both 

linguists deal with the syntax and the morphology of the 

language from a strictly synchronic perspective. In order 

to lay a proper foundation for the acceptance of my 

analysis, and a basis for comparison, I shall critically 

review some specific aspects of their analyses. In prac

tice, I shall present some of the reasons that led to my 

own study. 

1.1.2. The Present Analysis 

The analysis offered in this dissertation is 

a generative--but non-transformationa1--approach to 

Basque syntax. The analysis uses a model which differs 

in fundamental ways from "classical" and current transfor

mational models. However, since the goal of a generative 

grammar is to formulate a set of explicit rules that 

characterize the sentences of a language and, at the same 

time, assign to those sentences a structural description, 

then the theory to be outlined in the present study is 

clearly generative. 

2 



3 

This study focuses on the major syntactic properties 

and structures of Basque, and, more specifically, it raises 

the question as to how arguments are specified in the 

language. It differs from tranformational grammar-types in 

fundamental ways. The major departure lies at the root of 

having a "phrase-structure" component consisting of a single 

rule of a particular nature (Hale 1979; Farmer 1980, 1984), 

like 

That is, an expression E expands into a string of words W'(. 

~~at follows from this premise is that (i) categories (types 

. and levels) are not specified, (ii) grammatical functions 

are not defined over hierarchical structures, for the 

latter linguistic construct does not "exist"--hence, no 

rule of the syntax "tvill refer to a notion such as "subj ect' 

understood as the [NP, S], for example--and (iii) consti

tuent order and discontinuous expressions are "base

generated".l 

Two crucial questions arise now: (i) how to assign 

sentencehood to the expression E in (1) above, and (ii) how 

to state the relations that hold across those words in E? 

1. Farmer (1984) argues extensively that gramma
tical functions are not defined over hierarchical struc
tures. See also Perlmutter (1980), Dik (1980), and 
Bresnan (1982), who assume that grammatical functions are 
primitives not defined configurationally. 



In order to answer these two questions, this study 

discusses the connection between the morphological system 

of Basque--crucially, the auxiliary verb system--and the 

syntax, and demonstrates how the two are inextricably 

linked. Further, the analysis captures the systematic 

relationships between the syntax and certain aspects of 

morphology, and does so in "formal terms". The model that 

will be outlined here incorporates interesting proposals 

and useful insights presented in A Syntax of Luiseno 

(Steele, in prep.). Obviously, validation of my descrip

tive analysis will be based on how it handles detailed 

and precise Basque language-material. 

By virtue of the theoretical characteristics 

briefly outlined above, the present analysis is set apart 

from past and current transformational investigations. 

And, clearly, a certain lack of comparability between the 

two types of analyses is due to the rather sharp difference 

in what are taken to be the basic premises of the analysis. 

Nevertheless, as I said earlier, it will not be superfluous 

to state at some point in my discussion the various reasons 

that prompted me into working within this conception of 

grammatical analysis. 
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1.2. Outline of the Chapters 

Chapter 2 presents a brief grammatical sketch of 

the Basque language. It may be used as a reference tool 

and it will help the reader to become more familiar with 

the language. Chapter 3 offers a few selected facts about 

Basque that any appropriate description of Basque syntax 

and morphology must account for. This chapter also 

includes a brief, but precise, overview of my analysis 

of the language-material. Chapter 4 offers a classifi

cation of an entity referred to as the "Argument

Categorizing-Element" in terms of formal and semantic 

criteria. 2 Furthermore, it discusses "Argument-Categori

zing-Elements" in relation to case-array possibilities. 

Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the morphological 

properties of auxiliary forms. Chapter 6 deals essentially 

with the syntactic behavior of arguments in simple 

sentences. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this study with 

a discussion on the overt occurrence of case-marked 

expressions, and further investigates the issue of the 

relationship of these overt expressions with a notion such 

as "focus", and ~vord order. 

2. The category "Argument-Categorizing-Element" 
(Steele, in prep.) does not only subsume the traditional 
category "verb", but also the traditional categories "noun" 
and "adjective". 

5 



1.3. Sources 

The description and the analysis presented in this 

dissertation are those of the Guipuzkoan dialect of Basque. 

The material comes from two main sources. First, the 

scarcity of informants accessible to me at the time of 

my writing this work obliged me to draw heavily on the 

only firsthand experience that was available: my own. 

Second, I have mainly relied on the following works: 

Arrigaray (1971), Goenaga (1980), Mujika (1978), 

Ofiatibia (1978), de Rijk (1972a), and Salaburu (1981). 

6 



CHAPTER 2 

AN OVERVIEW OF BASQUE SYNTAX AND MORPHOLOGY 

2.1. Introduction 

Since Basque is not as familiar to linguists as 

English, French or Japanese, I would undoubtedly do well 

to provide background information on its syntax and its 

morphology before going into a detailed analysis of these. 

The linguistic phenomena presented in this chapter have 

been so chosen that the discussion in later chapters will 

be easier to understand. Thus, the present chapter is not 

a summary of Basque grammar; it is meant as a brief 

preview of some issues discussed in the body of this work. 

The grammatical description is intended to be theory

neutra1--if it is conceivable that any description of 

language can be carried out without any theoretical 

preconception. 1 My analysis follows more or less the 

traditional levels of grammatical description and uses 

a terminology familiar to linguists of a~y theory-construc

tion school. 

1. The position I am assuming in this chapter 
does not mean that I am not aware that some theoretical 
approaches have more to offer about the structure of the 
language than others. 

7 



2.2. Sentence Syntax and Word Order Phenomena 

As a general rule and first characterization, 

Basque is an ergative SOV language. I adopt here a very 

traditional definition of ergativity. A language is said 

to be ergative when both the subject of an intransitive 

verb and the object of a transitive one are case-marked 

in a single way (traditionally called "absolutive" case

marking). The subject of a transitive verb, which many 

linguists c~ll Agent, is case-marked ergative, as shown 

da. 

in (1-2) below: 

(1) Miren 
Mary:ABS 

ibilli 
walk: PERF auxiliary verb (AV) 

(2) 

'Mary has walked. ' 

Mirenek 
Mary: ERG 

liburu 
book 

bat 
one:ABS 

'Mary has read one book. ' 

irakurri 
read:PERF 

duo 
A'V 

The subject occurs at the beginning of the sentence while 

the verb phrase occurs at the end, the direct object 

preceding the verb, as in (2). In addition, the word 

order in (2) represents the so-called basic word order 

for the language. 

Nevertheless, although the order of the phrases 

expressed in (2) above can be permuted, we shall see that 

the position in front of the non-finite verb irakurri is 

reserved for the focus of the sentence. Thus, while (3) 

below is a good answer to question (4), (2) is not: 

8 
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Liburu bat Mirenek irakurri duo 
book one:ABS Mary: ERG read: PERF AV 

(3) 

'It is Mary who has read one book. , 

(4) Liburu bat nork irakurri du? 
book one:ABS who:ERG read: PERF A.V 

'Who has read one book?' 

Incidentally, notice that the so-called wh-word--in this 

instance nork 'who'--must also occupy.a pre-verbal position. 

It is customary in grammars in/on Basque to call this 

pre-verbal position 

of inquiry. 

the galdegaia, that is, the object 

From the generalization just offered, it follows 

that any phrase type in surface structure can be located 

in pre-verbal position as long as that constituent is 

the object of Focus. 2 Thus, it would seem that the order 

of nominal phrases does not obey any further surface 

syntactic constraints. A few examples should make 

the point, here: 

(5) Mirenek 
Mary: ERG 

liburu 
book 

bat 
one:ABS 

nori irakurri 
whom: read: 
DAT PERF 

'To whom has l~ry read one book?' 

dio? 
AV 

2. Chapter 7 deals exclusively with the issues of 
Focus and Word Order. For my present purposes, it will be 
sufficient to repeat that only contextual appropriateness 
is affected, and not the so-called grammaticality, as 
evidenced by the discussion centered around sentences 
(2-4). Sentence (2) is syntactically correct, but is not 
an adequate answer to question (4). 



(6) Mirenek liburu bat Mikeli irakurri dio. 
Mary: ERG book one: Michael: read: -xv-

ABS DAT PERF 

'It is to Michael that Mary has read one book. , 

(7) Mirenek Mikeli irakurri dio liburu bat. 
Mary: Michael: read: AV book one: 
ERG DAT PERF ABS 

'It is to Michael that Mary has read one book.' 

As we can see, sentence (7) has the same interpretation as 

sentence (6). The positions that Mirenek and liburu bat 

10 

occupy in both sentences are by no means the only distri

butional possibilities they have around Mikeli and the verb 

complex irakurri dio. I shall come back to the issue of 

Free Word Order (hereafter FWO) later in this chapter. For 

the sake of completeness--that is, the consideration of 

what can occur pre-verbally, I shall now present a case in 

which a space adverbial is in pre-verbal position: 

(8) Mirenek liburu bat ementxe irakurri dio Mikeli. 
Mary: book one: right read: -xv- Michael: 
ERG ABS here PERF DAT 

'It is right here that Mary has read one book to 
Michael. ' 

To be more accurate, I still need to expand on the 

entity I have just called verb complex (VC). The label VC 

subsumes two things: a non-finite object like irakurri and 

a finite object, or auxiliary verb, like du in (2) or dio 

in (7) above. The non-finite part of a verb complex 



is understood as the entity that cannot carry any person, 

number, tense and/or modality markers. As we can see from 

the FWD property of Basque, the final position of the VC 

as a whole is by no means absolutely rigid. 3 Further, 

the AV as well as the verb have on their own various 

11 

positional possibilities in a sentence. While in sentences 

(1) through (8)--which are positive statements--the AV 

follows the non-finite verb form, in negative sentences 

the AV cannot follow the verb. This positional fact is 

true of negative statements, negative interrogatives, and 

negative imperatives. Thus, the negative counterpart 

of (2) above would be as follows: 

(9) Mirenek 
Mary: 
ERG 

eztu liburu bat 
NEG:AV book one:ABS 

irakurri. 
read:PERF 

'It is not one book that Mary has read. ' 

3. Basque is not a rigid verb final language like 
Japanese. The type of evidence most linguists use to 
classify Basque as a verb final language is based on 
statistical predominance and typological considerations 
a la Greenberg. According to de Rijk (1972a), the 
strongest evidence can be found in relative clauses. 
Indeed, in this type of construction, the verb complex 
must be final within the clause. 
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or, (10) Eztu Mirenek liburu bat irakurri. 
NEG:AV Mary: ERG book one:ABS read:PERF 

'It is not one book that Mary has read. ,4 

Whereas in (9-10) the negation bears on the object of Focus, 

in (11-13) it negates the truth of the sentence: 

(11) Mirenek eztu irakurri liburu bat. 
Mary: ERG NE"G:AV read: PERF book one :ABS 

'Mary has not read one book. , 

(12) Eztu irakurri Mirenek liburu bat. 

'Mary has not read one book. , 

(13) Liburu bat Mirenek eztu irakurri. 

'Mary has not read one book. ' 

As we can see, the verb irakurri is not stranded from AVj 

it follows the auxiliary plus negation, but, in this 

situation, the position of the auxiliary plus negation 

with respect to the verb induces a change in the interpre

tation of the sentence, as mentioned above (contrast 

(11-13) against (9-10)). Furthermore, notice that the 

4. In the Labourdin dialect of Basque (Lafitte 
1962), the syntactic material that falls under the scope 
of the negation, that is, immediately to the right of the 
negation, is the object of Focus. Thus, the English 
translation to (10) would be 'It is not Mary who has read 
one book', where Mirenek is interpreted as focused. There 
exists some variation across dialects as to what falls 
under the scope of Focus in negative sentences. Finally, 
it is worth noting that some speakers are uncertain as to 
which syntactic material is focused (at all) in negative 
sentences. 



positional possibilities of the auxiliary plus negation 

are sentential initial, second from the beginning, and 

second from the end, respectively.s 

Since I do not see any other (interesting) way to 

bring out the word ?rder restrictions on nominal phrases, 
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V, and AV beyond what would be immediately deductible from 

a much lengthier description accompanied with numerous 

examples involving more than two NPs along with adverbials 

of various kinds, I will then shorten the description by 

listing in a schematic fashion the. various possible orders 

in which the major constituents may appear in the sentence. 

I shall then draw a generalization on word order in Basque. 

To make my point, it will be sufficient to restrict myself 

to sentence-schemataincorporating two NPs, a V, and an AV. 

Before turning my attention to the sentence-schemata 

presented below, I would like to clarify one point. In 

Basque, there is morphological evidence that an NP case

marked dative is a direct argument of the verb in the 

sentences, and not just a postpositional phrase. The auxi

liary verb agrees with a dative NP just as it does with 

absolutive and ergative NPs. It might seem, therefore, 

necessary to test three NPs in the sentence-schemata offered 

5. For a discussion of the sentential positional 
possibilities of AUX, see Steele et al. (1981). 
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in (14) below. The restriction stated in (15) is, however, 

always valid whatever the number of NPs involved in a 

sentence. I shall be interested mainly in V and AV 

positional possibilities. Both V and AV can occupy four 

positions, as illustrated in (15) (in order to maintain 

a clear display of the facts, I keep the AV constant in 

each set): 

(14) a. NP NP V AV 

*NP V NP AV 

* V NP NP AV 

b. NP NP AV V6 

NP V AV NP 

* V NP AV NP 

c. NP AV NP V 

NP AV V NP 

V AV NP NP7 

d. AV NP NP V 

AV NP V NP 

AV V NP NP 

6. Some grammarians and linguists exclude such 
constituent order from their discussions, which is rather 
surprising, since it is established (see Trask 1977). 

7. The verb complex can be initial in imperative 
sentences, such as 

Jan beza sagarra emen! 
eat xv-- apple:the:sg:ABS here 

'Let him eat the apple here! ' 



The generalization that can be drawn from the schemata 

displayed in (14) above is the following: 

(15) If V is to the left of AV, then V must be 
immediately left-adjacent to AV. 
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I have never come across a statement of this type anywhere 

in the literature on Basque syntax. Yet, any grammar of 

Basque should include such a statement--which some linguists 

prefer to call a fi1ter--one way or another. Such a filter 

might read as follows (where n can be any number, including 

zero): 

(16) *[xn V Xn+1 AV xn] 

which is the same as to say: 

(17) If V is to the left of AV, then Xn V AV Xn. 

The variable X in (16-17) above is an expression of 

non-commitment to the type of phrases (nature, levels of 

bars, ... ) involved here. Thus, (15-17) all rule out 

a sentence like (18) below: 

(18) *Mirenek irakurri 1iburu bat duo 

Mary:ERG read:PERF book one:ABS AV 

As we shall see later in this chapter, this generalization 

holds for the position of the verb in subordinate clauses 

as well. Before closing this subsection, I shall make one 

last remark. (15) does not contain information either on 

the occurrence of V to the right of AV or on the positional 

possibilities of nominal phrases. It should be understood 
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that there are no further syntactic restrictions to be 

imposed upon NPs, V and AV besides the restriction included 

in (15) above. 

2.3. The Internal Organization 
of Nominal Phrases 

An adjunct normally precedes its head in this 

"verb final" language, but there is an exception to this 

generalization, as we shall see below. Thus, genitives, 

relative clauses, quantifiers, possessives, and numerals 

occur to the left of their heads, while adjectives and 

demonstratives occur to the right of the nominal head. 8 

Examples of these two types of order are provided in 

(19) and (20) below: 

(19) a. Mirenen etxe 
Mary:GEN house 

'Hary's house' 

b. Hirenek erosi 
Hary:ERG buy: PERF 

'house that Mary has 

b. zenbat etxe 
how many house:ABS 

'how many houses' 

duen etxe 
AV:REL house 

bought' 

8. The numeral bat 'one', however, always occurs 
to the right of its head-.--There is also some variation 
with respect to bi 'two'. For instance: 

(i) bi liouru (ii) liburu bi 
two book:ABS book two:ABS 
'two books' 'two books' 



d. bere 
nIS7her/its 

etxera 
fiouse:sg:ALL 

'to her/his/its house' 

e. bi etxe 
two nouse:ABS 

'two houses' 

(20) a. etxe txiki 
nouse small 

b. 

'small house' 

etxe 
nouse 

txiki 
smal! 

hauek 
tnat:pl:ABS 

'these small houses' 
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The morphological features relevant to Basque nominal 

morphology are those of number, ~, definiteness, and 

animacy. There is no grammatical gender distinction in 

Basque, with one exception in the auxiliary system for 

second person" singular. 9 The majority of nouns are partial

ly declined alike. But, to the extent that they belong to 

different morphological classes established on the basis 

of the opposition animacy/inanimacy, nouns will require, 

in some cases, different suffixes. 

9. For example, ergative verbs distinguish between 
second person singular masculine subjects (-k) and second 
person singular feminine subjects (-n) as in: 

(i) irakurri du-k (rr) irakurri du-n 
read:PERF ~ read:PERF AV 
'you (2d sg masc) have 'you (2d sg fem) 
read it' have read it' 
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The cases which are common to nouns of both classes, 

i.e., animate and inanimate nouns, are presented in 

Table 1. be1my. 

Table 1. Case Inflections Common to Animate and 
Inanimate Nouns 

Case Names Animate and Inanimate 

Definite Indefinite 

Singular Plural 

Absolutive a ak 0 

Ergative ak ak/ek k 

Dative ari ei i 

Possessive- aren en en 
Genitive 

Comitative arekin ekin ekin 

Instrumental az e(ta)z z 

Partitive -- -- ik 

Prolative a(ren)tzat entzat tzat 

Consider the following two examples. The same case 

Possessive-Genitive is suffixed on a noun, gizon 'man', 

which is classified as animate, and another noun, etxe 

'house', 't-1hich is classified as inanimate: 

(21) a. gizon-aren 
man-the:sg:POSS-GEN 

'the man's hand' 

esku-a 
hand:the:sg:ABS 
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b. etxe-aren ko1orea 
house-the:sg:POSS-GEN color:the:sg:ABS 

'the color of the house' 

The range of cases reflecting the animacy/inanimacy 

distinction includes those cases listed in Table 2 below. 

It is worth noting that most of the cases restricted to 

animate nouns case-marking in Table 2 can be related to 

the possessive-genitive (non-singular) -en of Table 1. 

This is not true of the inanimate nouns case-marking. 

The morphology of nouns is much more complex than 

what appears in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. If one 

attempted to establish a one-to-one relationship between 

a morphosyntactic category and the formative by which it 

is phonologically marked, one would immediately notice 

that a relationship of this type can hardly be established, 

for, in most cases, a single formative is related to more 

than one morpho syntactic category. Moreover, there are 

many cases of homophony resulting from attachin~ certain 

suffixes on a final consonant stem. For example, consider 

the word eder 'nice, handsome' in the expression etxe 

ederretan. This example involves different formatives 

(-etan and -tan), although the words that result in both 

cases are homophonous; that is, no distinction can be 

dra'tVIl between etxe ederretan 'in the nice houses' and 

etxe ederretan 'in nice houses'. In the first case, 



Table 2. Case Inflections Different for Animate and Inanimate Nouns 

Case names Animate Inanimate 
; 

.Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite 

singular plural singular plural 

Inessive arengan engan eng an an etan tan agan 

Elative arengandik engandik 
agandik , 

engandik tik etatik tatik 

Allative arengana eng ana eng ana ra etara tara agana enganaino enganaino raino etaraino taraino arenganaino enganantz enganantz rantz etarantz tarantz aganaino 
arenganantz 

Locative- -- -- etako tako -- --Genitive 

I 

I 

I 

N 
o 



we are dealing with the suffix -etan (inanimate, locative, 

plural, definite) and in the second case, we have -tan 

(inanimate, locative, definite). In order to avoid the 

consonant cluster rt in *edertan, an epenthetic ~ is 

inserted. 

There is'no concord phenomenon of any type between 

nouns and adjectives. Thus, in a nominal expression made 
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up of a noun and an adjective, the suffixal material occurs 

once and always at the rightmost "boundary"of the nominal 

phrase: 

(22) a. Gizonarengana 
'man:the: sg:ALL 

dabil. 
walks 

'He/she/it walks towards the man. ' 

b. *Gizonarengana ederrengana 
man:the:sg:ALL handsome:the: 

sg:ALL 

dabil. 
walks 

Instead, (22b) should be: 

(23) Gizon 
man 

ederrengana 
handsome:the:sg:ALL 

dabil. 
walks 

'He/she/it walks tmvards the handsome man.' 

Although there is no concord between nouns and 

adjectives of any class, there exists an interesting type 

of agreement between demonstratives, quantifiers and 

space adverbials, and person. Consider the following 

example: 



(24) *Ez 
neg 

n-uen 
ERG:lst sg-AV 

n-intzenik. 
ABS:lst sg-AV 

uste 
OeITeve 

horren 
adv:2d 

aberatsa 
wealthy 

The adverb horren, which is normally associated with an 

entity that is not the speaker--that is, first person--is 

included in a sentence containing a first person subject. 

The ungrammaticality of (24) results from this person 

discrepancy between the adverb and the subject. 

(24) should be, instead: 

(25) Ez n-uen uste 
neg ABS:lst sg-AV oeIreve 

horen 
adv:lst 

aberatsa 
wealthy 

n-intzenik. 
ABS:lst sg-AV 

'I do not believe that I am 
wealthy. ' 

2.4. Verbs and Auxiliary Verbs 

The verbs are morphologically the most complex of 

all lexical categories. Depending on their mode of 

conjugation, they are classified into synthetic or peri

phrastic verbs. The synthetic verbs form a small set. 

Most of the verbs in this set are the most common ones, 

like joan 'to go', ibilli 'to walk', etorri 'to come', 

ekarri 'to bring', eraman 'to carry', ikusi 'to see' .10 

Nowadays, the synthetic verb class counts around twenty 

10. In reference grammars as well as in the 
linguistic literature on Basque verbal morphology, the 
citation form of verbs is always the so-called perfect 
"participle" rather than the root. I shall also use 
this convention here. 
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verbs. Their root can serve as a base around which person 

(first, second, third), number (singular, plural), tense 

(past, non-past), and/or modality markers are distributed. 

In addition, the sequential distribution of the person 

markers indicates case as well. The cases involved in 
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verbal morphology are the abso1utive (ABS), the ergative 

(ERG), and the dative (DAT). The examples below illustrate 

these facts (the verb I am using is eraman 'to carry'): 

(26) a. Naramazu. 
n a rama zu 4:. 

ABS non-past carry ERG 
1st 2d 
sg sg 

'You carry me. , 

b. Daramat. 
d a rama t 
ABS non-past carry ERG 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

'I carry him. , 

Daramat and naramazu can stand by themselves as fully 

grammatical sentences. Besides these person markers "glued" 

--so to speak--on the verbal base, Basque possesses inde

pendent pronouns which show the same case distinctions and 

enter the same constructions as nominal expressions. 

In non-infinitival clauses overt pronouns occur only to 

indicate emphasis. So, for example, (26a) could be 



accompanied by the two independent pronouns ni 'I' and 

zu 'you', as illustrated in (27) below: ll 

(27) Zuk ni naramazu. 
you: sg:ERG I:ABS n - a - rama - zu 

ABS non- carry ERG 
1st past 2d 
sg sg 

'You carry me. 
, 

Therefore, it appears from (26-27) that a sentence in 

Basque can contain minimally a verb complex (VC); nominal 

phrases need not be overtly expressed. 

Periphrastic verbs are those whose verbal root can 

only be inflected with aspectual markers (perfective, 

imperfective, future). However, while synthetic verbs 

like eraman 'to carry' can function as periphrastic verbs 

do, the contrary is not true; that is, periphrastic verbs 

do not allow their root to serve as a base for person, 

number, tense, and/or modality markers to attach upon. 

The person, number, tense, and/or modality markers are 

attached to the base of two verbal roots which are tradi-

tionally analyzed as the auxiliary verbs izan 'to be' and 

ukan 'to have', as illustrated below: 

(28) a. Ikaslea 
student: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

naiz. 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

'I am the/a student.' 

a 
non
past 

iz 
be 

11. This syntactic phenomenon is called Pro-drop 
in Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981). 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Jan nauzu. 
eat:PERF n a 

ABS non-
1st past 
sg 

'You have eaten me. , 

Jango 
eat:FUT 

nauzu. 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
non
past 

'You will eat me. ' 

Irakurri 
read: PERF 

dizut. 12 
d i 

u 
have 

u 
have 

ABS dative 
3d marker 
sg 

'I have read to you.' 

Eraman 
carry: PERF 

ninduzun. 
n ind 
ABS past 
1st 
sg 

'You carried me. ' 

u 
have 

2.5. Subordination 

zu 
ERG 
2d 
sg 

zu 
ERG 
2d 
sg 

zu 
DAT 
2d 
sg 

zu 
ERG 
2d 
sg 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

n 
past 

As the final syntactic point in my review-sketch 

of Basque, I turn now to the distribution of finite subor

dinate clauses and a few non-finite constructions. 

12. When the dative is morphologically marked in 
AV, it is impossible to identify the root of the auxiliary 
verbs izan 'be' and ukan 'have'. I have argued at some 
length-eISewhere (Martin-Callejo 1982) that the so-called 
roots would be better analyzed as indicating the number 
of arguments the verb takes in a sentence. 
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A finite clause incorporates an auxiliary verb; therefore, 

person, number, case, tense and/or modality are overtly 

marked in the clause. A non-finite clause contains no 
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auxiliary verb. The verb in this type of clause is affixed 

with the suffix -te/-tze, which is traditionally called 

a nominalizer. Examples of both finite and non-finite 

clauses will be discussed below. 

To illustrate one of the major properties of 

subordinate clauses in Basque, i.e., the fact that most 

clause-types can be both finite and non-finite, I shall 

use pairs of synonymous sentences. The first pair of 

sentences is the case of an object clause after the main

sentential verb esan 'to tell' (for ease of exposition, 

I offer a separate description of the two auxiliary verb 

forms in (29b) and (29c), respectively): 

(29) a. ~gia 
read:the: 

sg:ABS 

ekar 
bring: 
root 

dezagula esan 
dezagu-la terr:PERF 
AV that 

digu 
AV 

amonak. 
grandriiother:ERG 

'Grandmother has told us to bring (the) bread.' 

b. dezagula 
d eza 
ABS X 

gu la 13 
ERG complementizer 

3d 1st that 
sg pI 

13. Not all complementizers are suffixed upon 
auxiliary verbs. Some are prefixed to an auxiliary verb 
form, and others occur in initial position in the 
subordinate clause. 



(30) 

c. gig~ 

ABS 
3d 
sg 

~gia 
read:the: 

sg:ABS 

i 
X 

gu 
DAT 
1st 
p1 

ekartzeko 

o 
ERG 
3d 
sg 

ekar tze 
bring: nomina1izer 
root 

esan digu amonak. 14 
teIT:PERF AV . grandmother:ERG 

ko 
GEN 

'Grandmother has told us to bring (the) bread.' 

The second pair of sentences illustrates a purpose clause 

after the 

(31) 

(32) 

main-sentential verb idatzi 

Irakur dezazun 
read:root d eza zu 

ABS X ERG 
3d 2d 
sg sg 

idatzi dut 
write: PERF 0-- u t 

ABS X ERG 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

'I have written this for you 

Irakurtzeko 
irakur 
read:root 

dut 
0-
ABS 
3d 
sg 

u 
X 

tze 
nominalizer 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

hau. 
this:ABS 

'to write': 

n 
complementizer 
so that 

hau. 
this:ABS 

to read. 
, 

idatzi 
ko write:PERF 
GEN 

'I have written this for you to read.' 

14. For a more detailed morphological description 
of the auxiliary verb form digu, see (29c) above. 
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With the above sentences serving as reference

examples, let us consider now the interplay of word order, 

negation and nominal phrases. I shall discuss first 

finite subordinate clauses, then non-finite constructions. 

The examples in (33) below are cases in which some consti

tuent in (29a) above occurs in some other position within 

the subordinate clause (for a more accurate gloss, I refer 

the reader to (29)): 

(33) a. ??Ekar deza~ula bgia esan 
bring: AV:t at read:the: teIT:PERF 
root sg:ABS 

l~gU amonak. 
granamother:ERG 

'Grandmother has told us to bring (the) 
bread. , 

b. *Ekar ogia dezagula esan digu amonak. 

c. *Dezagula ogia ekar esan digu amonak. 

d. ,,/cDezagu1a ekar ogia esan digu amonak. 
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Whereas (33b-d) are ungrammatical sentences, (33a)--in my 

view--is not as bad. 15 In (33b), the verbal root ekar. 

which is positioned to the left of its auxiliary verb form, 

is separated from it by the nominal phrase ogia '(the) 

bread'. This syntactic characteristic was discussed in 

section 2.2, which deals with constraints on word order 

in main clauses, or sentences. In (33c-d), the auxiliary 

15. I have no clear idea why (34a) is/should be 
more acceptable, though, than the other three versions. 



verb form dezagu1a appears in initial position within the 

subordinate clause. The ruling out of (33c,d) seems to be 

independent of the relative position of the verbal root 

ekar 'to bring' and the nominal phrase ogia '(the) bread' 

with respect to each other. It is worth noting, however, 

that (33c,d) would be fully grammatical sentences if the 

subordinate clause as a whole were positioned in both 

cases after the main clause, as illustrated in (34) below: 

(34) a. Esan 
teIT: 
PERF 

ekar. 
bring:root 

amonak 
grand
mother: 
ERG 

deza~u1a 
AV:t at bgia 

read:the: 
sg:ABS 

b. Esan digu amonak dezagu1a ekar ogia. 

The effect that the negation ez 'not' has upon 

the position of the auxiliary verb form in subordinate 

clauses is similar to the effect it has on the position 

of the auxiliary verb form in main clauses, but with the 

proviso that, while in main clauses the negation plus 

auxiliary verb cannot occur to the right of the verb, it 

can occur at this place in subordinate c1auses. 16 

Nevertheless, in the latter type of clauses, the negation 

plus auxiliary verb form is not restricted, as expected, 

to that position only, as illustrated in (35) below: 

16. For a more detailed description of negation 
in main clauses, see examples (9-13) in section 2.2 above. 
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(35) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

~gia 
read:the: 

sg:ABS 

ekar 
bring: 
root 

ez 
neg 

dezagula 
AV:t at 

esan 
tell: 
PERF 

l~gU amonak. 
grandmother:ERG 

'Grandmother has told us not to bring 
the bread. , 

Ogia ez dezagula ekar esan digu amonak. 

?Ez dezagula ogia ekar esan digu amonak. 

?Ez dezagula ekar ogia esan digu amonak. 

The constraints on the occurrence of the negation plus 

auxiliary verb form are identical whether or not the 

subordinate clause precedes or follows the main clause. 

From the above discussion on finite subordinate 

clauses, we can conclude that the interplay between 

(i) the morphological make-up of the auxiliary verb form 

(negative vs. non-negative auxiliary verb form), (ii) the 

position of the subordinate clause with respect to the 

main clause (the subordinate clause precedes or follows 

the main clause), and (iii) the relative order of the verb 

and the auxiliary verb with respect to each other must be 

taken into account together to adequately describe the 

order of the various constituents in a finite subordinate 

clause. 
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Finally, let us consider the non-finite counterpart 

of finite subordinate clauses, i.e., sentences like (30) 

and (32) above--repeated here as (36) and (37), respecti

vely: 



(36) 

(37) 

~gia ekartzeko 
read: the: bring: 

sg:ABS nomin: 
GEN 

esan 
terr: 
PERF 

digu 
AV 

'amonak. 
grandmother: 
ERG 

'Grandmother has told us to bring (the) bread. , 

Irakurtzeko idatzi dut hau. 
read: nomin: write: AV this: 
GEN PERF ABS 

'I have written this for you to read. , 
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In non-finite constructions, the nomina1ized verb is final, 

and the inclusion of the negation ez 'not' to the left of 

the nomina1ized verb has no effect whatsoever on the 

position of the nomina1ized verb, as shown below (sentence 

(38) is the negative counterpart of (36)): 

(38) agia ez 
brea : neg 
the: 
sg:ABS 

ekartzeko 
bring: 
nomin: 
GEN 

esan 
tell: 
PERF 

amonak. 
grandmother: 
ERG 

'Grandmother has told us not to bring the bread. ' 

In my view, the most interesting property of non-finite 

constructions has to do with the syntactic presence vs. 

absence of nominal phrases. Notice that in the finite 

subordinate clauses presented earlier, the nominal phrases 

could be absent. However, the occurrence of the auxiliary 

verb will always provide different values for person, 

number, and case. In non-finite constructions, which, 

by definition, do not contain any auxiliary verb form, 

nominal phrases are usually present. However, the syntactic 

occurrence of nominal phrases is not tightly connected to, 
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or is not a function of, the absence of an auxiliary verb 

form, for, in non-finite constructions, the nominal phrases 

can still be absent, and, in some cases, the absence of 

some nominal phrases is even preferred. For instance, 

(39) below is equivalent to (36) above, but (39) includes 

a pronominal form ~ 'we', case-marked ergative, whereas 

(36) does not (the overtness of guk 'we' in (39) is rather 

awkward) : 

(39) Guk bgia ekartzeko esan digu amonak. 
we: read:the: bring: telT: AV grand-
ERG sg:ABS nomin: PERF mother: 

GEN ERG 

'Grandmother has told us to bring (the) bread. , 

Let us reconsider (37) above. This non-finite purpose 

construction consists of a nominalized verb; there are 

neither "subj ect" nor "obj ect" nominal phrases. As in (39), 

the overt occurrence of such phrases is rather awkward, 

here too: 

(40) Zuek 
you: 
ERG 

hau 
tlUs: 

irakurtzeko 
read: 
nomin:GEN 

idatzi 
write: 
PERF 

dut. 
A.'fr 

'I have written this for you to read.' 

Notice that the nominal phrases case-marked ergative could 

have been non-second person (I have used second person 

to be consistent with the subordinate finite counterpart 

(31) above). The non-occurrence of any nominal phrase in 

this type of constructions is "context-dependent"; that is, 
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it is always clear form the context who brings what in (36) 

and who reads what in (37). 

In this short survey of both finite and non-finite 

clauses, I have restricted myself to examples of an. object

clause (in (29-30)) and of'a purpose-clause (in (31-32)). 

But, to my knowledge, ~he general description provided 

here is valid for almost any temporal, purpose, causal, 

and concessive clause. 

2.6. Conclusion 

This chapter, whose purpose has been to offer 

a general description of the major syntactic and morpholo

gical properties of Basque, can be brought to a very simple 

conclusion: (i) Basque is a free word order language; 

(ii) it locates the syntactic material which is the object 

of focus in preverbal position; (iii) it is postpositional; 

(iv) it possesses a rich inflectional morphology for both 

nominal and verbal lexical categories; and (v) it need not 

have nominal phrases overtly expressed in a sentence. 



CF.APTER 3 

THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, I offer an introduction to the 

basic notions of the kind of syntax I shall develop for 

Basque. I also present the fundamental assumptions that 

serve as background to this particular view of syntactic 

description. Thus, what is incorporated in this chapter 

is no more than a preliminary attempt at characterizing 

a certain set of data. Further elaboration will require 

us to expand the data and refine the analysis presented 

here. 

3.2. The Data and Some Questions 

The structural and morphological facts presented 

here are the basic and fundamental facts about the language 

that, in my view, any description of Basque must deal I.vith; 

those facts will be discussed in the body of this work. 

To begin with, a great number of verbs can be combined with 

any type of auxiliary verb, as shown in (1) below. l 

A paradigm example of this kind of verb is galdu 'to lose'. 

1. For the purpose of this section, I shall use 
the traditional label "verb"; in a later stage in the chap
ter, a different type of categorization will be discussed. 
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However, parallel to this group of verbs, there are a few 

subsets of verbs that require specific auxiliary verb forms, 

as shown in (2-3) below. Both joan 'to go' and argitu 

'to shine' are such verbs (the variable X means that a 

precise morphemic identification of some formatives in the 

auxiliary verb is irrelevant to the discussion at hand). 

(1) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Ga1du d' 2 ~ot. 

lose: cr::- i 0 
PERF ABS X DAT 

3d 3d 
sg sg 

'I have lost him for him. ' 

Ga1du dut. 
lose: 0--
PERF ABS 

3d 
sg 

, I have lost 

Ga1du zait. 
lose: z 
PERF ABS 

3d 
sg 

'He got lost 

Ga1du da. 
lose: a -
PERF ABS 

3d 
sg 

'He got lost. 

u 
X 

him. ' 

ai 
X 

on me. 

a 
X 

, 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

t 
DAT 
1st 
sg 

, 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

2. The internal morphological analysis of the 
auxi1iaryverbs presented in this chapter is just a first 
approximation. In Chapter 5 below, a more precise morpho
syntactic representation, which might not be as segmentab1e 
as what is offered here, will be discussed. 
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(2) a. *Joan diot. 
go: a-::- i 0 t 
PERF ABS X DAT ERG 

3d 3d 1st 
sg sg sg 

b. *Joan dut. 
go: a-- u t 
PERF ABS X ERG 

3d 1st 
sg sg 

c. Joan zait. 
go: z ai t 
PERF ABS x DAT 

3d 1st 
sg sg 

'He has gone to me. , 

d. Joan da. 
go: a - a 
PERF ABS X 

3d 
.sg 

'He has gone. , 

(3) a. *Argitu diot. 
shine: a-::- i 0 t 
PERF ABS X DAT ERG 

3d 3d 1st 
sg sg sg 

b. Ar~itu duo 
shJ.ne: a - u 0 
PERF ABS X ERG 

3d 3d 
sg sg 

'It/she/he has shone. , 

c. *Ar~itu zait. 
shJ.ne: z ai t 
PERF ABS X DAT 

3d 1st 
sg sg 



d. '')\"Ar~itu da. 
sh~ne: a - a 
PERF ABS X 

3d 
sg 
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Second, while the sequence verb plus auxiliary verb 

in (4a) below corresponds to a fully grammatical sentence, 

neither (4b) nor (4c) are grammatical. In both (4b) and 

(4c), the auxiliary verb is missing: 

(4) a. Ga1du naiz. 
lose: n a iz 
PERF ABS non- X 

1st past 
sg 

'I got lost. , 

b. *Ni ~a1du. 
I:ABS ose:PERF 

c. *Ga1du. 
lose:PERF 

Third, although (Sa) and (sc) on one hand and (sb) 

and (sd) on the other look superficially equiva1ent--the 

auxiliary verb either follows or precedes the verb--on1y 

(Sa) and (sd) are grammatical sentences: 

(5) a. Ga1du naiz. 
lose: n a iz 
PERF ABS non- X 

1st past 
sg 

'I got lost. , 

b. *Naiz ga1du. 
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c. '/<'Galdu enaiz. 
lose: e n a iz 
PERF NEG ABS non- X 

1st past 
sg 

d. E'na"iz galdu. 

, I did not get lost. ,3 

Fourth, in the grammatical sentences (6a-f) below, 

the two overt nominal expressions which are case-marked 

ABS and ERG, respectively, occur either both on the left or 

the right of the verb and the auxiliary verb as in (6a-d), 

or alone on either side of the verb plus auxiliary sequence, 

as in (Be) and (6f). Nevertheless, whenever one of the 

two overt nominal expressions is located in-between the 

verb and the auxiliary verb, as in (6g) and (6h), the 

resulting sentences are ungrammatical. 

(6) a. Nik MLren 
r:ERG Mary:ABS 

~a1du 
ose: 

PERF 

'I have lost Mary.' 

b. Miren nik galdu dut. 

c. Galdu dut Miren nik. 

d. Galdu dut nik Miren. 

e. Nik galdu dut Miren. 

f. Miren galdu dut nik. 

dut. 
0"
ABS 
3d 
sg 

u 
X 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

3. The negation particle in Basque is ez 'not'. 
The letter z stands for a voiceless retroflex frIcative 
that is deleted when before a nasal consonant. 



g. *Nik gal'du l1i"ren dut. 

h. ')~Hiren "galdu n:ik dut. 

Finally, consider sentence (7) below, which is 

three-way ambiguous. The causes of this ambiguity seem 

to be related to (i) the case-formatives on each of the 

nominal expressions which can be interpreted either as 
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ERG or asABS, and (ii) the nominal expression in immediate 

pre-verbal position which is understood as "focused". 

(7) a. Aitak amak ~ck: dituzte. 
father: mother: d it uz - te 
the:p1: the:p1: PERF ABS p1 X ERG 
ERG ABS 3d p1 

'The fathers have kicked the mothers. , 
or 'It is the mothers that the fathers have 

kicked. , 

b. Aitak amak 
?c!-ck: 

dituzte. 
father: mother: d it uz - te 
the:p1 : the:p1: PERF ABS p1 X ERG 
ABS ERG 3d p1 

'It is the mothers who have kicked the fathers.' 
but not *'The mothers have kicked the fathers. 

, 

Various questions, which are directly related to 

the data presented so far, arise (the numbers refer back 

to examples (1-7)): 

(8) a. Is a classification of verbs in terms of 
inherent intransitivity and transitivity of 
any relevance in a grammar of Basque «1-3))? 

b. What is the nature of the interdependencies 
between a verb and an auxiliary verb «1-3), 
(4))? 

c. How are the particles marking case in auxi
liary verb forms best accounted for «1-7), 
especially (4))? 



d. How is sentencehood' defined for/in Basque 
«4)) ? 

e. How is the syntactic "obligatoriness" of 
auxiliary verbs best characterized «4))? 

f. How is the absence vs. presence of nominal 
expressions best explained «1-7))? ' 
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g. What are the' dependencies between overt nominal 
expressions and auxiliary verb forms «4, 6))? 

h. How are the interdependencies between word 
order and morphological properties of auxiliary 
verb forms best captured «5))? 

i. How is the syntactic pre-verbal position best 
characterized? 

Facts like those presented in (1-7) and the ques

tions just raised lie within the province of what is 

traditionally syntax, as well as syntax plus what is tradi

tionally morphology. It is the purpose of this analysis to 

provide an accurate specification of these interdependen

cies, and to demonstrate, in doing so, how sentences (1-7) 

are assigned their structural description, but also how the 

various "parts" that make up the various sentences are 

combined. The present study will concentrate essentially 

on questions (8a-e); the answers to questions (8f-i) 

should follow naturally from the answers I will have 

provided to (8a-e). 
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3.3. Theoretical Orientation 

The grammatical outline offered in this section is 

meant as a sketch of the syntactic description I am advoca

ting for Basque. Furthermore, it will also serve as a 

general refex"ence "mo'del" for interpreting the more detailed 

discussions in later chapters. 

3.3.1. A Few Basic and General Notions 

The syntax of a fragment of Basque will consist of 

a number of ,principles which combine words that make up 

a well-formed 'sentence. 4 I assume the notion of sentence. 

Viewed from this perspective, the fundamental issue of 

syntactic analysis is a compositional one; that is, the 

issue is: what conditions hold across a string of words 

in order for the whole to be well-formed? 

According to Steele (in prep.), the resolution of this 

issue follows from two principles: 

(9) Principle I: 

Principle II: 

Any Syntactic Domain of Analysis 
has a Domain-Defining-Element. 

If the Domain of Analysis is good, 
its Domain-Defining-Element is 
satisfied. 

4. The vagueness of the term "word" will not 
present any important obstacle in the present discussion. 
The term "word", in some instances, corres,!?onds to the 
notion of "constituent". 
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For the purposes of my analysis, I shall reformulate 

Principle II to make it stronger. From a logical viewpoint, 

Principle II, as stated in (9) above, contains two atomic 

sentences, that is, an antecedent and a consequent. The 

four possible combinations of truth values (true(T)/false(F) 

or good/bad) for the antecedent and the consequent are, 

respectively: 

(10) ~A~--...;;;;.B_...:..:A;......;...::> ~B~ 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
T 
F 

T 
F 
T 
T 

(where A stands for Domain of Analysis, B stands for Domain

Defining-Element, and the horseshoe symbol indicates the 

material implication). In order to avoid, for instance, 

a situation in which the Domain-Defining-Element is satis

fied but the Domain of Analysis is not--i.e., if B is true, 

A may be false--I restate Principle II as follows: 

(11) Principle II: 
(revised) 

The Domain of Analysis is good 
iff the Domain-Defining-Element 
is satisfied. 

Thus, A and B are materially equivalent, for they have 

the same truth value, as illustrated below (the sign = 

stands for material equivalence) : 

(12) A B A == B 

T T T 
T F F 
F T F 
F F T 
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Let us investigate more closely the notions of 

Domain-Defining-E1ement (hereafter DDE) and Domain of 

Analysis (hereafter DA). A DDE is defined as that part of 

a string which fixes the properties of the other parts. 5 

Thus, a DDE can be viewed as a function that maps an entity 

of one type to an entity of another type. The definition 

of DDE advanced here can be illustrated as follows. 

According to Steele, the traditionally so-called function 

words, which subsume both free and bound morphemes, have 

rigid properties, while content words have plastic proper

ties. For instance, consider the lexical item hot in the 

phrases/sentences below: 

(13) a. The hots . 

b. John hots for Mary. 

c. The hot water 

In (13), the lexical item hot occurs in a variety of 

syntactic contexts. 6 Steele considers that the lexical 

item hot can only be characterized with respect to the 

function words co-occurring with it, for only the free 

morpheme the and the bound morpheme ~ have fixed values. 

5. For my present purposes, one can take "to fix" 
to mean "to determine" or "to be compatible with". 

6. In any standard theory (Hale 1979; Dik 1980; 
Chomsky 1981; Akmajian et a1. 1984), the lexical item hot 
is considered to be a member of different categories, name
ly, a noun, a verb, and an adjective, respectively. 



Thus, if the bound morpheme ~ has as its values [third 

person singular present indicative] or [plural], the 

lexical item which occurs in its domain, i.e., upon which 

-s is affixed, must have some properties such that these 

properties are compatible with [third person singular 

present indicative] or [plural]. To put this in Steele's 

words, the bound morpheme -s is a rigid operator which 

determines what the properties in its domain'must be like. 

Therefore, the affix -s is a nnE. 
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A nA, in turn, consists of any string which includes 

a nnE. Further, Steele proposes two conditions referred to 

as Satisfaction Conditions, which bear o~ the nnE operating 

in a DA.7 The first Satisfaction Condition has to do with 

the obligatory presence of another e1ement--besides the nnE, 
which occurs in the DA. This other element is necessarily 

the term over which the nnE ranges. The second Satisfaction 

Condition makes the nDE part of a "connected domain". 

Steele (in prep.) defines a connected domain as "a string 

each part of which is directly connected to some other part 

and in which every part has at' least an indirect relation

ship to every other part"(emphasis is Steele's). 

7. The notion of "Satisfaction Conditions" (or 
"Conditions of Satisfaction") is not to be confused with 
its traditional sense in the Philoso~hy of Language, i.e., 
as truth conditions, compliance conditions, etc. See ' 
Harnish (1983), for instance, for a discussion on the 
various sorts of Satisfaction Conditions. 
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Let us now use a Basque example to make the above 

discussion more concrete. Suppose we have an expression in 

a string that is identifiable as a word. Suppose the 

expression corresponds to the Basque well-formed word Ando

nik 'Anthony'. Finally, suppose Andonik is a Domain of 

Analysis in itself. If Andonik is a DA, then, according 

to the analysis, there must be a DDE. What is it? 

The DDE is the ergative case-particle -k in Andonik. 

(14) below illustrates what has been said so far «14b-c) 

are two ways of representing the DDE: in (14b) , the DDE is 

identified via the actual particle, or suffix, while in 

(14c) , it is identified via the case-name the particle -k 

stands for): 

(14) a. Domain-Defining-Element (Term) 

b. -k (Andonh) 

c. ERG (Andoni) 

Notice that (14) is a standard way of expressing the rela

tion between a function and its argument(s). It is also 

worth noting that, if the DA Andonik is considered to be 

a good word, it is due to the fact that the DDE is appro

priately satisfied. That is to say, the case-particle -k 

ranges over a lexical item which can function as its term. 

Finally, that a DA is judged to be not good via the well

formedness requirements holding between the DDE and its 

term(s) can be easily shown by means of a DA which is not 

good. Thus, consider the badly-formed word *ibillik 



(ibilli means 'to walk'). The lexical term ibilli as such 

belongs to a set of lexical items that cannot function ' 

directly as terms of a DDE like -k. In other words, -k 

cannot range over such elements like ibilli 'to walk'. 
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Any combination of a case-particle like -k and an element 

like ibilli results in a "bad" word'. I should mention here 

that most DDEs are represented by particles, or sequences 

of particles, and affixes. Case-names lilce ERG in (lDc) 

above are just a more abstract means of referring to 

specific particles or affixes. 

Within the logic of the general model proposed by 

Steele, the linguistic object Sentence--which is assumed 

from the outset--is also viewed as a Domain of Analysis. 

Therefore, it follows from Principle I in (9) above that 

there is a DDE operating in that DA. This DDE is called 

the Sentence-Defining-Element (hereafter SDE). Further-
8 more, according to Steele, all grammars include an SDE. 

It goes without saying that Principle II in (11) above 

also holds in the case of a sentence as it does in the 

case of a word. That is to say, a sentence is good iff 

the SDE is satisfied. Finally, and most importantly, 

8. Notice that the claim that all grammars include 
an SDE need not mean that every single sentence has to have 
an SDE--but this weakens Principle II stated in (9) above. 



accordingto Steele, the basic semantic character of an SDE 

involves a judgment. 

From a syntactic perspective, the SDE corresponds 

to some grammatical feature(s) whi~h function(s) as 

signal(s) ,to hook up the sentence to the world, or to 

"ground the predicate content to the real world" (Hollen

bach 1983). Thus consider the following sentences: 

(15) a. Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

liburu bat 
book one: 

ABS 

irakurri al duo 
read: INTER aux 
PERF 

'Has Michael read one book?' 

b. Mikelek liburu bat irakurri omen duo 
Michael: book one: read: reportedly aux 
ERG ABS PERF 

'Michael has read one book, so they say. ' 

Due to the occurrence of the particle al in (15a) and the 

particle omen in (15b), these two sentences can be charac

terized as an interrogative and a report, respectively. 

The latter particle, omen, removes from the speaker the 

responsibility of the proposition truth value. As we can 

see, the two sentences in (15) are associated with quite 

different judgments. In Steele's model, judgment corres

ponds to the notions of sentence-mood and speaker's 

attitude. 

In order to determine what sort of judgment a sen-

tence provides, some correlation must be established 

between form and "meaning", That is, the determination 
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of a judgment with respect to some sentence depends on some 

precise correlation between some grammatical features and 

their corresponding meanings. Then the mapping from form 

to meaning correlates in turn with a mood distinction and 

some speaker's attitude. 9 What is meant by grammatical 

9. Harnish (1983) works out a similar idea. He 
out1in~s a somewhat detailed program of research for deter
mining which principles enable a hearer to make the 
inference from the linguistic form of an utterance to its 
i11ocutionary force potential, and then to the actual 
i11ocutionary act. He schematizes the flow of information 
as follows: 

utterance 
I 

operative meaning 
/ '\ 

expression of attitude 
(speaker believes, 
desires, intends, ... ) 

i11ocutionary-force
potential (when speaking 
directly and literally) 

saying 
(declarative, yes/no interro
gative, v7h-interrogative, 
imperative) 

I 
conditions of fit 
(truth condition, answerhood 
condition, compliance condi
tion) 

Harnish discusses the issue of mood, which he defines as a 
"form-with-a-function". If a sentence can be characterized 
structurally, then it should be possible to simultaneously 
characterize it functionally. Harnish correlates structural 
properties of sentences and possible functional import. 
He proposes a four-way mood classification, namely, decla
rative, yes/no interrogative, wh-interrogative, and 
imperative, or four different types of saying. But it is 
important to stress that the notion of mood is 1anguage
specific. In addition to this four-way classification of 
major moods, there are four minor moods for English. 
Finally, Harnish goes beyond a mere consideration of the 
mapping between some structural description and functional 
import, for he also considers conditions of satisfaction 
(or fit), which determine the compatibility between some 
sentence-mood and its functional import. Thus, for examole, 
if some string of words is structurally analyzed as declara
tive, then what is said may be correlated with truth 
condition. 
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features in this model covers a variety of syntactic (word 

order, ... ), morphological (aux morphological properties, 

. ) and phonological (intonation, ... ) means. So, 

for example, in French, word order distinguishes between 

a declarative (16) and an interrogative (17). Intonation 

(rising intonation contour) serves the same purpose, i.e., 

it identifies a sentence as an interrogative (18), and not 

a declarative, which would be characterized in terms of 

falling intonation. 

(16) Je vais a. 
r go: to 

1st 
sg 
pres 

1a maison. 
tIle house 

'I am going home.' 

(17) Vais-je A 1a maison? 

'Am I going home?' 

(18) ---~-----Je vais A 1a maison? 

'Am I going home?' 

In Basque, intonation is also used to indicate sentence-

type, as illustrated below: 

(19) ~ 

(20) 

Mike1ek 1iburu bat irakurri duo 
Michael: book one:ABS read:PERF aux 
ERG 

'Michael has read one book. ' 

-------Mike1ek 1iburu bat irakurri du? 

'Has Michael read one book?' 



As we can see, what identifies a string of words as a 

declarative or an interrogative need not be restricted to 

morphological or syntactic features. 

I would like to make here three cautionary notes. 

First, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence 

between the grammatically defined sentence-types (decla-
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rative, interrogative, imperative, ... ) and their 

illocutionary function (statement, request, command, . .). 

In some cases, there is indeterminacy. Thus, consider 

the following examples from Luisefio: 

(21) 

(22) 

Toonav 
make 
basket 

wun chaam. 
pres: aux 
pl 1st 

pl 

'We are making baskets. ' 

Toonav 
make 
basket 

wun 
pres: 
pl 

chao 
aux 
1st 
pl 

'We are making baskets' or 'Let's make baskets.' 

While (21) can only be described as a declarative, (22), 

which differs from (21) in the choice of the aux form, is 

indeterminate between a declarative and an imperative. 

Harnish (1983) also explicitly states that there is almost 

always an indeterminacy between form and actual illocutio

nary function. 

Second, the notion of judgment understood as sen

tence-mood is not restricted to a four-way mood 

classification. Third, the SDE need not be identified 
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as some unique gra~atical element occurring in a sentence. 

Several elements may contribute together to determining 

sentence-mood and speaker's attitude. Harnish (1983) 

discusses this point, too. In his treatment of the so

called wh-interrogatives, he does not use unique elements 

to mark mood, either. 

All that remains now is to comment briefly on 

the issue of "parts". I said earlier in this subsection 

that, in my view, the main goal of syntactic analysis 

should consist in accounting for the relations that hold 

between the parts in a sentence, and should state the 

conditions for combining the parts together. Further, it 

should be clear that I do not assume in advance that every 

language will present exactly the same parts in terms of 

which the "composition" of a string can be done. lO Thus, 

I assume that one must attempt first to establish for each 

language its parts, and then define the conditions and 

the patterns of combinations valid for that particular 

language. 

10. Susan Steele distinguishes five parts in 
Luiseno, namely, Particle Complex, Affix, Base Form, Suffix, 
and a number of words that are syncategorematic. 



3.3.2. Parts in Basque 

With regard to Basque, only the parts listed under 

(23) below will be identified. 

(23) a. Particle Complex 

b. Suffix 

c. Base Form 

This decision is not (totally) arbitrary. (23) is not an 

exhaustive list of the parts of Basque. My including only 

these parts in my description of Basque syntax is done 

with an eye on the basic goal of the whole work, which has 

to do with how arguments are specified in this language. 

Sentence (24) below contains three words; each of these 

words belongs to one of the parts (for the purpose of the 

description, I do not present a detailed gloss of the 

Basque sentence): 

(24) Eguzkiak argituko duo 
eguzkia -k argitu -ko a-- u - 0 
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Base Form Suffix Base Form Suffix Particle Complex 

'The sun will shine.' 

I shall now consider each of these parts in turn, together 

with a few examples. 

3.3.2.1. 11 Particle Complex. A Particle Complex, 

or an auxiliary form like du in (24) is a member .of the 

11. I do not want to enter, here, into a full-scale 
discusion of every single member that belong to this part. 
Chapter 5 discusses the morphological make-up of the 
particle complexes of Basque. 
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category AUX. The language-particular category is an instan

tiation of the category AUX, which is defined in language 

independent terms as follows: 

Given a set of language-internal analyses, those 
constituents which may contain only a specified 
(i.e. fixed and small) set of elements, crucially 
containing elements marking tense and/or modality, 
will be identified as non-distinct (Steele, in 
Steele et a1. 1981:21). 

In addition to marking tense and/or moda1ity--which are 

the definitional properties for AUX--the AUX category 

includes a set of non-definitional properties for which 

some particular member may be marked. Among these non

definitional properties are: 

(25) a. AUX is a constituent. 

b. AUX occurs in first, second, or final 
position. 

c. AUX contains a specified, i.e., fixed and 
small, set of elements, 

d. which occur in a fixed order within the 
AUX constituent, 

e. the membership of which must include elements 
marking subject marking, subject agreement, 
question, evidential, emphasis, aspect, object 
marking, object agreement, and negation. 

Details of the properties listed in (25) above will be 

discussed at some length later in this dissertation. 

Auxiliary forms in Basque always indicate tense and 

modality. Time-relations are expressed by a two-way oppo

sition: non-past vs. past. The auxiliary form du in (24) 
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expresses the non-past dimension of the temporal dichotomy. 

Another example of this is as follows: 

(26) nauzue 
n a u zue 
ABS non- X ERG 
1st past 2d 
sg p1 

An auxiliary form like ninduzuten in (27) below expresses 

the past dimension (contrast (26) with (27)): 

(27) ninduzuten 
n ind u zute n 
ABS past X ERG past 
1st 2d 
sg p1 

3:3.2.2. Suffix. Members of the part Suffix are 

relatively few in number, and it is easy enough to formu

late general criteria to further divide the various members 

into two subclasses. The first subclass includes suffixes 

that express aspectua1 values; the second subclass subsumes 

a number of suffixes that have a variety of "functions". 

That is, crucially, the latter set of suffixes marks the 

terms, or arguments, of a particular Domain-Defining

Element. 12 It will be helpful at this point to provide 

a list of the members of the first subclass of part Suffix, 

12. It should be clear that this DDE corresponds 
in some instances to the traditional category "verb". 



together with additional characteristics; this is done in 

(28) and (35) below, respectively:13 

(28) -ten 
imperfective 

-tzen 

-ko 
future 

.:z.£ 

In fact, aspect in Basque is a three-way division. 
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In addition to imperfective and future, it" includes perfec

tive. But, since perfective is morphologically unmarked, 

no special suffix--that is, no zero suffix--is entered 

in (28) above. It will become apparent from the examples 

below that the morphological category of aspect holds, 

so to speak, independently for the category AUX discussed 

in 3.2.2.1 (I ~regard here the morphological details of 

the various auxiliary forms): 

(29) Jo nauzue. 
KIck {aux fOrm} 
base form:PERF non-past 

'You(pl) have kicked me. ' 

(30) Jo nindutzen. 
KIck {aux fOrm} 
base form:PERF past 

'You(pl) kicked me. ' 

13. To be more exact, the two as~ectual formatives 
-ten and -ko undergo regular phonological changes under 
specific conditions. 



(31) Joten nauzue. 
kick {aux fOrm} 
base form:IMP non-past 

'You(pl) kick me. ' 

(32) Joten ninduzuten. 
kick {aux fOrm} 
base form:IMP past 

'You(pl) were kicking me. ' 

(33) Joko nauzue. 
kICK {aux form} 
base form:FUT non-past 

'You(pl) will kick me. ' 

(34) Joko ninduzuketen. 
kICK {aux orm 
base form:FUT past 

conditional 

'You(pl) would kick me. ' 

Let us turn now to case-suffixes, the second type 

of the class Suffix. All such suffixes are listed in (35) 

below. The morpho syntactic representation of any of these 

suffixes involves reference to a number of morphemes: 

number, definiteness, a~imacy, and case (the exclusion of 

any of these morphemes from the gloss means that it is not 

part of the morpho syntactic representation for that 

suffix), 
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(35) -a : sg, def, abs -en 
: {~~~ def, gen} 

=K : erg 
-ak : {sg, def, erg} -arentzat : sg, def, 'Orol 

pl, def, abs -entzat : {pl, def, prol} 
-ek pl, def, erg prol --.- dat -arengatik: sg, def, mot -~ 

-ari sg, def, dat -engatik : {pl, def, mot} -...- pl, def, dat mot -e~ 

-aren: sg, def, gen -arekin sg, def, com 



-ekin : Jsg, def, com t 
lcom r 

-az 
-ez 
-z 
-arengan 
-engan 
-arengandik 
-engandik 
-arengana 
-engana 
-arenganaino: 
-enganaino 
-arenganantz: 
-enganantz 
-arenganako 
-enganako 
-an 
=etan 
-tik 
::etatik 
-ra 
=etara 
-raino 
-etaraino 
-rantz 
-etarantz 
-rako 
-etarako 
-leo 
=etako 
-tan 
=tatik 
-tara 
-taraino 
-tarantz 
-tarako 
-tako 
-ik 

sg, def, inst 
pI, def, inst 
inst 
sg, def, anim, loc 
pI, def, anim, loc 
sg, def, anim, abl 
pI, def, anim, abl 
sg, def, anim, all 
pI, def, anim, all 
sg, def, anim, all 
pI, def, anim, all 
sg, def, anim, all 
pI, def, anim, all 
sg, def, anim, dest 
pI, def, anim, dest 
sg, def, inan, loc 
pI, def, inan, loc 
sg, def, inan, abl 
pI, def, inan, abl 
sg, def, inan, all 
pI, def, inan, all 
sg, def, inan, all 
pI, def, inan, all 
sg, def, inan, all 
pI, def, inan, all 
sg, def, inan, dest 
pI, def, inan, dest 
sg, def, inan, gen loc 
pI, def, ~nan, gen loc 
indef, inan, loc 
indef, inan, abl 
indef, inan, all 
indef, inan, all 
indef, inan, all 
indef, inan, dest 
indef, inan, gen loc 
part 
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Nevertheless, it is not sufficient merely to give a list of 

the suffixes together with their morphosyntactic characteri

zation. Anyway, what are the practical and direct 

implications of this procedure? In giving a list such as 

(35) above, it seems that, for combining parts together in 

Basque, we need to refer specifically to the actual suffix 
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with its morphosyntactic characterization. But, in fact, 

the principles that will be discussed, i.e., case-array 

possibilities, ~rgument control, and argument specification, 

show that we do not need to refer to an actual suffix like 

-ari (singular, definite, dative), for instance, but rather 

to some more abstract property, namely, its case-value. 

r shall then abstract out the case-value, and state that 

the class Suffix in Basque, in terms of which expressions 

in a sentence are combined together, includes the following 

case-set: 

(36) -k 

-i 

-en 

-an 

-z 

-tza 

-gatik 

-tik 

erg 

~s 

gen 

loc 

inst 

prol 

mot 

abl 

-ekin 

-a 

-aino 

-antz 

-ako 

-ko 

-fr 

com 

all 

all 

all 

dest 

gen loc 

part 

List (36) does not include the case-name absolutive (abs) , 

for r do not recognize in my analysis any (zero) absolutive 

suffix. But is goes without saying that the absolutive 

together with the other case-names in (36) are instrumental 

in establishing the structural description of a sentence in 

Basque. Thus, as we shall see, in spite of the fact that 

the absolutive cannot be morphologically identified with 



e. single unit, the absolutive is a member of the class 

§uffix, as listed in (36). In other words, there are 

conditions and principles in Basque that refer directly to 

the absolutive. In this dissertation, I shall concern 

myself with the subset of cases listed in (37) below: 

(37) -k erg 

-i dat 

-en gen 

-an loc 

-z inst 

3.3.2.3. Base Forms, Words, and Constituents. 

Argitu 'to shine' and eguzki 'sun' in sentence (24) above 

are two base forms of the language «24) is repeated here 

as (38)): 

(38) Eguzkiak 
Base Form:Suffix 
sun:the:sg:ERG 

argituko 
Base Form:Suffix 
shine:FUT 

'The sun will shine.' 

duo 
Particle 
Complex or 
aux form 

Moreover, both eguzkiak and argituko in (38) are words and 

constituents in this sentence. 

A base form is an element which can occur with a 
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suffix. Further, a base form is formally characterized in 

terms of suffixes (or some well-defined subset of suffixes) 

and the base form itself. A base form does not take, 

indiscriminately, any of the suffixes under (28), (35) or 

(36) above. Some base forms will take suffixes marking 



aspect while other base forms will not; (39) illustrates 

this property: 

(39) a. argitzen 
argi -tzen 
Base Form IMP 
shine 

b. *eguzkitzen 
eguzk~ -tzen 
Base Form IMP 
sun 
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As a matter of fact, base forms can be assigned to various 

subclasses defined by their compatibility with members of 

the class Suffix, and, thus, in terms of such distinctions 

as [± aspect], [± animate], [± proper], and so on. Here is 

another example of such subclasses of base forms defined in 

terms of such notional criteria. Contrary to eguzki 'sun', 

which is morphologically compatible with the locative 

(inanimate, indeterminate) suffix -tan, Mikel 'Michael' 

cannot take this suffix: 

(40) a. eguzkitan 
eguzki -tan 
Base Form inan:indef:loc 
sun in 

'in the sun' 

b. *Mikeletan 
Mikel -(e)tan 
Base Form inan:indef:loc 
Michael in 

Eguzki 'sun' belongs to a subset of base forms which can be 

qualified as "inanimate" while Mikel 'Michael' is a member 

of a subset of animate base forms. Thus the ill-formed 

word *Mikeletan should be affixed with the locative 
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(animate) suffix -gan; this affixation results in the 

well-formed word Mike1gan 'in Michael'. 

Base forms in Basque can occur without bearing any 

suffix at ell, as illustrated in (41) below: 

(41) a. Eguzki ederrak argituko duo 
Base Form Base Form:Suffix Base Form: aux 
sun nice:the:sg:ERG Suffix form 

shine:FUT 

'The nice sun will shine.' 

b. Eguzki aundi ederrak 
Base Form Base Form Base Form:Suffix 
sun big nice:the:sg:ERG 

argituko duo 
Base Form:Suffix aux form 
shine:FUT 

'The big nice sun will shine.' 

On the basis of cases like (41), I can now make more 

precise the claim that the object of syntactic analysis is 

that of combining words together. A word in Basque consists 

of a base form plus a suffix; a constituent involves a word, 

where the word may be preceded bY,a sequence of base forms, 

as in (41) above. I have represented this schematically in 

(42) below (the asterisk stands for n-number of base forms, 

where n can be zero): 

(42) a. Constituent 
I 

(base form*) «base form) suffix)word 

b. «eguzki ) ak ) 

( eguzki ) «ederr ) ak ) 

(eguzki aundi) «ederr ) al~ ) 
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Before I conclude this subsection, I would like to 

stress that, for the purposes of this study, the words as 

well as the constituents which make up a string are all 

assumed to be well-formed fully inflected words and consti

tuents of Basque. Thus, I shall not detail the internal 

structure of words and constituents. I shall say nothing 

on the order in which base forms are distributed within 

a constituent, not specify the conditions that hold across 

a base form and the morphologically compatible affixes, nor 

determine the "word"-formation processes whereby single 

base forms become complex, as it is the case, for instance, 

with the base form jan 'to eat', which can be combined 

with -erazi to form another base form janerazi 'to cause 

to eat'. 

3.3.3. Sentence in Basque 

As I said earlier, I assume the linguistic object 

sentence, of which (43) below is an example, in Basque: 

(43) Galduko al diozue? 
lose:FUT INTER cr-=-i 0 zue 

ABS X DAT ERG 
3d non- 3d 2d 
sg past sg pI 

'Will you(pl) lose it on him?' 

Every sentence in Basque must involve a core of obligatory 

elements in order to constitute a grammatical sentence. 

Hence, a sentence like (43) above must include: 
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(44) a. A Sentence-Defining-Element in terms of which 
one can establish that (43) is not a word 
of the language, but a sentence that can be 
characterized in relation to the specific 
judgment the sentence provides, and, further
more, in terms of a certain grammatical 
sentence-type. Our example can be qualified 
as a yes/no interrogative. 

b. An indication of a temporal reference, or 
value. What is to be regarded as temporal 
reference here is not exclusive to the narrow 
notion of "tense". The notion of temporal 
value covers what is normally taken to be 
tense plus time-related distinctions referred 
to as aspect. In (43), the auxiliary form 
indicates non-past, and the base form galdu 
'to lose' is suffixed with the aspectual 
formative -ko marking future. The temporal 
value for the sentence results from a combi
nation of both the tense value non-past 
incorporated in the morphological make-up 
of the auxiliary form, and the aspectual 
marker -ko suffixed on galdu. The temporal 
value or-{43) is plainly future. 

c. An Argument-Categorizin9-Element. That is 
to say, a syntactic ent~ty such as galgu 
'to lose', which is related to some ot er 
syntactic entities functioning as its 
arguments. In (43), galdu is formally 
related to specific particles in the auxi
liary form which give some value for case, 
person, and number. ----

Since this dissertation revolves around the issue of the 

syntactic specification of arguments in Basque, point (44c) 

is the primary concern. 

3.3.3.1. The Argument-Categorizing-Element (ACE). 

A sentence contains a predicate which is itself defined in 

combination with a number of terms functioning as its argu

ments. For instance, the word tickle is a predicate that 
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selects a tickler and a ticklee; in other words, the English 

predicate tickle designates some relation between two enti

ties that participate in the event, namely the tickler and 

the ticklee. (Notice that this view of predicate is a 

relatively standard presumption (see Bresnan 1982).) From 

an argument perspective, I shall say that the arguments of 

a predicate designate the persons, objects, and/or things 

in the world. The syntactic eguivalent to the predicate is 

called, here, the Argument-Categorizing-E1ement. This 

element is the third in the series of core elements that 

identify an expression as a sentence of Basque. 14 

14. Before I proceed any further, I would like to 
make a cautionary note. In order to avoid any kind of 
terminological confusion, I shall remind the reader of the 
various ways the notion "argument" is used in standard 
theories: 

(i) an argument is a thing/object in the world 
(Farmer 1984); 

(ii) an argument corresponds to a place-holder or an 
argument-slot in a proposition/predicate-argument
structure (Predicate calculus; Hale 1983); 

(iii) an argument is a syntactic entity such as a noun 
phrase (Chomsky 1981). 

In the present work, the notion of argument is understood 
in one of the following ways: 

(iv) an argument-slot in a predicate-argument-structure, 
which is further identified via some semantic role; 

(v) an argument-slot in an argument-categorizing
element-structure, which is further identified in 
terms of some case-name. 

Throughout this dissertation, I shall justify my characte
rization of the notion of argument (see especially Chapter 6 
below) . 
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Thus, I assume that an ACE in Basque ranges. over 

all the terms functioning as its arguments. (Remember that 

full verification of this claim will have to await a further 

elaboration in Chapter 6 below.) This syntactic property 

could readily be presented as follows (notice that (i) the 

arguments are equivalent to the terms of some functional 

expression~, and (ii) the use of two arguments X and Y 

in (45) below is just a convenient number to mention for 

the discussion here): 

(45) ACE (X,Y) 

A representation like (45) above is, also, a statement 

about the relation of a "governing" element, the ACE, and 

a number of other elements, its dependents. To put it 

differently, (45) states that the occurrence of a syntactic 

element like an ACE simultaneously "governs" occurrences 

of X and Y. 

Before I turn to a closer examination of an ACE 

argument-structure, i.e., the structure represented via 

the parentheses, and of its arguments, i.e., the terms 

enclosed within the parentheses, I must emphasize the fact 

that this type of grammatical description does not include 

principles which refer to a classification of base-forms, 

in any sense, into categories like verbal, nominal, and 

adjectival categories. The most far-reaching consequence 

of this viev7 of base form classification is that any base 



form can function in the syntax as an ACE. 15 Two further 

examples of ACEs are presented be1ow--on 'good' and gizon 

'man', respectively (here again I disregard the morpholo

gical make-up of the auxiliary forms): 

(46) Mikel ona izan da. 
Michae1:ABS good:ABS be:PERF aux form 

non-past 

'Michael has been good. ' 

(47) Mikel gizona izan da. 
Michae1:ABS man:the/a:ABS be:PERF aux form 

non-past 

'Michael has been the/a man. ' 
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The discussion on the nature and properties of ACEs in gene

ral will be recast in more precise terms as we proceed in 

this dissertation. 

3.3.3.2. Arguments and Argument-Structures. We saw 
• 

in the subsection immediately above that an argument is 

understood as "whatever" is enclosed in parentheses after 

an ACE. Thus, X and Yare the arguments in the argument

structure (45). Suppose the ACE corresponds to the Basque 

base form, or lexical item, galdu 'to lose': 

(48) ga1du (X,Y) 

15. I would like to remind the reader that, as I 
said earlier, base forms are classified in terms of their 
formal compatibilities with certain suffixes, and that the 
relations that hold across the parts in the sentence are 
established in terms of specific sets of suffixes, or case
names, as well. Therefore, no syntactic principles will 
ever refer to ~ syntactic element understood as a noun, 
or an adjective, for example. 



These two arguments X and Y must also be characterized in 

relation to some other property. That is, every X and Y 
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(or any other variable, as a matter of fact) in an argument

structure is characterized/characterizable in relation to 

~. In other words, I act on the assumption that case

marking represents the means whereby arguments are 

related to one another and to their own ACE in the syntax. 

From the standpoint we have reached, now, I can 'change, 

therefore, the variables X and Y of example (48) above 

into ABS and ERG (there are other case possibilities) . 

For instance: 

(49) galdu (ABS,ERG) 

As we can see, the event galdu 'to lose' not only involves 

here the loser and the object lost, but the event galdu 

has its two participants bear specific cases: ERG and ABS, 

respectively. 

A further question arises: Just how many and what 

cases will be needed in the desciption of arguments in 

Basque? The fundamental cases which mark arguments include 

the following: 

(50) a. absolutive 
b. dative 
c. ergative 
d. genitive 
e. locative 
f. instrumental 

Notice that these case-names are those of the suffixes 

identified earlier in 3.2.2.2 (see example (37)) and 
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in relation to which, as I said, the structural description 

of a sentence is done. From this discussion, it appears 

that an argument is not just some term enclosed in paren

theses, but it is a term characterized, or characterizable, 

via some case(-name). 

Before I address the next issue, I must make two 

cautionary notes here. First, representation (49) above 

corresponds to an argument-structure for the ACE galdu 

'to lose' and thus should not be mistaken for some sort of 

basic case-array for which galdu is lexically specified. 

Second, I am not saying that the ACE galdu must always 

range over an argument-structure which consists specifi-

cally of the two arguments ABS and ERG. (49) is a possible 

candidate argument-structure for galdu. The reasons for 

viewing the argument-structure in such an untraditional 

way are discussed in 3.3.3.4 below. 

3.3.3.3. Arguments and Aux Forms. Thus far, argu

ments have been considered form a rather abstract viewpoint, 

that is, independently from their occurrence in the syntax. 

Let us consider now the arguments "taken" in a sentence: 

(51) Galduko 
lose:FUT 

dut. 
aux form 
non-past 

'I will lose it.' 

What elements in sentence (51) correspond to the arguments 

of galdu 'to lose'? In order to answer this question, 



we need to consider the internal morphological make-up 

of the aux form dut: 

(52) dut 
a- - u t 
ABS X ERG 
3d non- 1st 
sg past sg 

There are two formatives in the aux form which give some 

value for person, number, and, crucia11y,~. The aux 

form dut in (52) is case-marked ABS and ERG. It is the 

general case-configuration that the aux form displays, 

which "satisfies" the argument requirements of the ACE 

sentence (51) above. 16 

3.3.3.4. Case-arrays and Argument-Structures. 
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A difficult problem arises when we try to define the basic 

case-array associated with many ACEs. Reconsider the ACE 

ga1du 'to lose'. It can be combined--as most ACEs do in 

Basque--with more than one aux form-type in the sentence. 

In other words, with any member of the category AUX which 

displays the following case-combinations: 

(53) a. aux form 
,,/ I '\ 

ABS DAT ERG 

16. Both Jelinek and I independently came to 
similar conclusions. In our respective works on War1piri 
(1983b, 1984) and Basque (1981, 1982), we argue that the 
general morphological properties of aux forms satisfy the 
argument requirement of the verb, or ACE. 



b. 

c. 

d. 

aux form 
/ \ 

ABS ERG 

aux form 
/ \ 

ABS DAT 

aux
1 

form 

ABS 

It is difficult to decide which of the following case

arrays in (54) is basic for galdu 'to lose': 

(54) a. galdu, ABS, DAT, ERG 

b. galdu, ABS, ERG 

c. galdu, ABS, DAT 

d. galdu, ABS 

The ACE joan 'to go', on the other hand, .can be associated 

only with the two case-arrays shown below: 

(55) a. joan, ABS, DAT 

b. joan, ABS 

The problem with having a collection of case-arrays 

associated with a single ACE, and with having to decide 

whether an ACE like galdu 'to lose' is a basic one-place, 

two-place, or three-place predicate can be avoided in a 

simple manner. First of all, ACEs in Basque will be 

classified into various formal and semantic classes, as is 

very schematically represented below (there are other 

classes, but (56) will suffice here): 
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(56) case-array 

Class A: ABS 

Class B: ABS 
Ai3S, DAT 

Class C: ABS 
ABS, ERG 

Class D: ABS 
ABS", ERG 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

Notice that an ACE of Class C can function as a one-place 

ACE or as a two-place ACE, for instance. 

Now, suppose joan 'to go' and ga1du 'to lose' 

belong to Class B and Class D, respectively. It is suffi

cient to state that joan and galdu are associated with 

Class B and Class D. Then, I need specify for each 
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individual ACE neither a basic argument-structure--that is, 

what is more traditionally referred to as intransitive or 

transitive argument-structure, nor a basic case-array 

specifically associated with that argument-structure. Thus, 

ga1du is not viewed as a basic transitive ACE which obli

gatorily case-marks its arguments ERG and ABS. In other 

words, the argument-structure of ga1du is not necessarily 

a two-slot ACE-argument structure. 

It is important to note that the scheme described 

above does not need transformational operations in the sense 

of effecting changes in pre-established basic argument-

structures. So, there is no rule that makes a transitive 
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(or twq-p1ace) argument-structure into an intransitive 

(or one-place) one. Therefore, ga1du 'to lose', like 

many ACEs in Basque, is viewed as an ACE defined over 

an argument-structure which is virtual, that is, whose 

number and type of arguments are not fixed once and for all 

as the reflex of some basic lexical property. However, 

the membership of an ACE to a class limits the range of 

possible argument-structures. To understand more clearly 

what is at stake here, it is necessary to see and show how 

ACEs, case-arrays, argument-structures, and aux forms 

interact with one another in the syntax. 

3.3.3.5. Interdependence among Argument-Structure, 

Aux Forms, and Case-Array Possibilities. What has been 

presented thus far makes it possible to consider the ques

tion of the interrelation between an ACE, argument

structures and case-particles in aux forms. In order to 

abstract out the syntactic interdependencies between the 

ACE and aux forms, I shall provide an elementary machinery 

in a directly accessible form. Suppose we want to 

characterize the grammatical sentence (57) below: 

(57) Ga1du nauzue. 

We need to abstract out some properties to combine in a 

. well-formed manner the two words in (57). Assume we have 

two levels of representation: (i) an aux-structure, which 

includes, fundamentally, the morphosyntactic representation 



of an aux form, and (ii) the argument-structure of an ACE. 

Assume, further, an alignment procedure which maps proper

ties of (i) onto (ii), as shown schematically below 

(I consider only the morphological information crucial to 

the matter at hand) : 

(58) (i) aux-structure galdu £ - a - u - zue 
1 1 --I 

mapping ABS ERG 
1 

I I (ii) ACE-argument-
structure galdu(ABS ERG) 
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Notice that we must indirectly keep an eye on the case

array possibilities of the ACE by knowing the class the ACE 

belongs to. So, galdu belongs to Class D, which includes 

among its case-arrays ABS, ERG. In other words, galdu is 

an ACE which (i) can function as a two-place ACE and 

(ii) can mark its arguments either ABS, ERG or ABS, DAT. 

Some person particles in the aux form here are presently 

marked ABS, ERG. The two levels in (58) and the mapping 

function from one level to the other are devices that 

divide the complexity of the structural description of a 

sentence, and also directly capture the interdependencies 

between the case-morphological properties of an aux form 

and the argument-structure of an ACE. 17 

17. See Farmer (1984) for a discussion on some 
language-specific interdependencies between morphology and 
syntax in Japanese and in English. 



As we can see, linking of arguments in t~e syntax 

is an association or alignment of argument positions in 
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a virtual ACE structure with case-particles in aux forms. 

Contrary to what would most commonly be assumed (Lyons 1968; 

Dik 1980), an ACE argument-structure has no fixed slots 

filled by case-names that must be construed one way or 

another with some entity in the sentence. The ACE-structure 

of most ACEs in Basque is virtual to the extent that it 

has a number of argument-type possibilities, but anyone 

of these possibilities is only fixed in/by the aux form 

in the sentence. It is not clear whether this situation, 

i.e., when a large majority of ACEs have more than one 

argument-type possibility, is one of ambiguity or indeter

minacy. A partial analysis of the four sentences proposed 

in (1) above will, thus, be along the following lines: 

(59) ga1du, ACE 
Class D 

(60) a. Ga1du diot. 

II have lost it on him. I 

b. aux-structure ga1du d -
I I 

mapping ABS 
I I 

ACE-structure ga1du (ABS 

(61) a. Ga1du dut. 

II have lost it. I 

i - o - t 
I I 

DAT ERG 
I I 

DAT ERG) 



b. aux-structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

(62) a. Ga1du zait. 

ga1du 

ga1du 

'He got lost on me. ' 

b. aux-structure 
I 

maPfing 

ACE-structure 

(63) a. Ga1du naiz. 

b. 

'I got lost.' 

aux-structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

ga1du 

ga1du 

ga1du 

ga1du 

z 
I 
ABS 

(lBS 

I 
ABS 
I 

(ABS) 

u 

ai 

aiz 

t 
I 

ERG 
I 
ERG) 

t 
I 
DAT 
I 
DAT) 

3.3.3.6. Non-Core Constituents. As we have seen, 

a sentence, to be well-formed in Basque, must contain an 

SDE, an indication of temporal value, and an ACE which 

ranges over a number of arguments. Besides this set of 

core sentential elements, the sentence can include whole 

expressions (constituents) which can be case-marked for 

ERG, ABS, DAT, LOC, INST, and GEN. Consider the following 

example: 

(64) Zuek ni ~a1du nauzue. 
you:p1: I: ose: n - a u zue 
ERG ABS PERF ABS non- X ERG 

1st past 2d 
sg p1 

'Y6u(p1) have lost ~e. ' 
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The (surface) occurrence of the two expressions zuek 

'you(p1), and ni 'I' are emphatic. But, not every overt 

expression is necessarily interpreted as emphatic. Third 

person expressions are used to fulfill various discourse 

functions. Another question arises: How do I characterize 

overt expressions, 'and with what element (s) do I construe 

these overt expressions? I use a checking device of right 

subscript which associates the "argument-forniatives" of the 

aux form with the overt expressions. This association will 

be based on case-marking at C(onstituent)-structure. 18 

C-structure is in essence a combination of aux-structure, 

ACE-structure plus case-marked expression (if any):19 

(65) C-structure 

aux-structure zuek ni ga1du n - a - u - zue --y -x -x -y 
I I I 

mapping ERG ABS ABS ERG 
I I I 

ACE-structure ga1du(ABS ERG) 

The use of co-indexing here is a mere representation of the 

relationship that exists between the case-particles in aux 

forms and some external expressions that bear the same 

case-marking. Notice that reference to the ACE 

18. This C(onstituent)-structure is not to be 
confused with the C(onstituent)-structure of Lexica1-
Functional Grammar (Bresnan 1982). 

19. The issue of constituency was discussed in 
subsections 3.3.2.1 (see, more importantly, the definitional 
property of AUX in (25a)) and 3.3.2.3. 



argument-structure is only related to the morphosyntactic 

representation of aux forms. 

3.3.3.7. Constituent Order. In order to account 
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for the order in which the overt expressions occur, one 

must take into consideration sentence-type together with 

aux forms. Consider sentence (64), repeated below as (66): 

(66) Zuek ni ~aldu 
you:pl: 1: ose: 
ERG ABS PERF 

nauzue 
n a 
ABS non-
1st past 
sg 

'Y6u(pl) have lost &e. ' 

u 
X 

zue 
ERG 
2d 
pI 

The relative order of the ACE galdu and the aux form nauzue 

together with some morphological properties--properties 

which have nothing to do with person and case-particles--of 

the aux form itself determine a certain sentence-type. 

Sentence (66) above is a positive statement and, to the 

effect that it is a statement, the case-marked expressions 

zuek 'you(pl), and ni 'I' are free, so to speak, to occur 

around the ACE plus aux form sequence, as illustrated 

below (notice that the checking device that associates 

case-particles in aux forms and overt case-marked ex

pressions can be applied in any direction): 

(67) C-structure: zueky nix galdu ~x - a - u - zue -y 
I I I I 
ERG ABS ABS ERG 

C-structure: ni zuek galdu n - a - u - zue -x --y -x -y 
I I I I 

(68) 

ABS ERG ABS ERG 



(69) C-structure: zueky ga1du £x - a - u - zuey nix 

~RG ABS ~RG ~BS 
(70) C-structure: nix ga1du £x - a - u - zuey zueky 

~BS ABS tRG kRG 

(71) C-structure: ga1du £~ - a - u - zue zuek ni 
i -IY--IY-Ix 

ABS ERG ERG ABS 

(72) C-structure: ga1du n_~ - a - u - zue ni zuek 
- on. -y -x --y 

1 1 1 1 
ABS ERG ABS ERG 

Were the sentence negative--in which case, the aux form 

would contain the negation ez 'not', and both elements 

(ez plus aux) would be to the left, but not necessarily 

left-adjacent, of the ACE--the distribution of the overt 

expressions would be quite different, as illustrated 

below (I give just a few cases): 
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(73) C-structure: zuek ez n - a - u - zue ni ga1du --y - -x --y -x -
iRG ABS tRG lBS 

(74) C-structure: nix ez £x - a - u - zuey zueky ga1du 
1 1 1 1 
ABS . ABS ERG ERG 

(75) C-structure: ni~ ez n_~ - a - u - zue ga1du zuek 
I·;n, ( -I Y --IY 
ABS ABS ERG ERG 

What is important to stress in the present connection is 

that constituent order is tightly dependent on sentence

type, which is itself dependent upon some morphological 

properties of aux forms. 



3.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have reviewed the essential 

notions that characterize the syntactic description I am 

advocating for Basque. I have also sho~~ how to combine 

various parts. We need reflect only briefly to see that 

one of the strongest consequences of the analysis is that 

arguments in Basque are always syntactically present. 

That is, if an aux form is present in a sentence, and if 
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it contains the arguments, then, the arguments are also 

present. However, three important, ~nd natural, issues must 

be addressed with respect to this generalization. First, 

how do we account for case-marked arguments which are mor

phologically incompatible with aux fo~s, namely, INST, LOC, 

and GEN? Second, is it possible for a certain sort of 

sentence not to include an aux form? If yes, what are the 

syntactic consequences in terms of argument-occurrence? 

Third, must all the case-particle in an aux form be exhaus

tively characterized as satisfying the argument requirements 

of the ACE? The answers to these questions will be provided 

at some length in forthcoming chapters (mainly in Chapter 6) 

where I will show that the syntactic generalization regar

ding the obligatoriness of arguments holds--assuming my 

analysis of argument is correct. All the chapters below dis

cuss in detail language-specific material dealing with ACEs, 

case-arrays, aux forms, argument-structures, and arguments. 



CHAPTER 4 

A CLASSIFICATION OF ARGUMENT-CATEGORIZING-ELEMENTS 
ON THE BASIS OF CASE-ARRAYS 

One of the crucial problems that must be investi

gated in developing a the~ry o~ Basque syntax and 

morphology has to do with the dependencies existing between 

auxiliary forms and argument-categorizing-e1ements. 

But before I can clearly determine whether there are any 

significant generalizations to be captured between auxi

liary forms and argument-categorizing-e1ements (hereafter 

ACE) in general, I have to include a discussion on case

arrays. I understand a case-array to be the set of cases 

taken by overt expressions associated with the ACE. 

4.1. Standard Position on Case-Arrays 
and Auxiliary Verbs 

In the existing literature on Basque morphology 

and syntax (Mujika 1978; Goenaga 1980; Sa1aburu 1982), 

verbs are classified according to the case-array they 

require. 1 The cases that show up in the various case-arrays 

1. For the discussion to make more sense, it is 
easier to present here the current standard analysis of 
case-arrays, and of the relationship between case-arrays 
and auxiliary verbs. In section 4.2 below, I shall limit 
myself to a discussion on case-arrays and ACEs without 
taking auxiliary forms into consideration. 
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are essentially restricted to the three ones that are part 

of the morphological make-up of the auxiliary verb forms: 

the abso1utive (ABS), the dative (DAT), and the ergative 

(ERG). There are three sets of verbs: 

(1) (i) verbs that require ABS and, optionally, 
DAT; 

(ii) verbs that take ABS and ERG, and, 
optionally, DAT;-

(iii) verbs that may take any of the following 
four possible case-arrays: ABS, ABS and 
DAT, ABS and ERG, and, finaTIY, ABE, 
DAT, and ERG. 

Furthermore, there are two auxiliary verbs: the so-called 

intransitive auxiliary verb izan 'to be' and the so-called 

transitive auxiliary verb ukan 'to have,.2 Izan 'to be' 

is compatible with a verb that belongs to the first set; 

ukan 'to have' is compatible with a verb ~vhich is a member 

of the second set. Finally, either izan or ukan are 

compatible with a verb that is not associated with any 

specific case-array. In fact, most grammarians and 

linguists (Mujika 1978; Goenaga 1980; Sa1aburu 1982) agree 

that the cases registered in the morphological make-up 

2. The next chapter on the morphology of auxiliary 
forms includes a substantial discussion on this particular 
auxiliary verb ukan 'to have'. It is important to know 
that in most dialects of Basque, ukan never occurs overtly 
in a sentence. Thus, there is one-allxi1iary verb izan 
that is differentiated according to its mode of conyuga
tion: if it contains no ERG, it is izan 'to have', but 
if it includes an ERG, it is equivalent to ukan 'to have'. 



of the two auxiliary verbs mirror the case-array possibi-

lities of the verb of a sentence. I shall turn now to 

an illustration of the facts just commented upon: 

(2) a verb of the first set: 

joan, ABS 'to go' 
ABS! DAT 

(3) a verb of the second set: 

ikusi, ABS! ERG 'to see' 
ABS! DAT! ERG 

(4) a verb of the third set: 

gald~, ABS 'to lose' 
ABS! DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS! DAT! ERG 

An example of each case is offered in (5-7) below 

(the glosses of the various auxiliary verbs include the 

information that is central to the discussion at hand): 

(5) a. Mikel 
Michael: 

joan 
go:PERF 

da. 
auxiliary verb 
ABS 

b. 

(6) a. 

ABS 

'Hichael has gone.' 

Mikel 
Michael: 
ABS 

niri 
r:
DAT 

joan 
go:PERF 

'Michael has gone on me. ' 

zait. 
auxiliary verb 
ABS, DAT 

Mikelek 
Michael: 

erregalua ikusi duo 

ERG 
present: see: 
the/a: PERF 
sg:ABS 

auxiliary verb 
ABS, ERG 

'Hichael has seen the present. ' 
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(7) 

b. 

a. 

b. 

Mikelek niri 
Michael: r:-
ERG DAT 

erregalua 
present: 
the/a: 
sg:ABS 

ikusi 
see: 
PERF 

dit. 
auxiliary 
verb 
ABS, DAT, 
ERG 

'Michael has seen the present on me. ' 

Mikel 
Michael: 
ABS 

~aldu 
ose:PERF 

'Michael got lost. ' 

da. 
auxiliary verb 
ABS 

Mikel 
Michael: 

niri 
r:
DAT 

~aldu 
ose: 

zait. 
auxIliary verb 
ABS, DAT ABS PERF 

'Michael got lost on me. ' 

c. Mikelek 
Michael: 

Miren 
Mary: 

~aldu 
ose: 

duo 
auxiliary verb 
ABS, ERG 

d. 

ERG ABS· PERF 

'Michael has lost Mary. ' 

Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

Miren 
Mary 
DAT 

katua 
cat: 
the/a: 
sg:ABS 

~aldu 
ose: 

PERF 

dio. 
auxiliary 
verb 
ABS, DAT, 
ERG 

'Michael has lost the cat on Mary. ' 

All that I have said so far suggests the following 

two conclusions--conclusions that are, as a matter of 

fact, consistent with the standard analysis of case-arrays 

and auxiliary verbs: (i) no verb that is lexically 

specified for a case-array that includes an absolutive, 

and optionally a dative, should be associated with a tran-

sitive auxiliary verb form in a sentence. In other words, 

the verb joan in (5) above could not be accompanied by 
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an auxiliary verb form like du in (6a) above, as illustrated 

in (8) below: 

(8) *Mike1 joan 
Michael: go: 
ABS PERF 

duo 
auxiliary verb 
ABS, ERG 

The auxiliary verb form du is only compa~ib1e' with a verb 

that includes an ergative in its case-array possibilities, 

like ikusi 'to see'. The reverse situation is also true. 

No verb that requires a case-array with an ergative-

besides the abso1utive and the optional dative--shou1d be 

possib~e with an intransitive auxiliary verb form, as shown 

below: 

(9) *Mike1ek 
Michael: 
ERG 

Miren 
Mary: 
ABS 

ikusi 
see: 
PERF 

da. 
auxiliary verb 
ABS 

The auxiliary form da is only possible with a verb that 

specifies no ERG in its case-array possibilities, as joan 

'to go' does. I have represented schematically the content 

of this conclusion in (10-11) below: 

(10) verbal case-array 

a. ABS, ERG 

b. ABS 

(11) auxiliary 

a. ABS, 
b. -{CABS 
C. 7cERG 

d. ABS 
e. ~rABS --' f. ~lcERG 

verb form 

ERG 

ERG 

Notice that the ERGs standing alone in (11) are ruled out 

for other reasons as well; that is, an auxiliary form 

in Basque cannot be morphologically marked ERG without 
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also being marked ABS. I shall address this important issue 

in subsequent discussion. 

(ii) the well-formedness of a sentence 

seems to depend--among other conditions--on the formal 

"match" that holds between the case-array of a verb and 

the morphological properties of the auxiliary verb forms. 

Sentences (8) and (9) above are judged ungrammatical on 

the basis of the fact that the cases registered in the 

morphological make-up of the auxiliary verb forms do not 

match the lexically specified case-array of verbs like 

joan 'to go' and ikusi 'to see', respectively. 

This summary of the standard analysis of verbal 

case-arrays and auxiliary forms gives us some background 

for understanding the discussion to come and see what 

issues are at stake. I shall turn now to an examination 

of further detailed language material. Ultimately, it 

will force us into reconsidering the aforementioned 

conclusions of the standard analysis. 

4.2. A Classification of ACEs on the Basis 
of Case-Array Possibilities 

As I said at the very beginning of this chapter, 

the critical problem I am interested in has to do with 

whether morphological properties of auxiliary forms are 

directly and explicitly related to case-arrays. In order 

to find a satisfactory answer, I propose to take care of 



the following two issues: (i) do ACEs and auxiliary forms 

in Basque have morphological and syntactic requirements 

that are independent from one another, and (ii), besides 

case-arrays, are there any further critical formal and 

semantic properties that justify a classification of ACEs 

into the three sets specified in (1) of section 4.1 above, 

or into any number of sets, as a matter of fact? 

The intrinsic properties of auxiliary forms will be 

discussed in an entirely different chapter. 
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The main purpose of the present section, then, is 

to show that it is possible to separate out ACEs into 

subclasses and to deal with them coherently. In order to 

do so, I will take into account discrete aspects of 

"meaning", such as causative, reflexive, benefactive, and 

show how the case-array possibilities of individual ACEs 

are the structural and formal means whereby the possible 

meaning of an ACE is represented--so to speak--externally 

as part of syntax. This analysis will group ACEs into 

formal and semantic classes, and consequently explain 

certain similarities in behavior that subsets of ACEs share. 

More specifically, I shall proposethat ACEs must first be 

divided into two classes. The first set will include ACEs 

that are associated with only one case-array, and the 

second set will include ACEs that can be associated with 

different sets of case-arrays. The ACEs that fall into 



the former set are few in number, and their respective 

meanings·are totally unpredictable in a way that will 

become clear in the following discussion. In the latter 

situation, a specific case-array will be instrumental in 

interpretating an ACE as functioning in a causative, 

a reflexive, or an impersonal sentence, for instance. 
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The interesting consequence of the analysis, together with 

the classification of ACEs, is that it expresses signifi

cant generalizations about ACEs, and makes predictions 

about how a particular ACE is to be interpreted in a parti

cular sentence, given the case-array present in that 

sentence. 

I shall start now with a discussion on case-arrays 

and ACEs. In the following examples, I shall systemati

cally leave the auxiliary forms uninflected. 3 There is 

some sense in doing this. Suppose an ACE selects a case

array which cannot be "logically" part of the morphological 

make-up of the auxiliary form. Suppose there is such 

a case-array: ABS, ABS, DAT. How would the auxiliary form 

look? The answer to this question will have to await 

a discussion in later chapters. In any case, I do not 

want to force the conclusion that the "distribution" of 

auxiliary forms does or does not reflect ACE case-arrays 

in advance. 

3. For the purposes of the demonstration, the 
uninflected aux form izan (UAF) will present no problem. 
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4.2.1. Types of Case-Arrays 

Part of specifying how an ACE is to function in 

a sentence has to do with the collection of cases that are 

optionally or obligatorily required by an ACE. I understand 

a case to be an optionally associated case when its appear

ance is not required in the sentence. Consider the various 

forms of sentences (12) and (13) be1ow. 4 While neither 

the presence nor the absence of the allative (ALL) and the 

instrumental (INST) classifies the sentences as grammatical 

or ungrammatical, the mere absence of the abso1utive in 

the (c) versions of sentences (12) and (13) rules them out. 

Therefore, contrary to the absolutive, the allative and the 

instrumental are optionally selected cases of the ACEs 

joan 'to go' and apurtu 'to break' : 

(12) a. Ni aitarengana joan izan. 
I:ABS fatfier:ALL go:PERF OAF 

b. Ni joan izan. 
I:ABS go:PERF ~ 

c. *Aitaren!ana joan izan. 
father: LL go:PERF UAF 

(13) a. Nik . mailuaz lexoa apurtu izan . 
I:ERG hammer: window: break: OAF 

the/a: the/a: PERF 
sg:INST sg:ABS 

4. All the examples used in this chapter are 
referred to as "sentences". I include the aux form izan 
even though it is uninflected; izan is here to be inter
preted as the sentence-defining-element. 



b. Nik leyoa aEurtu izan. 
I:ERG window: the/a: break: PERF UAF 

sg:ABS 

c. *Nik mailuaz aEurtu izan. 
!:'ERG hammer: break: PERF UAF 

the/a:sg: 
INST 

It is important to make a cautionary note, here. Case 

selection is a particular property of individual ACEs. 

Thus, it is a property of the ACE aEurtu 'to break' to 

obligatorily require an absolutive and optionally an 
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instr~ental, but, in some instances, the instrumental can 

be an obligatorily selected case, as with the ACE baliatu 

'to make use of'. Baliatu requires both an absolutive and 

an instrumental; the absence of the instrumental is ungram

matical: 

(14) a. Ni 
I:ABS 

liburuaz 
book:the/a: 
sg:INST 

b. *Ni baliatu 
I:ABS make use of: 

PERF 

baliatu 
"make use of: 
PERF 

izan. 
UAF 

izan. 
UAF 

All the cases incorporated in the case-arrays, 

which are the object of the present discussion, are 

obligatorily selected cases, and so are the various collec

tions of case relationships, that is, the case-arrays. 

There are six cases central to the syntax and the morpho-

logy of Basque, namely ABS, DAT, ERG, LOC, GEN, and INST. 

These six cases can be combined in a number of logical 

ways--exactly sixty three--but only a very small subset 
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of these logical case combinations represents the actual 

case-arrays of Basque. s The cases are grouped into six sets 

on the basis of the number of cases included in a case-

5. The number of ways we can select a subset of 
r objects from a set containing n objects, that is, the 
number of combinations of n objects taken r at a time-
assuming that these n objects are distinct~-is denoted by 
the formula -

C(n,r) = nl 
r! (n-r)! 

Hence, the number of combinations of 6 cases taken 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, and 6 at a time "tvi11 be 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, and 1, 
respectively, giving a total of 63. 
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(17) Three 'cases Eer case-array 

22. ABS, DAT, ERG 32. DAT, ERG, LOC 
23. ABS, DAT, LOC 33. DAT, ERG, GEN 
24. ABS, DAT, GEN 34. DAT, ERG, INST 
25. ABS, DAT, INST 35. DAT, LOC, GEN 
26. ABS, ERG, .LOC 36. DAT, LOC, INST 
27. ABS, E,RG, GEN 37. DAT, GEN, INST 
28. ABS, ERG, INST 38. ERG, LOC, GEN 
29. ABS, LOC, GEN 39. ERG, LOC, INST 
30. ABS, LOC, INST 40. ERG, GEN, INST 
31. ABS, GEN, INST 41. LOC, GEN, INST 

(18) Four cases Eer case-array 

42. ABS, DAT, ERG, LOC 
43. ABS, DAT, ERG, GEN 
44. ABS, DAT, ERG, INST 

,45. ABS, DAT, LOC, GEN 
46. ABS, DAT, LOC, INST 
47. ABS, DAT, GEN, INST 
48. ABS, ERG, LOC, GEN 
49. ABS, ERG, LOC, INST 
50. ABS, ERG, GEN, INST 
51. ABS, LOC, GEN, INST 
52. DAT, ERG, .LOC, GEN 
53. DAT, ERG, LOC, INST 
54. DAT, ERG, GEN, INST 
55. DAT, LOC, GEN, INST 
56. ERG, LOC, GEN, INST 

(19) Five cases Eer case-array 

57. ABS, DAT, ERG, LOC, GEN 
58. ABS, DAT, ERG, LOC, INST 
59. ABS, DAT, ERG, GEN, INST 
60. ABS, DAT, LOC, GEN, INST 
61. ABS, ERG, LOC, GEN, INST 
62. DAT, ERG, LOC, GEN, INST 

(20) Six cases Eer case-array 

63. ABS, DAT, ERG, LOC, GEN, INST 

Among the sixty-three possible case-arrays, individual 

ACEs will require in Basque one or more than one of the 

following case-arrays: 



(21) 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

ABS 
ERG 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS, LOC 
ABS, GEN 
ABS, INST 
DAT, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

Before continuing, there is a fact I would like to draw 

attention to, here, in connection to the content of (21). 

The ABS occurs in seven of the nine case-arrays. Though, 
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I can scarcely hope this fact is, at this stage of the 

present work, of any real significance: there is no guaran-

tee that the ABS will reveal itself to be different from 

any of the other cases, but one might want, however, to 

determine from other characteristics of the language 

whether the ABS has any "special" morphological and 

syntactic status in Basque. 6 

4.2.2. A Note on Semantic Roles 7 

In seeking a classification of ACEs in which I also 

make direct reference to semantic roles, the first thing 

to be clear about has to do with what I take the definition 

of semantic roles to be in my inquiry. Notice that, 

6. We shall see in the chapter on the morphology 
of aux forms that the ABS is a "necessary" part in the 
make-up of the aux forms. 

7. For a more thorough discussion on semantic 
roles, see Gruber (1965), Fillmore (1968), and Jackendoff 
(1972). 



even though I am dealing with a syntactic entity--i.e., 

ACE--I cannot help but take into consideration some 

properties that are more semantic than syntactic. 

Whenever one attempts to specify what one means by 

semantic roles, one immediately remarks that, in some 

instances, it is fairly easy to establish the specific 

semantic role a participant bears, whereas in other 

instances, it is rather controversial and problematic. 

Most people would agree that i£ 'to kick' has, 

for one of its participants, an agent that is not only 

sentient, but also causes some event intentionally. Now, 

when one considers joan 'to go' or 10 egin 'to sleep', 
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one wonders whether either or them has an agent-participant 

or not. Some people would argue that joan 'to go' selects 

a patient, for the only participant to the event undergoes 

a change in location. As for 10 egin 'to sleep', one 

might claim that the only participant is a motionless 

entity that undergoes a change of state, and is thus 

unagentive like joan. Other people, on the other hand, 

might consider that the participant associated with joan 

'to go' displays some degree of volitionality and is, thus, 

an agent, while the same cannot be said about 10 egin 

'to sleep'. Still, other people might dispute the latter 

conclusion, and claim that joan has a patient-like parti

cipant whereas 10 egin is agentive. Finally, some people 



will be ready to argue that both joan and 10 egin select 

an agent-like participant. The important point to note, 

here, is that it is sometimes difficult to draw discrete 

lines to separate ACEs into those that are agentive, for 

instance, and those that are not, while, in doing so, 

always using the same definition of agent. In spite of 

this, I shall refer to semantic roles in my discussion 

of the various classes of ACEs, for I believe that it con

tributes to shed some light on the various types of 

groupings the ACEs form in Basque. 

The central semantic roles I shall deal with are 

agent, patient, benefactive, recipient and goal. I define 

them as follows: 

(22) a. Agent: originator of an action, motion, 
state, or feeling which may show vo1itiona-
1ity in the action undertaken. Some agents 
can coincide with the source from which 
some action originates, as with the agent 
of saldu 'to sell', or with the recipient 
of an action, as with the agent of erosi 
'to buy'. 

b. Patient: entity that undergoes a change in 
state, place, feeling, or that comes into 
being. Some patients might display 
volitional compliance. 

c. Benefactive: animate being for whose bene
fit or discomfort some action is performed. 

d. Recipient: animate being that receives some 
object resulting from some action. 

e. Goal: inanimate entity or animate being 
that is the end-point of some event invol
ving motion or direction. 
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4.2.3. Classification of ACEs 

When seen from the viewpoint of case-array 

possibilities, ACEs in Basque can be grouped into two 

major classes. The first class includes a small number 
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of ACEs that can only be used with one specific case-array, 

whereas the second class, which counts the great majority 

of ACEs, can be associated with more than one case-array. 

(23) below presents a few examples of both classes: 

(23) ACEs 

I 
one case-arraz more than one case-arraz 

argitu 'to clear up' ikusi 'to see' 
Iuzatu 'to become long' eman 'to give' 
Ia'Ketu 'to please' i'Kasi 'to learn' 
ira'Kin 'to boil' jOia 'to go' 
Eeraatu 'to turn green' ga u 'to lose' 
gosalau 'to have supper' apurtu 'to break' 
nahi 'to want' erre 'to burn' 

The ACEs in the left column present very few problems, and 

I shall turn first to their classification. The rest of 

the chapter will then be devoted to a discussion of ACEs 

that can be used with different types of case-arrays. 

The second class of ACEs presents in fact very interesting 

language-specific properties. 

4.2.3.1. First Class of ACEs. The ACEs in this 

fi~st class are lexically specified for one case-array. 

For example, the ACE damatu 'to hurt' always requires 



as one of its lexical properties an ABS, DAT case-array, 

as illustrated in (24) below: 

(24) Niri burua damutzen izan. 
I:DAT head:the/a:sg:ABS hurt:IMP ~ 

'My head hurts. ' 
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It can easily be shown that assignment of a case different 

from ABS or DAT to one of the two overt expressions in (24) 

is ungrammatical, for it violates the case-array the ACE 

damatu selects: 

(25) * Buruak niri damutzen izan. 
head:the/a:sg:ERG I:DAT hurt:IMP ~ 

Only eight of the case-arrays determined in (21) above are 

instantiated by ACEs in this class, namely: 

(26) l. ABS 

2. ERG 

3. ABS, ERG 

4. ABS, DAT 

5. ERG, DAT 

6. ABS, DAT, ERG 

7. ABS. LOC 

8. ABS, INST 

To my knowledge, there are no ACEs that take just an 

ABS, GEN case-array. Below are a number of ACEs that 

require one of the eight case-arrays together with 

examples (some groups of ACEs are larger than others; 



there are more ACEs that require just an ERG, or an ABS, 

'than ACEs that select' ABS, LOC, or ABS, ERG, for example): 

(27) a. ABS 

b. 

afaldu 
~osaldu 

azkaldu 
askaldu 
etzan 
argitu 
luzatu 
lotu 
fciUSat';1 
Jazarr~ 

'to have supper' 
'to have lunch' 
'to have dinner' 
'to have breakfast' 
'to lay down' 
'to clear up' 
'to become long' 
'to dedicate oneself' 
'to rest' 
'to resist' 

Ni 
I:ABS 

askaldu izan. 
have breakfast:PERF OAF 

'I have had breakfast.' 

(28) a. ERG 

b. 

iraun 
.i£ 
~rakin 
aditu 
kurritu 
afaldu 
gosaldu 
argitu 
luzatu 
pausatu 

'to last' 
'to ring' 
'to boil' 
'to hear' 
'to run' 
'to have supper' 
'to have lunch' 
'to shine' 
'to last' 
'to alight' 

Telefonoak 
telephone:the/a:sg:ERG ~ r~ng:PERF 

'The telephone has rung.' 

(29) a. ABS, ERG 

10 egin 
Ian egin 
musu eman 

'to sleep' 
'to work' 
'to kiss' 

izan. 
iJAF 

b. Mikelek 
Michael:ERG 

Miren 
Mary:ABS 

musu eman izan. 
kiss gIVe:PERF UAF 

'Michael has kissed Mary. ' 
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(30) a. ABS, DAT 

lotu 
. ~at';1 
~azarr1 

Jarraiki 
atxeki 
damutu 

'to grasp' 
'to like' 
'to attack' 
'to follow' 
'to stick to' 
'to hurt' 

b. Niri jatea !uztatzen izan. 
I:DAT eating: the/a: ike:IMP ~ 

sg:ABS 

'I like to eat.' 

(31) a. ERG, DAT 

itxaron 
heldu 
be~iratu 
be atu 

b. Txakurrak 
dog;the/a: 
sg:ERG 

'to wait for' 
'to bite' 
'to look at' 
'to observe' 

zuri he1du izan. 
you:sg:DAT bite:PERF ~ 

'The/a dog has bitten you(sg).' 

(32) a. ABS, DAT, ERG 

b. 

'to put a bandage' 10tu 
~e e~in 
kos~ eg1n 

'to grasp, to catch, to kick' 
'to bite' 

ukitu 'to touch (physically)' 

Enekok niri 
Eneko : r:DA'T 
ERG 

kol~e 
kic :ABS 

'Eneko has kicked me. ' 

izan. 
~ 

(33) a. ABS, LOC 

b. 

{okatu 
otu 

Ni 
I:ABS 

'to play X (game)' 
'to remain, to stay' 

kartetan 
card:pl:LOC 

jokatzen 
play: IMP 

'I play cards. ' 

izan. 
~ 
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(34) a. ABS, INST 

'to remember' 
'to remember' 
'to exhaust' 

oroitu 
gogoratu 
urratu 
probetxatu 
ohartu 

'to take advantage of' 
'to remind' 

b. Ni 
I:ABS 

hortaz 
that:INST 

'I remember that.' 

oroitzen 
remember: IMP 

izan. 
UAF 

A closer inspection of the various groups of ACEs 

in (27-34) above suggests that a more refined classifi-

cation might be necessary--at least, that a few issues 

should be more carefully considered. For instance, the 

exuression lotu occurs in (27a), (30a) , (32a), and (33a) . --
above, argitu occurs in (27a) and (28a) , and finally, 

afaldu occurs in (27a) as well as in (28a).8 What is 

important to notice in the present connection is the fact 

that, whereas the expressions lotu and argitu have 

different interpretations (or meanings) when associated 

with a particular case-array, afaldu has just one meaning 

although it can be associated with two different 

case-arrays, as illustrated below: 

8. I am using the word "expression" instead of 
ACE because I do not want to commit myself yet to whether 
I am dealing with one ACE or more than one in the examples 
I am discussing. 
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(35) 1. a. ABS 

b. Ni lotu izan 
!:ABS aeO:rcate oneself:PERF ~ 

(hori egiteko). 
that:ABS do:PURP 

'I have dedicated myself (to do that).' 

2 . a. ABS, DAT 

b. Ni Mikeli lotu izan 
I:ABS Michael:DAT grasp:PERF ~ 

(zintzurretik). 

'I have grasped Michael (by the neck).' 

3 . a. ABS, DAT, ERG 
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b. Mikelek Mireni 
Michael:ERG Mary:DAT 

eskua 
hand:the/a:sg:ABS 

lotu izan. 
put a bandage:PERF UAF 

'Michael has put a bandage on Hary's 
hand. ' 

4. a. ABS, LOC 

b. Mikel etxean lotu izan. 
Michael:ABS house:LOC stay:PERF ~ 

'Michael has stayed home. ' 

(36) 1. a. ABS 

b. Zerua 
sky: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

argitu izan. 
clear up:PERF UAF 

'The sky has cleared up. ' 



2. a. ERG 

b. Eguzkiak 
sun:the/a:sg:ERG 

araitu izan 
sh~ne:PERF ~ 

'The sun shone.' 

(37) 1. a. ABS 

b. Ni 
EABS 

afa1du 
have supper:PERF 

'I have had supper.' 

2. a. ERG 

b. Nil<. 
I:ERG 

afa1du 
have supper:PERF 

'I have had supper.' 

izan. 
UAF 

izan. 
UAF 
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In my view, it is a sufficient condition for consi-

dering expressions like lotu in (35) and argitu in (36) 

as different homophonous ACEs the fact that (i) there is 

no regularity to the semantic shift accompanying the various 

case-arrays, and (ii) the different meanings are related to 

the different case-arrays. Thus, it is a fact about 

the expression argitu to mean 'to shine' when associated 

with ERG and to be one ACE, and to mean 'to clear up' with 

ABS and to be another ACE. SQme people might object to my 

considering the expressions lotu in (35) and argitu in (36) 

as four or two different homophonous ACEs, respectively, by 

claiming it is not impossible to see that the various mea

nings the expressions lotu and argitu assume \'lhen associated 

with different case-arrays are somehow all connected. 

After all, one might say that argitu 'to shine' and arf.itu 
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'to clear up' have something to do with "brightness". 

By the same token, 1uzatu 'to become long' in (27a) and 

1uzatu 'to last' in (28a) both have to do with "extension". 

However, in many cases, the meaning relationship is not 

always straightforward, and it really depends on how far 

one wants to go in search of such meaning relatedness. 

Consider, for example, jazarri in (27a) and jazarri in 

(30a) . Jazarri "\vith ABS means 'to resist', but "\vith 

ABS, DAT it means ... 'to attack'. 

Finally, let us consider cases like afa1du in (37) 

above. Afa1du 'to have supper' does not undergo any change 

in meaning whatsoever when associated with either ABS or 

ERG. Obviously, in this situation, we are dealing with 

just one ACE which has as one of its lexical properties 

a double case-array specification. But, why-not group 

an ACE like afa1du 'to have supper' together ~vith ACEs 

which are compatible with more than one case-array, and 

which form the second--and biggest--c1ass of ACEs? vIe 

shall see in subsection 4.2.3.2 below that, in order to 

belong to this class, an ACE must be sensitive to semantic 

alternations which are fairly predictable and involve 

notions like reflexive, impersonal, causative, and so 

forth, and to "\vhich ACEs like afa1du are not sensitive. 

I would like now to urovide a different kind of 

evidence showing the extent·to which the interdependence 
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between the meaning and the case-array of this type of ACEs 

is a highly idiosyncratic property. Suppose case-arrays 

can be linked to specific semantic roles. Consider the 

two ACEs lotu 'to grasp' and damatu 'to hurt', which are 

both associated with an ABS, DAT case-array, as shown in 

(38-39) below: 

(38) Ni 
I:ABS 

Mikeli 
Michael:DAT 

lotu 
grasp:PERF 

'I have grasped Michael.' 

(39) Niri 
I:DAT 

burua 
head: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

'My head hurts. ' 

damatu 
hurt:PERF 

izan. 
UAF 

izan. 
UAF 

ABS in (38) corresponds to the agent, while DAT 

corresponds to the patient. In (39), however, the situation 

is very different: ABS corresponds to the patient; that is, 

burua 'the/a head' is the part of the body affected by the 

pain, whereas DAT indicates the experiencer, the person 

experiencing the pain. Hence, although the ACEs lotu and 

damutu share the same case-array, the individual cases 

making-up the case collections are not subject to the same 

interpretation. 

I could use further examples to make my point here, 

but I shall restrict myself to (38-39) above; indeed, it 

requires but little reflexion to understand that (most of) 

the ACEs in this class have their cases related in an 

unpredictable manner to specific semantic roles. The ACEs 



in this class differ from the ACEs in the second class 

(see section 4.2.3.2 below) to the effect that in the 

latter the occurrence of DAT or ERG in a case-array will 

be interpreted in a consistent and pr~dictab1e way. 

In my review of the Standard Analysis (SA) of 
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the relationships between case-arrays and auxiliary verb 

forms at the beginning of this chapter, I explicitly stated 

that SA restricts the case-array possibilities for which 

verbs can be subcategorized in Basque to four case

collections, namely: 

(40) ABS 

ABS,DAT 

ABS, ERG 

ABS, DAT, ERG 

Further, the notions of intransitivity and transitivity 

are directly related to the absence vs. presence of the 

ergative case, and the verbs that select an ergative case 

are typical paradigm instances of "agentive"--or, in some 

cases, "experiencer"--verbs like ~ 'to kick', jan 

'to eat', or ikusi 'to see'. 

A couple of remarks may be made at this stage in 

relation to SA. First of all, SA says nothing about 

case-combinations such as ABS, INST or DAT, ERG, for 

example. As we have seen, case-array possibilities in 

Basque obviously include case-collections other than those 
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under (40) above. If a case-array is intended--as it is 

in SA--as a statement about the exact case a nominal phrase 

must bear as the (direct) argument of a specific verb, 

then the case-arrays possibilities must be expanded to 

incorporate ERG, DAT, ERG, ABS,- LOC,- ABS, INST case-arrays, 

for there are verbs that specifically require to have 

their argument-NPs to be case-marked ERG, DAT, ERG, 

ABS, LOC, and ABS, INST. 9 Moreover, one way of ensuring 

that certain cases like the locative and the instrumental--

which otherwise are interpreted as "semantic", "optional", 

"peripheral", or whatever one desires to name them--are 

sometimes obligatory, consists in specifying these cases 

in the make-up of the various possible case-arrays. 

For example, ABS, LOC is a case-array of Basque, and 

jokatu 'to play something' is a verb that requires LOC 

for case-marking one of its two arguments. Clearly, there 

is a difference between the two locatives in (41-42) below. 

That is to say, while etxean is, semantically speaking, 

a "true" locative NP, kartetan is a locative case-marked 

NP, but not a semantically interpretable locative in the 

9. I have not included, here, ABS, GEN, because 
this case-array has not been discussed so far. Neverthe
less, the comments I make here are valid for ABS, GEN too. 



sense kartetan is, in (42) below. Thus, contrast (41) 

against (42): 

(41) 

(42) 

Ni 
I:ABS 

etxean 
house 
sg:LOC 

kartetan 
card:the/a: 
pl:LOC 

Jokatu 
play: 
PERF 

izan. 
UAF 

'I have played cards at home/in the/a house.' 

Nere aitonaren 
my-- grandfather: 

kartetan 
card:the/a: 
pl:LOC GEN 

sekreto bat 
secret one: 

ABS 

ikusi 
see:PERF 

izan. 
UAF 

. nik 
I:ERG 

'I have seen one secret in my grandfather's 
cards. ' 
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As we can see, SA presents a few problems with the type 

of elements--i.e., ACEs--I have discussed in this section. 

In fact, SA describes to a certain extent more appropria

tely a large subset of the ACEs of the second class I am 

about to discuss. 

4.2.3.2. Second Class of ACEs. Let us consider 

now ACEs that are specified for more than one case-array.10 

An interesting question to investigate has to do with 

whether ACEs in this class require all of the nine possible 

case-arrays determined in (21) above, or whether there is 

10. In order to avoid confusion (if any) as to the 
goal of this section, and of this chapter as a vlhole, the 
reader might re-read the introduction-to section 4.2, or 
both introductions to sections 4.1 and 4.2. 



some division that can be drawn internal to this set of 

ACEs together with their case-array possibilities. 

Consider the ACEs in (43) below: 

(43) ~iidu 'to lose' 
'to die' 

atera 'to get out' 
irten 'to put in' 

i 'to make' 7g~n 

~usi 
'to kick' 
'to see' 

i '1:0 eat' Jan 
eman 'to give' 
eraman 'to carry' 
ekarri 'to bring' 
esan 'to say' 
~aldetu 'to ask' 

~b~l 'to go' 
~ ~ 1i 'to walk' 
etorri 'to come' 

~oid 'to be hungry' 
e ur 'to be afraid' 

A closer examination of these ACEs 'tvith respect to case

arrays shows that (i) seven case-array-types are 

systematically associated with this kind of ACEs, as 

illustrated in (44) below, and (ii) these ACEs can be 

grouped together to form various subsets identifiable 

on the basis of the number and the type of case-arrays 

the ACEs require, as indicated in (45) below: 

(44) 1. ABS 
2. ERG 
3. ABS, DAT 
4. ABS, ERG 
5. DAT, ERG 
6. ABS, DAT, ERG 
7. ABS, GEN 
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(45) Classification on the basis of case-arrays: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

ABS 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

ABS 
ABS, 
ABS, 
DAT, 
ABS, 

ABS 
ERG 
ABS, 
ABS, 
ABS, 

DAT 
ERG 
ERG 
DAT, ERG 

DAT 
ERG 
DAT, ERG 

4. ABS 
ABS, DAT 

5. ABS 
ABS, GEN 

erre 
garcru 
at era 
egin 
eman 
eKarri 
saldu 
hi! 
Irten 
i£ 
eraman 

esan 
erantzun 
galdetu 

~kn 
~ usi 
ikasi 
irakurri 

Jb~l ~ ~ li 
etorri 
gose 

beldur 

'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'fo 
'to 
'to 
'to 

burn' 
lose' 
get out' 
do' 
give' 
bring' 
sell' 
die' 
get in' 
kick' 
carry' 

'to say' 
'to answer' 
'to ask' 

'to eat' 
'to see' 
'to learn' 
'to read' 

'to go' 
'to walk' 
'to come' 
'to be hungry' 

'to be afraid' 
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It is important to provide at this stage of the description 

a few examples of each of the formal groupings determined 

in (45) above (I use the third person plural pronoun 'they' 

in the English glosses whenever the Basque sentences are 

impersonal): 

(46) a. Mikel 
Michael:ABS 

hil 
die:PERF 

'Michael has died.' 

izan. 
UAF 



b. 'Mikel niri hi1 izan. 
Michae1:ABS I:DAT die:PERF ~ 

'Michael has died on me. ' 

c. Mikel'ek 
Michael: 
ERG 

'txakurra hi1 izan. 
dog:thela: die:PERF ~ 
sg:ABS 

'Michael has killed the/a dog.' 

d. Mike1ek 
Michael: 

niri txakurra hi1 izan. 
I:DAT dog:thela:, die: ~ 

(47) a. 

ERG sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael has killed the/a dog on me. ' 

Liburua 
book: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eman izan. 
grve:PERF ~ 

'They have given the/a book. ' 

b. Liburua niri eman izan. 
book: I:DAT gIVe:PERF UAF 
the/a: 
sg:ABS 

'They have given the/a book to me. ' 

c. Nik 1iburua eman izan. 

d. 

I:ERG book: the/a: gIVe: PERF UAF 
sg:ABS 

'I have given the/a book.' 

Nik Mike1i 
I:ERG Michael: 

DAT 

1iburua 
book:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eman 
grve: 
PERF 

'I have given the/a book to Michael. ' 

(48) a. Egia ga1detu izan. 
truth: the/a: ask:PERF UAF 
sg:ABS 

'They have asked for the truth.' 

izan. 
~ 
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(49) 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Niri egia galdetu izan. 
I:DAT truth: the/a: ask: PERF UAF 

sg:ABS 

'They have asked me for the truth. , 

Mikelek egia
h 

galdetu izan. 
Michael: trut :the/a: ask: PERF 'iJAF"" 
ERG sg:ABS 

'Michael has asked for the truth. , 

Mikelek Mireni galdetu izan. 
Michael: Mary: ask:PERF UAF 
ERG DAT 

'Michael has asked Mary. , 

Mikelek 
Michael: 

Mireni 
Mary: 

egia 
truth: 
the/a: 
sg:ABS 

galdetu izan. 
ask: UAF 

ERG DAT PERF 

'Michael has asked the truth to Mary. , 

Sagarra jan izan. 
apple: the/a: eat:PERF UAF 
sg:ABS 

'They have eaten the/an apple. , 

Mikelek jan izan. 
Michael:ERG eat:PERF UAF 

'Michael has eaten. , 

Niri sagarra jan izan. 
I:DAT apple: the/a: eat:PERF UAF 

sg:ABS 

'T'hey have eaten the/an apple on me. , 

d. Mikelek sagarra jan izan. 
Michael:ERG apple:the/a: eat:PERF UAF 

sg:ABS 

'Michael has eaten the apple. ' 
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e. Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

niri sagarra 
I:DAT apple:the/a: 

sg:ABS 

jan izan. 
eat: UAF 
PERF 

'Michael has eaten the/an apple on me. ' 

(50) a. Mikel joan izan. 

b. 

Michael:ABS go:PERF ~ 

'Michael has gone.' 

Mikel niri 
Michael:ABS I:DAT 

joan 
go:PERF 

'Hichael has gone on me. ' 

(51) a. Mikel beldur izan. 
Michael:ABS afraid UAF 

'Michael is afraid.' 

izan. 
UAF 

b. Mikel Mirenen beldur izan. 
Michael:ABS Mary:GEN afraid ~ 

'Michael is afraid of Mary. ' 

One can hardly be satisfied with solely stating formal 

properties of this kind; that is, the ACEs in the second 

class are compatible with different subsets of the 

case-collections specified in (44) above. An important 

question to raise in the present connection is whether 

there are some factors other than formal that also deter-

mine the choice of grouping jan 'to eat' together with 

irakurri 'to read' in (45.3), and not with esan 'to say' 

in (45.2). As we shall see, a statement about case

collection covers more than simply the number and type of 

cases with which an ACE may (or must) be combined. 

First, there exists a tight interdependence between 
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the case-collection, the semantic class an ACE belongs to, 
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and the "meaning" of a sentence (contrast the various sets 

of sentences in (46-51). Second, one can also account 

for the more subtle differences in th~ membership of ACEs 

and define further semantic subgroupings. For an easy 

example, consider the following. While both jan 'to eat' 

and irakurri 'to read' select the same case-arrays, they 

differ with re~pect ~o the interpretation of DAT. On the 

one hand, when the ACE corresponds to jan, the expression 

which bears DAT is interpreted as an "unlucky" benefactive; 

that is, as the person negatively affected by somebody's 

eating something (see sentence (49c) above, for an 

example).ll On the other hand, when the ACE is irakurri, 

DAT is interpreted as the recipient/goal of the action, 

which is equivalent to the English to-prepositional phrase, 

in 'to read something 

In the following pages, I discuss the various 

semantic groupings I have determined together with 

case-arrays and examples. The various semantic classes 

are subsumed under (52) below: 

11. For a discussion on a similar problem in 
Japanese, see Oehrle and Nishio (1981). 



(52) 1. ACEs -that express change of physical or 
emotional state: 

isi1du 
erre 
Fu il 
atera 
apurtu 
kOnpondu 
eseri 
itxi 
n:aserretu 
izutu 
sendatu 
eritu 

'to be silent' 
'to burn' 
'to lose' 
'to die' 
'to get out 
'to break' 
'to fix' 
'to place' 
'to close' 
'to be angry' 
'to be frightened' 
'to get well' 
'to sicken' 

2. ACEs that are bodily-related (or indicate 
bodily-care): 

txukundu 
garhitu 
zikindu 
aldatu 
jantzi 

'to wash oneself' 
'to clean' 
'to dirty' 
'to change' 
'to dress' 

3. Transport/transaction ACEs: 

eman 
eraman 
ekarri 
erosi 
Erestatu 
idali 

saldu 

'to give 
'to carry' 
'to bring' 
'to buy' 
'to loan' 
'to send' 
'to sell' 

4. Communication-ACEs: 

esan 
erantzun 
aurresan 
galdetu 
prometatu 
ai*atu 
oi ukatu 
baieztu 

'to say' 
'to answer' 
'to predict' 
'to ask' 
'to promise' 
'to mention' 
'to proclaim' 
'to affirm' 
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5. ACEs that express mental/physical process 
or occupation: 

jan 'to eat' 
e an 'to drink' 
ikasi 'to learn' 
irakatsi 'to teach' 
irakurri 'to read' 
iaatz~ 'to write' 
ikusi 'to see' 
jakin 'to know' 

6. Existence/appearance/happening ACEs: 

gertatu 'to happen' 
egon 'to stay' 
a~ertu 'to appear' 
g~zonau 'to become man' 

7. Motion ACEs: 

~b~l 'to go' 
~ ~ Ii 'to walk' 
itzuIi 'to come back' 
etorri 'to come' 

8. Unclassified ACEs: 

beldur 'to be afraid' 

The semantic classes in (52) can, themselves, be grouped 

with various sets of case-collections: 

(53) l. ACEs that express change ABS 
of physical or emotional state ABS, DAT 
(erre 'to burn', isildu ABS, ERG 
'EC,)""""b e s i 1 en t' , gaIau 'to ABS, DAT, ERG 
lose' , . ) 

2. ACEs that are body-related ABS 
(or indicate body-care) ABS, DAT 
(txukundu 'to wash oneself' , ABS, ERG 
gar'6itu 'to clean', ABS, DAT, ERG 
zikinau 'to dirty', ) 

3. Transport/transaction ACEs ABS 
(eman 'to give', ekarri 'to ABS, DAT 
'6ring', . . . ) ABS, ERG 

ABS, DAT, ERG 
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4. Communication-ACEs ABS 
(esan 'to say, erantzun ABS, DAT 
'EO answer', galdetu ' to ask' , ABS, ERG . ) DAT, ERG 

ABS, DAT, ERG 

5. ACEs that express mental ABS 
and physical process or ERG 
occupation (jkV 'to eat', ABS, DAT 
edan 'to drin ,ikasi ABS, ERG 
'E01earn', ... ) ABS, DAT, ERG 

6. Existence/appearance/ ABS 
happep.ing ACEs ABS, DAT 

7. Motion ACEs (joan 'to go' , ABS 
etorri 'to come', ... ) ABS, DAT 

8. Unclassified ACEs ABS 
(be1dur 'to be afraid' , ) ABS, GEN 

4.2.3.2.1. The Causative/Non-Causative Alternation: 

Internal to (53) above, there is a first essential division 

that can be drawn and which depends on the causative/ 

non-causative a1ternation. 12 Semantic classes in (53.1-2) 

belong to the first part of the alternative, whereas the 

remaining classes (53.3-8) belong to the non-causative part. 

Thus, a contrast between pairs of sentences reveals the 

systematic alternation in the interpretation of sentences. 

Contrast (46c) above, which includes an ABS, ERG case

array, against (46a) , which only contains an ABS. The two 

sentences are repeated as (54) and (55), respectively: 

12. Manandise (1982) has attempted a very 
interesting classification of "verbs", in Basque, on the 
basis of this alternation, as well. 



(54) 

(55) 

Mikelek 
Michael:ERG 

tx·akurra 
dog:the/a:sg:ABS 

'Michael has killed theta dog. ' 

Mikel hi1 
Michae1:ABS· die:PERF 

'Michael has died.' 

izan. 
UAF 

hi1 
die:PERF 

izan. 
UAF 
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Sentence (54) is interpretable as 'Michael caused theta dog 

to die', while sentence (55) is not. That is to say, the 

ACE hi1 is causative in the sense that hi1 brings about 

a change in the expression marked ABS (usually, the 

patient). What exactly is involved in the notion of 

"causative" is an interesting, but intricate, question, and 

I shall not discuss it further here. For my present 

purposes, it is sufficient to view a "causative" ACE as 

expressing the action undertaken by some entity to cause 

some event, or initiate some process. 13 (56) below 

reclassifies the semantic and formal groups of ACEs on 

the basis of the causative alternation: 

13. For a clear exposition on the issue of 
causativity, see Lyons (1968). 



(56) 

causative 

ACEs 
I 

1. ACEs that 
express change of 
physical/emotional 
state 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABs,'"DAf, ERG 

2. ACEs that are 
body-related (or 
indicate bodi1y
care) 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

I 
non-causative 
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3. Transport/transaction14 
ACES 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

4. Communication-ACEs 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
DAT, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

5. ACEs that express menta1/ 
physical process or 
occupation 
ABS 
ERG 
ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
DAT, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

6. Existence/appearance/ 
happening-ACEs 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 

7 . lfotion-ACEs 
ABS 
ABS, DAT 

8. Unclassified ACEs 
ABS 
ABS, . GEN 

14. It could be argued that transport/transaction 
ACEs are "causative" to the effect that the agent brings 
about a change in the state/location of the patient. 
Furthermore, it might be argued that it is no accident that 
these ACEs select the same number and type of case-arrays 
as the ACEs that are interpreted as "causative" (see 
56.1-2). 
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The ACEs in (56.1-2) above express causation without having 

to undergo any morphological modification whatsoever. So, 

the ACEs hil in (54) and (55) are morphologically identical. 

We need but little reflexion to see that hil is associated 

with two different sets of cases. ACEs in this subclass 

express causation when associated with a case-array that 

includes ERG. Here, ERG can be consistently associated 

with the agent-role, that is, the original cause or 

instigator of the action, who acts intentionally. 

While the expression bearing ERG (agent) causes 

a change in the physical condition of the expression bearing 

ABS (patient) in (54), ERG, as shown in (57a) and (58a) 

below, brings about an emotional change and a change in 

location, respectively (in each case, contrast the (a) 

examples against the (b) ones): 

(57) 

(58) 

a. Mikelek ni 
Michael:ERG r:ABS 

haserretu izan. 
angry:PERF UAF 

'Michael got me angry. ' 

b. Hikel haserretu izan. 
Michael:ABS angry:PERF ~ 

'Michael got angry. , 

a. Mikelek liburua atera izan. 
Michael:ERG book:the/a: get out: UAF 

sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael got the/a book out. , 

b. Mikel atera izan. 
Michael:ABS get out:PERF OAF 

'Michael got out. , 
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Among the ACEs subject to the causative alternation, there 

is a subset whose members can be--and in most cases are--

interpreted as reflexives when the set of cases includes 0 

no ERG (or no agent). The ACEs in this subgroup express 

some action that ERG (or the agent) makes his/her body 

undergo: 

(61) a. 

b. 

Mikelek 
Hichael:ERG 

Miren. 
Nary:ABS 

zikindu 
clirty:PERF 

'Michael has dirtied Nary. ' 

Mikel 
Michae1:ABS 

zikindu izan. 
dirty:PERF ~ 

'Michael has dirtied himself.' 

izan. 
DAr· 

There is a further and general note I would like 

to make here. Whenever ACEs that are subject to the 

causative alternation are associated just with ABS, the 

sentence as a whole can also be interpreted as an imper

sonal sentence. Hence, a sentence with an ABS-case-marked 

expression is ambiguous between the non-causative, the 

impersonal, and, depending on the ACE in the sentence, 

the relative interpretations. 

The most important point of the present discussion 

is that there exist two semantic roles, namely agent and 

patient, that can be systematically associated 'l;vith the 

ergative case and the abso1utive case, respectively. 

l1oreover, the presence of the ergative case in the make-up 

of a case-array triggers the causative interpretation. 



AcrEs 
I ----~ -- - - -- ------ -----1 

ERG ABS 
I I 

AGENT PATIENT 
I I 

CAUSATIVE NON-CAUSATIVE 
I I 

I I 
Mike1ek 17yaa apurtu izan. REFLEXIVE NON-REFLEXIVE 
Michael: w~n ow: break: UAF I 
ERG the/a: PERF Mikel txukundu izan. 

sg:ABS Michael: wash:PERF ~ 
'Michael has broken ABS 
the/a window. ' 'Michael has washed 

himself' 
i 

IMPERSONAL 
I 

Mikel garbitu izan. 
Michael: wash: UAF 
ABS PERF 
'They have cleaned 
Michael. ' 

Leyoa apurtu izan. 
window: break: ~ 
the/a: PERF 
sg:ABS 
'They have broken 
the/ a window. ' 

NON-IMPERSONAL 
I . 

Leyoa apurtu ~zan. 
window: break: ~ 
the/a: PERF 
sg:ABS 
'The/a window broke. ' 

Figure 1. Possible Interpretations of Causative ACEs 
t-' 
N 
o 
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However, the availability of the causative/non-causative 

opposition must be precisely stated, for it appears to be 

a lexical property of a subset of ACEs that cannot be 

predicted by any general principle of the language 

(remember that there exist ACEs in Basque that can be 

combined with an ERG without being causative). I have 

represented the content of this conclusion in Figure 1. 

So far, my discussion of ACEs that express 

(i) change in physical/emotional state or position, and 

(ii) bodily-care has been deliberately restricted to an 

explanation of the causative opposition together with two 

specific case-arrays, namely ABS and ABS, ERG. ACEs like 

garbitu 'to wash', and apurtu 'to break' may also be 

combined with ABS, DAT and ABS, DAT, ERG. The interesting 

fact to note here is that DAT case-marks an expression 

which corresponds to some ent~ty which either is (posi

tively or negatively) affected by some event, and/or is 

reluctant to acknowledge full responsibility in some 

event/action that has taken place: 

(60) a. 

b. 

Txakurra 
dog:thela: 
sg:ABS 

niri hil izan. 
I : DAT die: PERF 'ITAF" 

'The dog has died on me. ' 

Mikelek niri txakurra hil 
Michael: I:DAT dog:tfie/a: die: 
ERG sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael has killed the dog on me. 

izan. 
UAF 

, 



(61) a. Leyoa 
window: the / a: 
sg:ABS 

'The window has 

b. Mikelek niri 
Michael: I:DAT 
ERG 

niri apurtu izan. 
I:DAT break: ~ 

PERF 

broken on me. 
, 

lei"oa apurtu izan. 
window: break: UAF 
the/a: PERF 
sg:ABS 

'Michael has broken the windmv on me. 
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, 

Notice that the expression case-marked DAT is neither the 

recipient nor the goal of the action. 

4.2.3.2.2. Non-Causative ACEs: I shall discuss 

in the rest of this chapter the ACEs that are not sensitive 

to the causative alternation. In (55.3-8) above, we see 

that these ACEs are compatible with different types of 

case-sets. But most importantly, we see that some semantic 

classes do, and others do not, incorporate ERG in their 

associated case-collection. Transport/transaction ACEs 

(55.3), communication ACEs (55.4), and ACEs that express 

some mental/physical process or occupation (55.5) may all 

be combined with case-arrays that include ERG. ACEs that 

express existence, happening, appearance (55.6), motion 

ACEs (55.7), and the unclassified ACEs (55.8) can never 

take ERG. 

The important point to note here is that (i) ERG 

is systematically associated with the semantic role of 

agent, and (ii) the ACEs which may be associated 



with ERG are precisely those that belong to semantic 

classes that are compatible with the overt expression 

of agency. Thus, for example, with transport/transaction 

ACEs, the agent moves, transports, exchanges the patient 

from source to goal--remember that, in some cases, the 

agent coincides with the source, as in eman 'to give". 

On the other hand, all the ACEs that do not take ERG 
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are always combined with ABS; these ACEs always (seem to) 

select a patient. In other words, these latter ACEs select 

a patient which s identified either with the entity that 

has come into being (55.6), or with whatever undergoes 

a change of place (55.7), or, finally, with the entity 

affected by some event (55.8). Thus, contrast the three 

sentences below: 

(62) a. 

b. 

c. 

Hikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

sagarra 
apple: 
the/a: 
sg:ABS 

ekarri 
bring: 
PERF 

izan. 
UAF 

'Michael has brought the/an apple. ' 

Ni 
I!ABS 

lotsa izan. 
ashamed UAF 

'I am ashamed. ' 

Hikel 
Michael:ABS 

etorri 
come:PERF 

'Michael has come.' 

izan. 
UAF 

The investigation strongly suggests that ERG 

corresponds to the agent. Hence, it is no surprise that 
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the sentences in which ACEs occur together with one of 

the two case-sets ABS or ABS, DAT (55.3-5) are interpreted 

as impersonal. The (b) sentences in (63-64) below are 

impersonal to the extent that ERG or the ag~nt is not 

overtly expressed: 

(63) 

(64) 

a. Mikelek 
Michael: 

sagarra 
apple: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

ekarri izan. 
bring:PERF UAF 

ERG 

'Michael has brought the/ an apple. ' 

b. Sagarra ekarri izan. 
apple: the/a: bring:PERF UAF 
sg:ABS 

'They have brought the/an apple. , 

a. Mikelek egia esan izan. 
Michael:ERG truth: the/a: tell: UAF 

sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael has told the truth. , 

b. Egia esan izan. 
truth: the/a: tell: PERF UAF 
sg:ABS 

'They have told the truth. ' 

Moreover, contrary to the causative ACES that express 

bodily-care (55.2) and may be interpreted as reflexives 

whenever associated with ABS or ABS, DAT, the ACEs under 

discussion here are not subject to this interpretation. 

Thus, sentence (63b) above is not equivalent to 'the/an 

apple has brought itself'. ACEs like ekarri 'to bring', 

i£ 'to kick', or ikusi 'to see' have other syntactic 

means of expressing reflexivity. Most interestingly, 
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reflexivity is expressed in such a way that the ACE is 

associated with a case-array which includes both ERG and 

ABS. ERG corresponds to the agent referring to the entity 

that undertakes some action; the overt expression case

marked ABS, bere burua (literally 'his head'), indicates 

that the patient that is 'affected by some action is 

identical with the agent. In other words, it is one and 

the same person in the world that participates in the 

same event: 

(65) Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

bere burua 
his head: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

irck:PERF 
izan. 
UAF 

'Michael has kicked himself. ' 

Notice that these ACEs, which fall under the non-causative 

part of the causative alternation, are similar to the ACEs 

that indicate causation but do not express bodily-care; 

that is, ACEs that express change of physical or emotional 

state. I present one such example in (66) below: 

(66) Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

bere burua 
fiis head:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

hil izan. 
IUrl:PERF ~ 

'Michael has killed himself.' 

Depending on the context, a more appropriate "translation" 

of (66) above would read: 'Hichael has cotmIlitted suicide.' 

Finally, the semantic class of ACEs expressing 

a mental/physical process or occupation may be associated 
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with a case-array that includes just ERG. In other words, 

the agent case-marked ERG is overtly expressed whereas 

the patient--which otherwise would bear the case-name 

ABS--is left totally unspecified, as illustrated below: 

(67) a. 

b. 

(68) a. 

b. 

DAT is 

Mikelek 
Michael: 
ERG 

ipuin bat 
tale one: 

ABS 

idatzi izan. 
write: 'UAF" 
PERF 

'Michael has written one tale. , 

Mikelek idatzi izan. 
Michael:ERG write:PERF UAF 

'Michael has written. , 

Mikelek ardoa edan izan. 
Michael: wine:the/a: drink: 'UAF" 
ERG sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael has drunk the/a wine. , 

Mikelek edan izan. 
Michael: ERG drink:PERF UAF 

'Hichael has drunk. , 

the case-name associated with three different 

semantic roles: benefactive, recipient, and goal. In the 

literature, these three roles are often collapsed under 
15 

"goal". However, I keep them separate, for, ultimately, 

15. Here, I mean the literature on semantics 
(Lyons 1968). As far as the literature on Basque l~nguis
tics goes, I have never come across any study that attempts 
to account for the semantics and the syntax of DAT. DAT 
has been discussed, but in relation to the dative markers 
-i- and -ki-, which occur in the so-called verbal morpho
logy. DKrTs really "l'enfant pauvre de la famille". 
Finally~ have to add that my discussion is kept quite 
simple, too. I take this "default" to be due to the more 
general topic of my dissertation, the primary purpose of 
which does not include extensive discussion of the 
semantics of DAT. 



each of these semantic roles defines a certain (semantic) 

relationship between ERG and ABS that depends on both 
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the semantic class an individual ACE belongs to and the 

"meaning" of this individual ACE itself. In the following 

pages, I shall consider the various semantic classes 

(55.3-7) separately. However, remember that the ultimate 

goal of my undertaking is not to propose a strictly 

semantic analysis od ACEs in Basque. I make use of these 

semantic notions because they help make some predictions 

about the syntax of the ACEs in Basque. 

First of all, I would like to make a first 

generalization in relation to DAT. Whatever the semantic 

role "linked" to DAT is, the same semantic role will be 

associated with DAT whether or not ERG and ABS are part 

of the same case-array. I shall deal with the three 

case-sets listed in (69) below: 

(69) 1. ABS, DAT 

2. ABS, DAT, ERG 

3. DAT, ERG 

I shall illustrate this point as I proceed. 

With transport/transaction ACEs, DAT corresponds 

to the goal, or the recipient. More precisely, DAT 

either indicates a spatio-directional "function"--that is, 

it marks the endpoint of some motion or some transaction-

or marks the animate being who, as the endpoint of some 



action, receives some object; Consider the two sentences 

below: 

(70) a. Mike1ek Joni bonba eraman izan. 
Michael: John: bomb: carry: OAF 
ERG DAT the/a: PERF 

sg:ABS 

'Michael has carried the/a bomb to John. 

b. Hikelek Joni bonba eman izan. 
Michael: John bomb: ---r--- UAF g~ve: 

ERG DAT sg:ABS PERF 

'Michael has given the/a bomb to John. , 

The case-set in (70) is (69.2), i.e., ABS, DAT, ERG. 

Suppose now that we have sentences in which ERG is not 

over.t, as shown in (71) below (notice that these 

sentences are impersonal): 

(71) a. Joni 
John: 
DAT 

bonba 
bomb: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eraman ·izan. 
carry: OAF 
PERF 

'They have carried the/a bomb to John.' 

b. Joni 
John: 
DAT 

bonba 
bomb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eman izan. 
gIVe: OAF 
PERF 

'They have given the/a bomb to John.' 

, 

DAT in each sentence of (71) above is associated with the 

same role as in (70). 

Communication ACEs have the goal of the communi

cation process marked DAT. Moreover, they can function 

in sentences wherein the topic of the communication may 

be left unspecified; communication ACEs can express 
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a "directional function" directly from the agent (ERG) 

to the goal (DAT) , as illustrated below: 

(72) Jonek 
Johri:ERG 

Mireni 
Mary:DAT 

erantzun 
answer:PERF 

'John has answered to Mary. ' 

izan. 
UAF 

Notice that the goal with communication ACEs and most 

transport/transaction ACEs is a human goal with some sort 

of participatory function. 
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Motion ACEs are not very different from the ACEs 

discussed so far. They select just one type of case-array 

which contains DAT, namely ABS, DAT: 

(73) Jon 
JOIi"n:ABS 

niri 
I:DAT 

joan 
go:PERF 

'John has gone to me.' 

izan. 
'OAF 

Among the ACEs that express a mental/physical 

process or occupation, only a subset are similar to 

transport/transaction ACEs, and above all to communication 

ACEs in that DAT marks the goal of the action. It seems 

that the ACEs that associate DAT with goal are those 

expressing a mental rather than a physical process or 

occupation, like irakurri 'to read', or idatzi 'to write' 

(for the sake of completeness, I give here instances 

of both non-impersonal and impersonal sentences): 
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(74) a. Jonek 
John: 

Mikeli 
Michael: 

liburu bat 
book one: 

irakurri 
read: 

izan. 
UAF 

ERG ' DAT ABS PERF 

'John has read one book to Michael. ' 

b. Mikeli 
Michael: 

liburu bat irakurri izan. 
book one: read:PERF uxr

ABS DAT 

'They have read one book to Michael. , 

(75) a. Jonek Mireni ipuin bat idatzi izan. 
John: Mary: tale one: write: UAF 
ERG DAT' ABS PERF 

'John has written one tale to Mary. , 

b. Mireni iEuin bat idatzi izan. 
Mary: tale one: write: uxr-
DAT ABS PERF 

'They have written one tale to Hary. ' 

DAT, in the (b) versions of (74-75) is interpreted as in 

the (a) versions of (74-75), respectively. 

Both ACEs that express existence, happening, and 

appearance, together with the second subset of ACEs that 

indicate a physical process or occupation, have DAT 

interpreted as benefactive. So, in (76-77) below, 

niri 'to me' corresponds to the animate being for ~vhose 

benefit or discomfort jan 'to eat' or agertu 'to appear' 

have taken place. In other words, I may be sadly affected 

by John's eating my apple, and I may not be very happy 

upon finding the/a dog in front of me. 



(76) a. Jonek niri sagarra jan izan. 
John: I:DAT apple:the/a: eat: U~ 
ERG sg:ABS PERF 

'John has eaten the/an apple on me. 
, 

b. Niri sagarra jan izan. 

'They have eaten the/an apple on me. , 

(77) Niri txakurra agertu izan. 
I:DAT dog:the/a: appear:PERF UAF 

sg:ABS 

'The/a dog has appeared to me. ' 

Remember that an ACE like agertu 'to appear' (56.6) has 

only two case-array possibilities, which do not include 

ERG, and, thus, cannot appear in a sentence similar to 

(76a) above. 

In this short section, I have simply shown to 

what semantic role DAT can be linked. In doing so, 

I have also attempted to show that, in most cases, one 

can predict the semantic role as soon as one knows the 

appartenance of an ACE to a certain semantic class. 
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So far, I have not discussed ACEs that may select 

either ABS or ABS, GEN. This class seems to be a miniclass 

with just a couple of members. I have included these ACEs 

in (56) above for the sake of completeness, and I have 

labelled it "unclassified ACEs". I have hardly anything 

insightful to say about these ACEs at this stage of the 

present work, except that ABS case-marks the patient, 

i.e., some animate being--human or not--who experiences 



some feeling or emotion. GEN, on the other hand, seems 

to be associated with some object--animate or not--which 

causes the feeling or emotion, as illustrated in (78) 

below: 

(78) a. 

b. 

Ni 
I:ABS 

beldur izan. 
afraid OAF 

'I am afraid. ' 

Ni 
I:ABS 

aitaren 
father:GEN 

beldur 
fright 

'I am afraid of father.' 

izan. 
UAF 
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4.2.3.3. A More General Classification. By endor

sing the view of a classification of ACEs based on both 

formal and semantic criteria, I can now provide a more 

general classification covering the various classes of ACEs 

discussed in the preceding section (4.2.3.2). This classi

fication intends to be no more than a mere classification. 

I believe that it leads to an explanation of some highly 

language-particular facts. One of the reasons motivating 

the general classification presented below is precisely 

its accounting for significant relations between cases, 

semantic roles, and the various classes of AC~s, relations 

which, in my view, are otherwise overlooked. 

In order to make the discussion directly 

accessible, I shall simplify somewhat the generalizations 

reached so far in the present chapter. 



First, I drew attention to the fact that defining 

the individual cases that make-up case-arrays presents 
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no real problem, whereas defining the semantic. roles asso

ciated with a predicate may be more controversial. 

Consider, for instance, an ACE like joan 'to go'. 

A fairly clear statement can be made in relation to its 

case-array possibilities: it either takes an ergative 

case, or it does not. This type of statement can be exten

ded to other individual cases. Furthermore, it is obvious 

that there is no situation wherein a case-array includes 

some portion of ABS and some of ERG. The opposition among 

the various cases is a discrete one: a case is X or Y, 

but, clearly, not'both X and Y at the same time. On the 

other hand, deciding ob the semantic role associated with 

the "basic" participant of joan 'to go' is no simple 

matter. The participant is identified as the patient; 

that is, the participant in the event undergoes some change 

of position/location. Yet, some degree of volitionality 

seems to be necessary on the part of the patient for the 

event to take place. Thus, 'tvithout being an agent, it 

appears that the participant can also be characterized via 

a feature which is one of agent-participant. The oppo

sition between the various semantic roles does not seem 

to be discrete like the one holding between the cases. 
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Second, the analysis suggests that the following 

relations between individual cases and semantic roles hold: 

(79) 1. ERG agent 

2. ABS patient 

-t 
benefactive 

3. DAT recipient 
goal 

In what follows, I disregard (79.3) above, for the issue 

deals essentially with whether some predicate-expression 

takes an agent or none. 

Let us consider now the classification at issue. 16 

I shall represent the interrelationship between case(-name)s 

and semantic roles by means of a scale, as shown in (80) 

below. The horizontal line represents a continuum along 

which predicates/ACEs can be ordered by considering 

the degree of volitionality the agent displays while 

undertaking some action. The continuum goes from left 

to right. The higher the degree of volitionality, the 

higher in the scale a predicate/ACE is classified. The 

vertical line that interrupts the continuum indicates that 

the predicates/ACEs on the lefthand side of the line (A) 

are associated with ERG, whereas those on the righthand 

side (B) are not. The vertical line coincides with 

16. The two-parameter-scale in (80) was initially 
suggested to me by R. Oehrle (personal communication), 
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a sharp and discrete division which, in its turn, coincides 

with the discrete opposicion which holds among cases. 

(80) 

agent 

the agent 
undertakes 
some action 
volitionally 

A 

ERG 

the agent 
shows some 
or little 
volition 
in the 
action he 
undertakes 

B 

NON-ERG 

the patient 
shows some 
or little 
volition 
in the 
action to be 
obtained 

patient 

the patient 
has no power 
to determine 
whether the 
event will 
obtain 

If it is true that the passage from one semantic 

role (agent) to another (patient) is progressive and 

non-discrete, then one can predict that the predicates/ACEs 

that present some problem must precisely be those located 

around the cross-cutting intersection, that is, the point 

at which the vertical line separating cases (ERG vs. 

non-ERG) meets the continuum along which the semantic roles 

are distributed. 

One major difficulty seems to face the scale in 

(80) above. It runs into the vagueness of interpreting 

"some or little degree of " That is, the degree 

of volition that the participant to the event shows at 

points 2 and 3--the fuzzy area--might very well be inter

preted as identical. But, if it is the degree of volition 
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(or deliberateness) that it critical in identifying roles, 

it becomes difficult to see how one can decide. There

fore, the scale does not really seem to offer any good 

explanation. Some people might even argue that the 

identification of some participant as agent or patient 

is more a function of the associated case than anything 

else. And, underlying the idea, would be assumption that, 

if an argument is case-marked ERG, then it must be agent; 

if it is non-ERG, then it must be patient. In other 

words, the scale proposed in (80) above seems to be 

somewha t ad hoc. 

Nevertheless, if one goes into a more detailed 

investigation of what types of predicates/ACEs are located 

at the various points along the continuum, one finds a 

further interesting correlation. The predicates/ACEs in 

(B) correspond to events that essentially express a change 

of emotional/physical state or of location, or a result. 

These predicates/ACEs are precisely those considered to be 

patient-selecting "one-place"-predicates/ ACEs. 17 So, ~vith 

motion ACEs like ibilli 'to walk' (located at point 3 on 

the scale), the whole event focuses on the participant 

as an entity undergoing a motion, rather than as an entity 

17. I say here one-place-predicates/ACEs, though 
they could also function as two-place-predicates/ACEs. 
In this particular case, the second argument would be DAT, 
a fact not critical for the present discussion. 
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exercising some power such that it determines wether the 

event will obtain. But, clearly, the participant to an 

event can be patient and still express some willingness in 

doing the "walking" . . . . Furthermore, notice that the 

majority of the predicates/ACEs in section (B) of the scale 

are anti-causative. It seems then that the scale is not 

as ad hoc as it might have looked at first sight .. 

(81) A 

agent 

B 

a. motion 
ACEs 

patient 

b. appearance/ 
happening/ 
existence ACEs 

c. bodily-care 
ACEs 

d. emotional/ 
physical 
change of 
state ACEs 

Examples of predicates/ACEs falling under the various 

semantic groupings in (81) above are, respectively: 

(82) a. jb<:t¥ 'to go' 
~ ~ Ii 'to walk' 

b. agertu 'to appear' 
gertatu 'to happen' 

c. garbitu 'to wash' 

d. hil 'to die' 
erre 'to get burnt' 
beI<Iur 'to be afraid' 



As a final argument to supporting the scale pro

posed in (80) above, I would like to consider one last 
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piece of evidence, namely some "idiomatic" expressions 

like 1an egin 'to work'. I refer to 1an egin as an 

ACE-expression for it contains two base-forms 1an 'work' 

and egin 'to make'. In fact, all of these expressions 

consist in some base-form X, which is morphologically 

compatible with non-aspectua1 suffixes, plus the base-form 

egin 'to make', which takes aspectua1 suffixes. More 

examples are presented below: 

(83) ~eg~r e~in 
~rr~ eg~n 

zintz e~in 
aharros~ egin 
amets e~in 
hitz eg~n 
eztul egin 
txu egin 
oihu egin 
10 e~in 
urtz~ntz egin 

'to cry' 
'to smile' 
'to blow one's nose' 
'to yawn' 
'to dream' 
'to talk' 
'to cough' 
'to spit' 
'to shout' 
'to sleep' 
'to sneeze' 

The respective meanings of these ACEs-expressions are, in 

most cases, predictable and result from the meanings of the 

base-forms occurring to the left of egin. Hence, eztu1 

egin can be understood as 'to make cough', i.e., 'to cough'. 

Clearly, these various non-apectua1 base-forms have to be 

overt for, otherwise, we would just be dealing with 

another ACE, egin 'to make'. These ACE-expressions select 

a case-array made-up of ERG and ABS. Thus, consider the 

three sentences in (84) below: 
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(84) a. Mikelek lan egfn izan. 
Michael:ERG work:ABS ma e:PERF UAF 

'Michael has worked.' 

b. Mikelek eztul egfn izan. 
Michael:ERG cough:ABS ma e:PERF UAF 

'Michael has coughed.' 

Mikelek irri eg~n izan. 
Michael:ERG smile:ABS ma e:PERF ~ 

c. 

'Michael has smiled.' 

At this point, we should perhaps consider the 

crucial property that makes these expressions interesting 

for the scale presented in (80) above. In a cross

linguistic description of predicates/ACEs like 'to sneeze, 

to cough, to spit, etc.', which would bring together 

argument-structures of predicates/ACEs, the semantic roles 

associated with the arguments case-marking, it would 

become apparent that in many languages these predicates/ 

ACEs correspond to one-place-predicates/ACEs,while, in 

Basque, they correspond to two-place-predicates/ACEs. 18 

If we consider that the participant to the event--i.e., 

the sneezer, the cougher, the spitter, the worker, etc.-

is an agent, then the fact that Basque has such type of 

expressions like eztul egin 'to sneeze' becomes explicable. 

18. Beth Levin (1983) also discusses these 
expressions, but ~vith a different purpose in mind: she 
attempts, essentially, to demonstrate that Basque is not 
an "ergative" language. 
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Basque tends to make a sharp distinction between 

agent/patient and ERG/non-ERG so that, if a participant 

is an agent, it will be case-marked ERG. Moreover, one 

way of linking some participant to the event (here the 

agent) to ERG is by means of having predicates/ACEs that' 

can function as two-place predicates/ACEs. I represent 

this schematically in (85) below (where somewhat rough 

argument-structures for the predicates/ACEs are also 

offered): 

(85) a. egin ( lan ) 
ERG ABS 

b. egin ( eztul ) 
ERG ABS 

c. egin ( irri ) 
ERG ABS 

These expressions are clearly on the (A) section of the 

scale; their location along the continuum might depend on 

how much control an agent can have over some event taking 

place. That is to say, expressions like eztul egin 'to 

cough', aharrosi egin 'to yawn', urtintz egin 'to sneeze', 

or 10 egin 'to sleep', for instance, even tough they are 

agentive, might be considered to involve agents that have 

in some situations very little power for determining 

whether the event will obtain. So, somebody might sneeze 

without having any control on the sneezing--which is 

usually what happens. 
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The scale in (86) below includes all the semantic 

groupings of ACEs discussed throughout section (4.2.3.2) 

above (I keep the X egin expressions separate):19 

(86) 

agent 

A 

ERG 

a. causative e. 10 egin 
ACEs urtintz egin 

aliarrosi e~in 
b. transport!- eztul eglon 

transaction amets egin 
ACEs 

c. communication 
ACEs 

d. ACEs that 
express mental or 
physical process 
or occupation 

B 

non-ERG 

patient 

f. motion g. appearance/ 
ACEs happening/ 

existence 
ACEs 

h. bodily-care 
ACEs 

i. ACEs that 
express 
emotiona1/ 
physical 
change of 
state or 
location 

19. One weakness in my analysis consists in over
looking, to some extent, the ACEs that select just one 
case-array (see section 4.2.3.1. above). 
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4.3. Conclusion 

As a conclusion, I would like to reconsider the 

standard analysis (SA) presented earlier in section (4.l).m 

SA states that there are three classes of verbs, which are 

intransitive, transitive, or both, respectively. Moreover, 

each class is associated with three different sets of cases 

(the parentheses mean "optional"): 

(87) 1. 

2. 

3. a. 

(DAT) ABS 

ERG (DAT) ABS 

(DAT) ABS 

b. ERG (DAT) ABS 

Finally, the distribution of the two auxiliary verbs izan 

'to be' and ukan 'to have' depends on the transitivity of 

the verb. 

First of all, the analysis I have argued for shows 

that a clear understanding of the interrelationships be

tween verbs, case-arrays, (in)transitivity and auxiliary 

verb cannot really be achieved unless the range of language 

material is widened. Once the analysis includes more 

language material, we can immediately notice that the case

array'possibilities are far more numerous than what SA 

assumes. Moreover, we are capable, now, of setting-up 

classes of verbs based on semantic and formal criteria 

20. Throughout the present short section, I use 
the same vocabulary as the Standard Analysis. 
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that show the subtle differences and similarities existing 

among verbs. 

Second, it should be clear from my analysis that 

there is no real good basis on which to draw the traditional 

distinction between intransitivity and transitivity. 

A verb is considered to be underlyingly intransitive if it 

is a one-place predicate and takes ABSj ~noth~r verb is 

underlyingly transitive if it is a two-place predicate and 

takes ERG ans ABS. My analysis shows that there are in 

fact "verbs" that are one-place predicates and, yet, case

mark ERG their unique argument. For instance: 

(88) argitu 
iraun 
edan 

'to shine' 
'to last' 
'to drink' 

irakin 
jan 
.l.2. 

'to boil' 
'to eat' 
'to rina ' o 

On the other hand, there are verbs that can only function 

as two-place predicates and, yet, they case-mark their 

respective arguments ABS and DAT. For instance: 

(89) jarraiki 'to follow' damutu 'to hurt' 
atzeki 'to stick to' 

Finally, the analysis seems to suggest that the 

distribution of the auxiliary verbs might be far more 

predictable if it is seen from a perspective which neither 

embodies the transitivity vs. intransitivity opposition nor 

relies on the case-array associated with each verb. 

It will be one of the burdens of Chapter 6 below to offer 

an account of the distribution of the auxiliary verb forms. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE CATEGORY AUX IN BASQUE 

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold: to offer 

a synchronic analysis of the auxiliary forms in Basque, and 

to justify this analysis. The present chapter is also 

a prerequisite to my formulating, later in this work, an 

account of the relationships between the auxiliary forms 

in a sentence and the argument-categorizing-element. 

Thus, the morphological make-up of the aux forms must be 

first well understood. 

So far, I have largely taken the reality of the 

auxiliary forms for granted, but I assume that they have 

a structure and a function of their own about which a 

theory can be formulated. Auxiliary forms are members of 

the cross-linguistic category AUX, as defined in Chapter 3. 

Throughout the present chapter, I shall define the topic 

more precisely and indicate in more technical terms the 

sort of patterning that is in question in Basque. 

Chapter 5 is organized as follows: in section 5.1 

I present a set of data that any descriptive analysis has 

to account for. Then, in section 5.2, I review two diffe

rent descriptions of the auxiliary forms: Goenaga's (1980) 

and Martin-Callejo's (1982). In doing so, I also pinpoint 
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and formulate more carefully the problems these two 

descriptions encounter. Finally, in section 5.3, I argue 

for a descriptive model which has been influenced to a 

large extent by the Word and Paradigm Model, developed by 

Matthews (1972). In this discussion, I present the reasons 

why such a descriptive model is to be preferred. 

5.1. Data 

The present section contains various sets of 

particle sequences that are the objects of my analysis. l 

The particles sequences illustrated here represent a selec-

ted sample of the one thousand plus members of the category 

AUX in Basque. (For a more complete appreciation of these 

particle sequences--'and their number, see Appendix A.) 

The description of the properties and segments that make-up 

the particle complexes is established in part in relation 

to certain syntactic-semantic categories. 2 The following 

in (1) below is a list of the morpho syntactic categories 

which are traditionally conceived as central to a descrip

tion of auxiliary forms in Basque: 

1. The labels "particle sequence", "particle 
complex", and "auxiliary form" are, in my usage, synony
mous; all three of them refer to the members of AUX. 

2. A syntactic-semantic category is also called 
a morphosyntactic category. 
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(1) a. Tense 
b. Modality 
c. Hood 
d. Person 
e. Number 
f. Case 
g. Gender 
h. Formality 

Further, Martin-Cal1ejo (1982) has argued that two other 

morphosyntactic categories have to be added to (1), namely: 

(2) a. 
b. 

Number of Arguments 
Type of Arguments 

I have very little to say--if anything at all--about the 

categories in (1); that is, what they stand for, and I 

adopt them here without further ado. A discussion of the 

two morphosyntactic categories listed under (2) will be 

offered later in this chapter. 

Speaking in extremely broad terms, it is possible 

to recognize four different patterns in AUX established 

according to the formal properties the auxiliary forms 

exhibit. Here, I present the particle sequences divided up 

into various segments, or particles, that identify various 

persons together with their case-name. The reason behind 

my organizing the data according to person, here, is one of 

ease of exposition. Thus, I am not committed yet to any 

specific analysis of the auxiliary forms below. 

5.1.1. Regular Cases 

I assume that auxiliary forms are regular whenever 

person along with a case-name is identifiable in the 
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particle complex. To make a gloss possible, I use the ACEs 

etorri 'to come' and 'ikusi 'to see'. In one set of 

examples,etorri and ikusi are marked perfective; in 

another set, bothe'torri and ikusi are represented by 

"bare" roots' 'etor 'idea of coming' and ikus 'idea of 

seeing', respectively. The variables W, X, Y, and Z stand 

for unanalyzed segments. 

Table 3. One-Person Aux Forms (ABS) 

ACE aux form One-person particle Gloss 
(ABS) 

X ABS Y 

etorri naiz n- aiz I have come 

etorri nintzan n- intzan I came 

etorri da d- a He has come 

etorri zan z- an He came 

etorri zerate z- erate You(pl) have 
come 

etorri zinaten inaten You (pI) I z- came 

etorri hintzatekeen h- intzate- You(sg) would 
keen have come 

etorri bazifiate ba z- inate If you (pI) 
had come 

etor gaitezen g- aitezen that we come 

etor gindezke g- indezke we could have 
come 

etor albazaitezte alba z- aitezte If you (pI) 
can come 

etor albazindezte alba z- indezte If you (pI) 
could come 



Table 4. Two-Person Aux Forms (ABS,DAT) 

ACE aux form Two-person particles 
(ABS,DAT) 

X ABS Y DAT 

etorri natzaio n atzai 0 

etorri nintzaion n intzai 0 

etorri zintzaidan z intzai da 

etorri zatzaizkit z atzaizki t 

etorri zintzaizkidan z intzaizki da 

etorri banenkio ba n enki 0 

etor gakizkizun g akizki zu 

etor genkizkizun g enkizki zu 

etor albazakizkigu alba z akizki gu 

etor albazenkizkigu alba z enkizki gu 

---

Z 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

Gloss 

I have come to him 

I came to him 

You(sg) came to me 

You (pI) have come 
to me 
You (pI) came to me 

If I could come to 
him 

that we come(pres) 
to you(sg) 
that we come(past) 
to you(sg) 
if you (pI) can come 
to us 
if you (pI) could 
come to us 

i 

...... 

.p-. 
00 



Table 5. Two-Person Aux Forms (ABS,ERG) 

ACE aux form Two-person particles 
(ABS, ERG) 

X ABS Y ERG 

ikusi dut d u t 

ikusi nauzu n au zu 

ikusi ninduzun n indu zu 

ikusi zindudan z indu da 

ikusi nindukek n in duke k 

ikusi bahindut ba h indu t 

ikus dezazun d eza zu 

ikus nindzakenan n indzake na 

ikus albazazategu alba z azate gu 

ikus albazindzatet alba z indzate t 
"--

Z 

n 

nl 

n 

n 

Gloss 

I have seen it 

You(sg) have seen me 

You(sg) saw me 

I saw you(sg) 

You(sg, masc) would 
see me 

If I had seen you(fem) 

that you(sg) see (pres) 
him 
You(fem) could have 
seen me 
if we can see you (pI) 

if I could see you (pI) 

I 

t-' 
~ 
\0 
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5.1.2. Irregular Cases 

I proceed now to present a few particle complexes 

that I consider from the outset to be "irregular". That is 

to say, these auxiliary forms either contain an ACE-root 

within the particle sequence itself, and/or include no 

segment standing for some specific morpho syntactic 

category. 3 In the latter case, there are two possibilities: 

there are no segments corresponding to (i) third person 

ABS in past particle sequences marked ERG, and (ii) third 

person ERG in"non-past particle sequences and in non-third 

person ABS past particle sequences marked ERG. Examples 

of these irregular particle complexes are offered in 

Tables 6-13 below. The ACEs that allow person particles 

to be attached around a root, and which are used here, 

are etorri 'to come', ibilli 'to walk', ikusi 'to see', 

eraman 'to carry', and ekarri 'to bring'. These ACEs 

represent just a subset of the ACEs that follow this 

pattern. 

3. Examples of such ACE-roots have been presented 
in Tables 3 to 5 above, i.e., etor 'idea of coming' and 
ikus 'idea of seeing'. 
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Table 6. One-Person ACEs (ABS) 

ACE-root + One-person particle Gloss 
aux form (ABS) 

X ABS Y ACE-root Z 

nator n a tor I come 

dabi1 d a bi1 He walks 

nentorren n en tor (r)en I came 

banator ba n a tor If I come 

Table 7. Two-Person ACEs (ABS,DAT) 

ACE-root + Two-person particles Gloss 
aux form (ABS,DAT) 

X ABS Y ACE-root W DAT Z 

natorkio n a tor ki 0 I come to 
him 

dabi1kizu d a bi1 ki zu He walks to 
you(sg) 

nentorkion n en tor ki 0 n I came to 
him 

badabi1kio ba d a bi1 ki 0 If he walks 
to him 

Table 8. Two-Person ACEs (ABS,ERG) 

ACE-root + Two-person particles Gloss 
aux form- (ABS,ERG) 

1 X ABS Y ACE-root W ERG Z 

dakusat d a kus a t I see it 

dakart d a kar t l bring it 

zenekardan z en (e)kar da n I brought 
you(sg) 

badakusat ba d a kus a t If I see it 



Table 9. Three-Person ACEs (ABS,DAT,ERG) 

ACE-root + Three-person particles 
aux form (ABS,DAT,ERG) 

X ABS Y ACE-root W DAT 

daramakiozu d a rama ki 0 

dakarkiot d a kar ki 0 

z enekarkio dan z en (e)kar ki 0 

badakarkizuet ba d a kar ki zue 

------ L.....------- -L..... 

ERG 

zu 

t 

da 

t 

Gloss 

Z 

you(sg) carry 
it to him 
I bring it to 
him 

n I brought 
you(sg) to him i 

If I bring it I 

to you(pl) 
L.....-- _ .. 

...... 
Ln 
tv 



Table 10. Two-Person Aux Forms (3d ERG non-past)4 

ACE aux form Two person particles Gloss (ABS,ERG) 

X ABS Y ERG Z 

jan nau n au I he has eaten me 

jan du d u he has eaten it 

jan banau ba n au if he has eaten 
me 

jan ninduen n indu en he ate me 

Table 11. Two-Person Aux Forms (3d ERG past) 

ACE aux form Two person particles 
CABS, ERG) Gloss 

X ERG Y 

jan nuen n uen I ate it 

jan zuen z uen Ihe ate it 

jan banu ba n u lif I ate it 
! 

4. Tables 10 and 11 include examples of particle 
complexes together with ACEs whose root cannot serve as 
a base' for the various particles to attach to. 
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I 

I 

! 
! 

I 
! 
i 

I 
! 
i 
i 
i 
i 
; 



Table 12. Three-Person Aux Forms (ABS,DAT,ERG non-past) 

I 
Three person particles ACE aux form Gloss (ABS,DAT,ERG) 

X ABS Y DAT W ERG Z 

eman diot d i 0 t I have given it to him 

eman dizkidazue d izki da zue you (pI) have given ! 

them to me 
eman diezadakezu I d ieza da ke zu you(sg) can give it 

I to me 
, 

---

Table 13. Three-Person Aux Forms (ABS,DAT,ERG past) 

ACE aux form Three person particles 
I 

X ERG Y DAT Z J Gloss 

zenidan eni da 
I you(sg) gave it to me eman z n I 

genizkizun enizki 
I 

we gave them to you(sg) eman g zu n I 
eman balit ba Ii t I if he gave it to me 

eman bazenizkigute I ba z enizki gu te I if you (pI) gave them to 
I I us 

- -- ! I 
- - ---------

t--' 
lJ1 
+:' 
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How m.ust these particle complexes be analyzed? 

Are the segments subsumed under X, Y, W, and Z further 

analyzable? If so, are the segments always in a one-to-one 

correspondence with one of the morpho syntactic categories 

listed under (1) and (2) above? From the outset, it seems 

that the answer to the last question is no. Clearly, the 

segment n- in naiz (see Table 3), for example, does not 

just stand for first person, for it also expresses number 

and case, that is, singular and absolutive. How do we 

account for the "fusional'" character of a segment? 

Moreover, it is important, in my view, to investigate the 

following issue: How do we get from some sort of grammati

calor morphemic representation--that is, for example, from 

first person singular ABS second person singular formal ERG 

present indicative--to the output nauzu 'you(sg) (have) 

me'? All these questions cannot be adequately answered if 

the descriptive model used in discussing them is not 

simultaneously taken into consideration. 

In the following section, I consider Goenaga's 

(1980) and Martin-Callejo's (1982) respective proposals 

for dealing with those questions, and I examine the 

empirical consequences of their analyses. 
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5.2. Previous Analyses of Aux Forms 

5.2.1. Goenaga's Analysis 

Goenaga's analysis treats the auxiliary forms as 

members of two different categories: main verb and helping 

verb. In the first case, he is dealing with the main verbs 

izan 'to be' and ukan 'to have' that occur, for instance, 

in existentials and possessive sentences: 

(3) Gizona da. 

(4) 

man:the/a:sg:ABS is 

'He is the/a man. ' 

Etxe 
house 

bat dut. 
one:ABS has 

'He has one house. ' 

In the second case, the use of the auxiliary forms in 

combination with main verbs that carry aspectual markers 

expresses different tenses. In other words, the auxiliary 

forms da and dut in (5-6) below are not forms of izan and 

ukan understood as main verbs, but they are helping verbs: 

(5) 

(6) 

Gizona 
man:the/a:sg:ABS 

etorri 
come:PERF 

'The/a man has come.' . 

da. 
~ 

~s 

Nik . etxe bat 
!:ERG house one:ABS 

ikusi 
see;PERF 

'I have seen one house. ' 

dut. 
have 

The verbs izan and ukan, when functioning as main verbs, 

can be used in combination with those same auxiliary forms 



da and dut of (5-6), respectively, to express different 

tenses. Thus, consider the examples below: 

(7) a. 

b. 

(8) a. 

b. 

Gizona 
man: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

duo ....-
~s 

'He will be theta man. ' 

Gizona 
man: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

izan 
be: PERF 

da. ....-
~s 

'He has been theta man. , 

Nik etxe bat izango 
I:ERG house one:ABS have:FUT 

'I will have one house. , 

Nik etxe bat izan dut. 
I:ERG house one:ABS have have 

'I have had one house.' 

dut. 5 

have 

According to Goenaga, the morphosyntactic categories in 

(1-2) above are instantiated by formatives or particles 

that are affixed around the roots of izan and ukan. 6 

The clear purpose behing Goenaga's claim is to provide 

a uniform account for both izan/ukan main verbs and other 

main verbs whose root serves as a base around which 
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segments are "glued". Compare the following two examples: 

5. Bear in mind that Goenaga identifies a helping 
verb ukan 'to have' but that this helping verb does not 
show up overtly in situations where it could. So, the 
FUT suffix is affixed on a helping verb that looks 
precisely like izan 'to be'. 

6. As a matter of fact, it is rather difficult 
to establish what the roots are. 



(9) Nakasazue. 
n a 
ABS 
1st 

non-past 

sg 

'You(pl) see me. , 

(10) Nauzue. 
n a 
ABS non-past 
1st 
sg 

'You(pl) have me. 

kus 
see 

u 
have 

, 

a zue 
X ERG 

zue 
ERG 
2d 
pl 

2d 
pl 

The morphological model Goenaga works within is 

never clearly outlined. Nevertheless, to the extent that 

his analysis succeeds in factoring out and identifying 

various segments and the morphological categories those 

segments stand for, it is possible to draw a few 

conclusions. 
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First, the roots of izan and ukan, which serve as 

bases, as well as other identifiable segments, are inter

preted as discrete elements linearly ordered. That is, 

the segments other than the roots are affixed to the right 

and the left of the roots. Therefore, the morphemic cate

gories will also be partially represented in a sequence, 

as illustrated in (11) below (the dots just mean that some 

other category can intervene in between any of the cate

gories schematically represented): 

(11) Person 
ABS 

Person 
ERG 

Number. Root . . . Person 
DAT 



The segments, then, can be listed under the categories 

they correspond to: 7 
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(12) Person ... Number ... Root ... Person ... Person ... Tense 
ABS DAT ERG 

n 

g 

d 

da 

gu 

da 

gu 

Second, insofar as segments are identifiable units, 

those that are phonologically zero are "something"--that is, 

zero morphs. Consider the following two auxiliary forms 

dut and du (the morphological description is Goenaga's): 

(13) Person Root Person Gloss 

ABS have ERG 

d u t I have it. 

d u 0 He has it. 

The d- segment indicates third person, -t first person 

singular, and the zero morph third person. 

Third, Goenaga's description of the morphological 

properties of the auxiliary verb forms views sets of 

auxiliary verb forms as primary, or basic. These basic 

forms can be affected by two different processes; that is, 

phonological and morphological processes. Thus, suppose 

7. The analysis recognizes a morph, or formative, 
with no phonological content--a zero morph--which is 
standard1y represented by "0". 
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we have the following basic sequences di'tute 'they have 

them' and gaitute 'they have us'. These two' particle 

sequences are incomplete in that they still must undergo 

a morphological process to be fully grammatical. Suppose 

further that their respective morphemic representations 

are as follows: 

(14) Person 
ABS 

x 

d (3d) a 

g (lstpl) a 

Number 

it(pl) 

it(pl) 

Root 

u 

u 

Person 
ERG 

te (3dpl) 

te (3dpl) 

The final correct output of these aux forms should be 

dituzte 'they have them' and gaituzte 'they have us', 

respectively. Goenaga postulates an infix rule that 

inserts a segment -z- which stands for plurality between 

the root -u- and the segment third person plural ergative 

-te (Goenaga 1980:180): 

(15) u + te -----_I uzte 

Notice that this segment -z- only occurs when both ABS 

and ERG persons are plural in present auxiliary verb forms. 

Thus, we get naute 'they have me' and not *nauzte. In 

fact, to be complete, Goenaga should accompany (15) above 

with a statement similar to (16): 

(16) Insert -z- plural when both persons ABS and ERG 
are plural and tense is non-past indicative. 

Therefore, it seems that auxiliary verb forms result from 

building up sequences (i) according to an order of 
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distribution around the root (see partial ordered sequence 

of morphemic categories and segments in (12-13) above), 

and (ii) by deriving via morphological processes the output 

auxiliary verb forms from sequences that are more "primi-

tive". 

To see more clearly what is at stake here, let us 

illustrate observations (i-ii) above by means of a last 

examples that involves a morphological process. Accortling 

to Goenaga, some segments are subject to reordering. 

The plac~ of occurrence of the ERG person in present and 

past sequences is always after the root, but in one series 

of cases, typically in past sequences with an ABS 3d person, 

the ERG person occurs before the root. Goenaga (1980:181) 

propose the examples here numbered (17-18). (It is worth 

noting that Goenaga's explanation goes as far as to point 

to the direction of the change, or reordering, of the 

segments; but he clearly states that there is reordering.) 

(17) Guk dirua ~ugu._ 
we: money: the/a: u gu 
ERG sg:ABS ABS have ERG 

3d 1st 
sg , El 

'We have money. , 

(18) Guk dirua 
we: money: the/a: en u en 
ERG sg:ABS past have past 

'We had money. ' 
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A second type of process that affects auxiliary 

verb forms is phonological in nature. Goenaga (1980:180) 

proposes the following rule, stated in (19) below, to 

express the fact that the segment da, which is first person 

singular DAT or ERG, loses its vowel, and has its consonant 

devoiced when in final position in the auxiliary verb 

form: 8 

(19) DA --_, T / __ 4Nfo 

Goenaga's general morphological and phonological 

processes imply (i) that generalizations about the auxi

liary verb forms can be captured, and (ii) that there 

exists some degree of predictability in the formation of 

these auxiliary verb forms; that is, statements can be made 

about what goes where and under what conditions. Further, 

it implies that whatever changes have to be made are of 

a certain character. 

5.2.2. Critical Review of Gbenaga's Analysis 

In this section, I would like to consider some of 

the consequences of Goenaga's analysis of the auxiliary 

verb forms in Basque. But, clearly, this review barely 

presents the surface of a set of very intricate problems. 

First of all, Goenaga's treating in a uniform 

fashion izan/ukan and the so-called synthetic verbs like 

8. The word-boundaries in (19) are mine; Goenaga 
states the rule without any word-boundary. 
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etorri 'to come' or ikusi 'to see' is an attempt to maintain 

a certain historical continuity in the morphological and 

syntactic behavior of izan and ukan together with synthetic 

verbs. 9 Linguists assume that, once, every main verb in 

Basque used to behave like etorri or ikusi, and that 

izan/ukan did so too, and still function like synthetic 

main verbs. The evidence for the synchronic assumption is 

provided by cases of existentia.l and possessive sentences 

on the one hand, and negative sentences on the other hand. 

Example of the possessive sentence (4) above is repeated 

here as (20): 

(20) Etxe bat 
house one: 

ABS 

dut. 
cr
ABS 
3d 
sg 

'I have one house.' 

u 
have 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

Contrast (20) against a sentence that includes a synthetic 

main verb: 

(21) Etxe bat dakusat. 
house one: d 

ABS ABS 
3d 
sg 

'I see one house.' 

a kus 
X see 

a t 
Y ERG 

1st 
sg 

According to Goenaga, main verbs in Basque are the target 

of a movement rule that moves main verbs from final position 

9. A synthetic verb is one whose root can serve 
as a base. 
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in negative sentences. Thus, consider the following three 

pairs of sentences «24) involves a main verb that is not 

synthetic; it uses forms of izan understood now as helping 

verb to express tense): 

(22) a. Etxe bat dakusat. 
house one: d a kus a t 

ABS ABS X see Y ERG 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

'I see one house. , 

b. Ez dakusat etxe bat. 
not it:see:I house one:ABS 

'I do not see one house. , 

(23) a. Etxe bat dut. 
house one: a- u t 

ABS ABS have ERG 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

b. Ez dut etxe bat. 
not it:have:I house one:ABS 

'I do not have one house. , 

(24) a. Gizona he1tzen da. 
man: the: • d a arr~ve: 

sg:ABS IMP ABS is 
3d 
sg 

'The man arrives. , 

b. Ez da gizona he1tzen. 
not ne:is man: the: • arr~ve: 

sg:ABS IMP 

'The man does not arrive. , 

The position to be taken here differs markedly from 

these assumptions. I note, first, that historical evidence 
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is not a primary argument for explaining the synchronic 

behavior of izan and ukan .. In any case, it is doubtful 

that native speakers know anything at all, at any given 

time, about the various re-analyses izan and ukan, as well 

as the other main verbs, underwent--and are still under

going. Second, the fact that ez dut in (23b) is no longer 

in sentence final position, and behaves like the synthetic 

main verb ez dakusat in (22b), is no proof that ez dut is 

a main verb. If one takes (24b) into consideration now, 

one can conclude that the non-occurrence in sentential 

final position of the so-called synthetic main verbs has 

nothingto do with the category main verb at all. Rather, 

one can state in very simple terms that there is something 

very peculiar about the negation ez 'not'. That is, the 

entity that carries tense cannot be final in a negative 

sentence. This property applies whether or not the main 

verb is synthetic. (Note the similarities with regard 

to inversion in English, where this phenomenon does not 

depend on the category Verb.) Third, and most importantly, 

the fact that in (20) above there is no other likely 

candidate besides the form dutto qualify as a main verb 

is not a proof that dut is the is the main verb of the 

sentence. It is a fact in many languages that existential 

and possessive sentences do not have any form corresponding 

to 'to be' or to 'to have'. Hence, dut in (20) above may 
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very well be considered as an element that carries morpho-

syntactic markers such as tense, mood, and so on. Notice 

that viewing dut in this fashion is consistent with an 

approach that treats dut as a member of the cross-linguistic 

category AUX. 

Let us consider now a criticism that deals with the 

overt occurrence of the so-called main verb ukan 'to have'. 

By now, we know that, to express future, Basque adds the 

suffix -ko to the main verb. Thus, to express the future 

of ukan in a possessive sentence, we should affix -ko to 

ukan, this resulting in ukango. However, in most dialects, 

ukan 'to have' never occurs as the element that carries 

aspectual markers, as illustrated in (25) below (see 

footnote 5): 

(25) *Etxe bat ukango dut. 
house one: have: a- u t 

ABS FUT ABS have ERG 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

In fact, it seems that there is one so-called verb izan 

that ends up corresponding to 'to be' or 'to have' on 

the basis of the morphological properties of the auxiliary 

verb form occurring in the sentence. Contrast (26a) below 

against (26b) (both sentences are marked "future"): 

(26) a. Gizona 
man:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

izango 
be:FUT 

'I will be a man. ' 

naiz. 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
X 

iz 
be 



b. Etxe bat 
house one:ABS 

izango 
have: 
FUT 

II will have one house. I 

dut. 
cr
ABS 
3d:sg 

u 
have 
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t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

As we can see, it is exactly the same verb form that serves 

as an aspect carrier--so to speak. 

The third criticism has to do with the identifi-

cation of morphological bases. According to Goenaga, there 

is always some segment in auxiliary verb forms that can be 

associated with the roots of izan and uk an , as shown in 

(27) below: 

(27) a. 

b. 

Naiz. 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

II am. I 

Nauzue. 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
X 

a 
X 

iz 
be 

u zue 
have ERG 

2d 
pl 

'You(pl) have me. I 

Nevertheless, in many auxiliary verb forms, it is impossible 

to identify some segment as a root-segment, for there is 

none. Take, for instance, the following three cases: 

(28) a. diot 
cr
ABS 
3d 
sg 

- i 
DAT 
marker 

o 
DAT 
3d 
sg 

I I . it to him. I 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 



b. dakidan 
d a i 
ABS non- DAT 
3d past marker 
sg 

'that he be to me' 

c. diezadazun 
d 

, 
eza da - ~ - -

ABS DAT non- DAT 
3d marker indica- 1st 
sg tive sg 

'that you(sg) ... it to me' 
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da n 
DAT non-
1st indicative 
sg 

zu - n 
ERG non-
2d indicative 
sg 

In fact, in indicative and non-indicative past and non-past 

auxiliary forms that include a dative marker, there is no 

root-segment. In other words, there is no morphological 

base around which the other particles can be distributed. 

Finally, a problem very similar to the one just 

discussed arises when considering non-indicative or 

subjunctive auxiliary forms. Not only is there no overt 

segment that corresponds to the roots of izan 'to be' and 

ukan 'to have', but in most cases there is some other 

segment that serves as a so-called base. This segment 

indicates non-indicative, and whether there is an ergative 

particle in the auxiliary form. The root-segments are, 

respectively, -di- in an auxiliary form with no ergative, 

and -eza- in an auxiliary form with an ergative: 

(29) a. nadin 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
non-past 

di 
base 

n 
non-indicative 
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b. dezadan 
d eza' da n 
ABS base ERG non-indicative 
3d 1st 
sg sg 

c. diezadazun 
d 

, 
da - 1- - eza. - zu - n 

ABS DAT base DAT ERG non-
3d marker 1st 2d indicative 
sg sg sg 

There is a striking similarity in structure and function 

between auxiliary forms involving the bases -di- and -eza-, 

and auxiliary forms involving the "root-segment" -u- of 

ukan 'to have'. Even though -di- and -eza- can be traced 

back to two main verbs, respectively edin 'to become' and 

and izan 'to do' (Heath 1977), both edin and izan no longer 

occur as elements that could take asp.ectual markers. 10 

That is to say, contrary to what is predicted in Goenaga's 

model, they cannot function as main verbs, as illustrated 

below: 

(30) 

(31) 

*edingo 
become:FUT 

*izango 
do:FUT 

dut 
cr
ABS 
3d 
sg 

naiz 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

u 
have 

a 
non
past 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

iz 
be 

10. Here, we are dealing with two different verbs: 
izan 'to be' and izan 'to do'. 
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Notice that this sort of pattern is similar to the type of 

ungrammaticality discussed in (25) above--repeated as (32), 

where ukan does not occur overtly either: 

t 
(32) *Etxe bat ukango dut. 

house one: have: a- u 
ABS FUT ABS have ERG 

3d 1st 
sg sg 

Finally, to the effect that forms like nadin, dezadan, and 

diezadazun in (29) belong to paradigms that express tense 

and non-indicative mood--among other things, why not consi

der also forms like naiz in (26a) or dut in (26b) to belong 

to other paradigms that express tense and indicative mood? 

Having discussed some of the essential shortcomings 

of Goenaga's treatment of the so-called auxiliary verb 

forms, I now turn to a review of Martin-Callejo's (1982) 

analysis of the same data. 

5.2.3. Martin-Callejo's (1982) Treatment of Aux Forms 

The purpose of Martin-Callejo's analysis (hereafter 

MC) of auxiliary forms in Basque is two-fold: (i) to show 

that the auxiliary forms are members of the cross-linguis

tic category AUX, as defined in An Encyclopedia of AUX 

(Steele et al. 1981), and (ii) to analyze a specific set 

of aux forms, namely, indicative aux forms, from within 

a partially well-defined decriptive morphological model. 

MC determines templates--that is, sequences of 

morphosyntactic categories--which are made up of slots; 



these categories are, in fact, organized according to the 

order in which actual segments appear. Table 14, taken 

from MC (1982:67), includes aux forms that involve an 
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ergative. MC assumes that morphosyntactic categories can 

be "empty"; that is, there are no segments assigned to some 

slots. Thus, consider form 13 in Table 14, namely 

diotezute. The slot labelled "direct object number marker" 

has been assigned ze;o.ll Having zero in that slot means 

that the direct object is singular. Filling the same slot 

with the number marker -zki- would indicate that the direct 

object is plural, as in form 1 in Table l4~ dizkiotezute. 

Furthermore, MC assumes that segments and morphosyntactic 

categories are in some sort of a one-to-one relationship. 

Cases in which segments and morpho syntactic categories are 

not in a one-to-one relationship are considered irregular, 

insofar as they do not follow general well-determined 

templates. 

Let us look now at the very first positive consequences 

of MC's treatment of aux forms. He's representation of 

morpho syntactic categories as a sequence of ordered slots 

has the virtue of eliminating the opposition between the 

11. Table 14 is confusing since the symbol "~" 
has to be interpreted in two different ways: first it 
expresses the fact that a slot is empty, as in form 13 for 
the slot labelled "direct object person marker"; second 
~ stands for a formative, as in form 24 for the slot label
led "subject person marker". Here, ~ is 3d person. 



Table 14. Aux Forms as Sequences of Ordered Slots 

(Abbreviations: DOP, direct object person marker; DON, directObject number 
marker; x, unanalyzed segment; INn;-indirect marker; 
lOP, indirect object person marker;- ION, indirect object 
number marker; SP, subject person marker; SN, subject 
person marker.) -- --

DOP DON X IND DON lOP ION SP SN Examples 

I. x x x x x x x d-i-zki-o-te-zu-te 
2. x x x x x x ~ d-i-zki-o-te-zu-~ 
3. ~ ~ d-i-zki-o-te-~-~ x x X x x 
4. x x x x x ~ x d-i-zki-o-te-~-te 
5. x x x x ~ x x d-i-zki-o-~-zu-te 
6. x x x x ~ x ~ d-i-zki-o-~-zu-~ 
7. x x x x ~ ~ x d-i-zki-o-~-~-te 
8. x x x x ~ ~ ~ d-i-zki-o-~-~-~ 
9. x x x ~ ~ x x d-it-u-~-~-zu-te 

10. x x x ~ ~ x ~ d-it-u-~-~-zu-~ 
II. x x x ~ ~ ~ x d-it-u-~-0-~-te 
12. x x x ~ ~ ~ ~ d-it-u-~-~-~-~ 
13. x x ~ x x x x d-i-~-o-te-zu-te 
14. x x ~ x x ~ x d-i-~-o-te-~-te 
15. x x ~ x x x ~ d-i-0-o-te-zu-~ 
16. x x ~ x x ~ ~ d-i-~-o-te-~-~ 
17. x x ~ x ~ ~ ~ d-i-~-o-~-~-~ 
18. x x ~ x ~ x x d-i-~-o-~-zu-te 
19. x x ~ x ~ x ~ d-i-~-o-~-zu-~ 
20. x x ~ x ~ ~ x d-i-~-o-~-~-te 
2I. x ~ x ~ ~ x x d-~-u-~-~-zu-te 
22. x ~ x ~ ~ x ~ d-~-u-~-~-zu-~ 
23. x ~ x ~ ~ ~ x d-~-u-~-~-~-te 
24. x ~ x ~ ~ ~ ~ d-~-u-~-~-~-~ 

I 

I 

I 

t-' 
'-1 
I'V 



so-called verbal root--understood traditionally as the 

nucleus of an aux form--and the other segments. So, the 

so-called roots of izan 'to be' and ukan 'to have' have 
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the same morphological status as any other segments in aux 

forms. But, more importantly, Me argues for an analysis 

in which the segments corresponding to the verbal roots 

are segments that indicate the number of arguments as well 

as the type of arguments occurring in a sentence. Arguments 

in Me's analysis are nominal phrases that bear certain gram-

matical functions, namely, subject, direct object, as shown 

in (33-35) below (for reasons of consistency, I shall label 

the person particles according to case-names as I have been 

doing so far, even though, in Me's analysis, the person 

particles are differently identified): 

(33) dut 
a- u t 
ABS two arguments ERG 
3d ABS/ERG 1st 
sg sg 

(34) diot 
cr- i 0 t 
ABS three arguments DAT ERG 
3d ABS/DAT/ERG 3d 1st 
sg sg sg 

(35) natzaio 
n a tzai 0 

ABS non-past two arguments DAT 
1st ABS/DAT 3d 
sg sg 

A direct consequence of this analysis is that it is possible 

to analyze in a uniform fashion aux forms in which there is 
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no verbal root (in Goenaga's sense), as in diot in (34), 

and aux forms that do contain an identifiable "verbal root". 

But, instead of being labelled "verbal roots" or "bases", 

they are interpreted as segments marking number and type 

of arguments, as illustrated immediately above. 

Furthermore, Me's viewing the formal properties 

of aux forms as discrete units linearly concatenated to 

form templates also provides an indirect account for the 

fact that a morphosyntactic category can have different 

morphs or segments, each of which appears in a different 

position in the sequence. For instance, the morpheme 

first person singular corresponds in one set of forms to 

the segment n- and in another set of forms to the segment 

-da-: 

(36) nauzue 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
non-past 

u 
two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

(37) zenudan 
z 
ABS 
2d 

- en 
past 

u 
two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

- da 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

- n 
past 

zue 
ERG 
2d 
p1 

In other words, the morpheme first person singular 

corresponds to the segment n- when in initial position in 

the sequence, but to -da- in non-initial position. 
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5.2.4. A Crit·ica1 Appraisal of MC' s Analysis 

In the brief discussion on tense, MC is forced to 

relax the non-overlapping of functions between one morpho

syntactic segment and another one. In this attempt to 

identify tense, it is quite easy ·to isolate first segments 

that overtly indicate the tense opposition of non-past vs. 

past, as shown below: 

(38) nauzue 
n a u 
ABS non-past two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

(39) 

1st 
sg 

ninduzuen 
n - ~nd 
ABS past 
1st 
sg 

u 
two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

- zue - n 
ERG past 
2d 
p1 

zue 
ERG 
2d 
p1 

Tense is differentiated by various segmental variations, 

that is, by a contrast in segments ~ vs. -ind- in (38) 

and (39), respectively, at the beginning of the sequence 

on the one hand, and by the final suffix -n in (39), on 

the other hand. 

Consider now the following two aux forms: 

(40) dut 
n
ABS 
3d 
sg 

(41) diot 
cr-
ABS 
3d 
sg 

u 
two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

i 
three arguments 

ABS/DAT/ERG 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 

o 
DAT 
3d 
sg 

t 
ERG 
1st 
sg 
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These two sequences have no overt tense-markers. Yet, an 

identification of tense is an important necessity, for 

tense is a definitional property of the cross-linguistic 

category AUX, and MC claims that aux forms like dut in (40) 

and diot in (41) are members of the Basque AUX category. 

MC argues that tense is always notionally present in every 

aux form, but that it may not be independently--that is, 

segmental1y--identifiable. What this means is that tense 

can be expressed by al1omorphic variants. Contrast (42) 

against (43) below: 

(42) da 
a 
ABS 
3d 
non-past 

(43) zan 

a 
one argument 

ABS 
(non-past) 

z a - n 
ABS one argument past 
3d ABS 
past 

The segment d- appears in aux forms that indicate present 

or non-past. One might consider that marking tense is 

also a property of the particle sequence da as a whole to 

the effect that the segment -a- marks tense in the same 

type of particle sequences, as in naiz, for instance: 

(44) naiz 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

a 
non-past 

iz 
one argument 

ABS 



Hence, the segment z- occurs in aux forms that contain 

a past tense marker -n in final position. 
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Given a morphological model consisting of templates 

with slots to be filled or not, it is crucial to ask where 

the morpho syntactic category tense fits in. Thus, whereas 

a template like (45) below works properly for aux forms 

like nauzue and gaituzue, for example, it is inappropriate 

for aux forms like dut and ditut--in the latter two cases, 

the slot for tense remains empty. (For ease of exposition, 

I give first the morphemic value of the various surface 

segments: ~ first person singular, ~ first person plural, 

d- third person, -zue second person plural, -t first person 

singular, .:!!::. non-past, -it- plural (absolutive), -u- t~o 

arguments ABS and ERG.) 

(45) Forms Person Number Tense Number Argument Person 
ABS ABS ABS number ERG 

nauzue n a u zue 

gaituzue g a it u zue 

dut d u t 

ditut d it u t 

The last two forms require a template more along the 

following lines: 

(46) Forms Person Number Argument Person 
ABS ABS Number ERG 

Tense 

dut d u t 

ditut d it u t 



MC's analysis assumes--along with Goenaga's~-that 

in a normal situation segments are delineable with preci

sion. Cases in which morphemes are col~apsed together 
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like tense with person and case are viewed as irregular. 

But viewing this situation as irregular or highly marked is 

inappropriate, for irregular cases as in (46) are a 

reasonably large subset of the forms at issue. If one pays 

close attention to the relationship holding between mor

phemes and their segments, one notices that most segments 

in aux forms are in fact in correspondence with more than 

one morphosyntactic category. 

Thus, reconsider a sequence like ninduzuen in (39) 

above, for instance, assuming the following morphemic 

representation: 

(47) 1st past two arguments 2d past 

n ind u zue n 

Clearly, (47) is neither complete nor thorough. The very 

first segment n- marks first person and number (singular), 

and case (ABS). It is impossible to treat the segment n

in terms of a single indivisible segment that corresponds 

to just one category. But suppose we did so. Which 

criteria are decisive in assigning the segment n- to any 

one category? Must the segment ~ be under the category 

Case (ABS), or the category Person, or the category 

Number, as schematically represented in (48)? 



(48) 

(49) 

Case 
(ABS) 

n 

n- -=~-------

Person 
(1st) 

n 

1st person 

singular 

ABS 

Number 
(sg) 

n 
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What has beenargued for the segment n- in ninduzuen can be, 

in fact, argued for any other segment in any aux form. 

Next, if aux forms were analyzable in terms of 

a one-to-one relationship between morpheme and segment, 

how could one account for the cases in which the morphemic 

value of a segment is a function of the aux form as a whole? 

Consider one of these cases where the morphemic value of 

the segment z- is a function of the presence vs. absence 

of some other morpho syntactic category in the same aux form. 

Thus contrast the three particle sequences below: 

(50) a. da d a 
ABS one argument 
3d ABS 

b. zan z a n 
ABS one argument past 

ABS 

c. ziii.an z in a n 
ABS past one argument past 

ABS 
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The absence of overt tense in (sOa) indicates that the 

segment d- is not only third person but also marks non-past, 

while the presence of ~ in zan (SOb) indicates that z-

is not only third person, but also past. Now, if we con

trast z- in (SOb) with ~ in (SOc), it is the occurrence 

of overt tense immediately after ~ in (SOc) that identifies 

~ as second person as opposed to ~ third person past in 

(SOb). Notice that, in (SOb), it i.s also the absence of 

overt tense after z- that identifies it as third person and 

past. 

Finally, and most importantly, I would like to 

raise the issue of zero morphs. Thus far--and for ease of 

exposition--I have been labelling the segment d- ABS third 

person singular whereas it just marks ABS third non-past. 

Contrary to most person particles, the third person particle 

d- never indicates number (dut and ditut of (45) above are 

repeated here as (51)): 

(51) a. dut 
cr--- u t 
ABS two arguments ERG 
3d ABS/ERG 1st 
non-past sg 

b. ditut 
d it u t 
ABS pI two arguments ERG 
3d ABS ABS/ERG 1st 
non-past sg 
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It is clear from the morphemic decomposition given in (5la) 

that number "is never overtly marked for the absolutive 

third person. Yet, the particle sequence dut is inter

preted as having an absolutive third person singular. 

When contrasting (5lb) against (5la), one might argue that 

there is in fact a zero morph marking number--singular--for 

the absolutive third person as opposed to the segment -it

indicating number~-plural, and this would be totally 

consistent with a morphological model that assumes some-

thing like (52) below: 

(52) morpheme 
I 

segment 
I 
X 

morpheme 
I 

segment 
I 

Y 

morpheme 
I 

segment 
I 
~ 

The morphological analysis of dut and ditut in (51) would 

then be like in (53) below: 

(53) Tense Number Argument 
Person ABS Number 

ABS 

dut d ~ (sg) u 

ditut d it(pl) u 

Person 
Number 

ERG 

t 

t 

In my view, it is ad hoc to postulate a zero morph for 

indicating the singular of an absolutive person particle 

every time there is in the plural counterpart an overt 

plural segment marking the same absolutive person particle. 

Evidence against a zero morph for marking singular comes 

from non-third persons in spite of the fact that they mark 

number by suppletive alternation, as in (54) below: 



(54) n--' first person singular (1st sg) 

&::.' first person plural (1st p1) 

h--' second person singular (2d sg) 

~, second person plural (2d p1) 

In most particle sequences, abso1utive non-third person 

plural particles are marked for plural more than once. 
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So, it is not a property of non-third person singular 

particles to be marked more than once for singular. Thus, 

consider the following example, in (55) below: 

(55) gaituzu 

Contrast 

(56) 

1st 
p1 
ABS 

g 

(55) 

Tense 
non-past 

a 

Number 
(p1) 
ABS 

it 

against (56) below: 

Argument 
Number 

u 

nauzu 

1st Tense Argument 
sg non-past Number 
ABS 

n a u 

2d 
sg 
ERG 

zu 

2d 
sg 
ERG 

zu 

Having a zero morph for marking that n- is singular, in 

other words, marking the absence o~ the plural marker -it

in nauzu (in (56) above), would be like saying that singu-

1ar is marked more than once, as it is the case in aux 

forms with a non-third person ABS plural (see (55) above): 



(57) nauzu 

1st 
sg 
ABS 

n 

Tense 
non-past 

a 

Number 
(sg) 
ABS 

Argument 
Number 

u 

3d 
sg 
ERG 

zu 

The most serious problem is that once we allow 
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zero morphs they start proliferating. It will be sufficient 

here to present just one case. The first aux form in (58) 

below contains an ABS second person plural particle, whereas 

the second one in (59) includes an ABS second person singu

lar particle. The morphological analyses of these two aux 

forms together with their morpho syntactic representation 

are presented in (58-59) below: 

(58) zaituzte 

2d Tense 
pl non-past 
ABS 

z a 

Number Argu
pl ment 

ABS Number 

it u 

Number Number 3d 
p1 pl sg 

ABS ABS ERG 

z te 

(59) hau 

2d 
sg 
ABS 

Tense 
non-past 

Argument 
Number 

3d 
sg 
ERG 

h a u 

Suppose the morphological analysis of hau, in (59), 

incorporates zero morphs. Hence, the morphosyntactic 

category of number will be part of the morpho syntactic 

representation of hau, and under the category of number 

(singular) zero morphs will be lined up as follows: 
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(60) hau 

2d Tense Number Argu- Number Number 3d 
sg non-past sg ment sg sg sg 
ABS ABS Number ABS ABS ERG 

h a (l) u (l) (l) (l) 

In (60) , we have zero morphs that have quite different 

morphemic values: the first three indicate singular while 

the last one indicates the ergative person particle .. 

The issue of zero morphs can be made even more 

implausible. Let us consider more carefully the ergative 

third person particle itself. Thus far, the zero morph in 

final position in the aux form has stood for the ergative 

third person singular. HOvlever, (l) indicates ergative 

third person; that is, number is not marked simultaneously 

with person and case. The number (plural) marker for the 

ergative third person is -teo Consider, then, example (61) 

below: 

(61) zaituztete 

2d Tense Number Argu-
pI non- pI ment 
ABS past ABS Number 

z a it u 

Number Number 3d 
pl pI ERG 

ABS ABS 

z te 

Number 
pl 

ERG 

te 

Now, if the absence of the number (plural) segment -te 

marks singular, and if the absence of a segment is consi

dered to be morphologically something, then the number 

(singular) segment for the ergative third person is also 

a zero morph: 
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(62) zaituzte 

2d Tense Number Argu- Number Number 3d Number 
pI non- pI ment pI pI ERG pI 
ABS. pas.t . ABS Number. ABS ABS . ERG 

z a it u z te 0 0 

Given the morpho syntactic representation of the ergative 

third person singular in (62), we can now make that of 

the aux form hau in (60) more accurate, and change it into 

(63) below: 

(63) hau 

2d Tense Number Argu- Number Number 3d Number 
sg non- sg ment sg sg ERG sg 
ABS past ABS number. ABS. . ABS ERG 

h a r/J u 0 0 0 0 

In this morphological analysis, or decomposition, there 

are five zero morphs: the first three mark number (singu-

lar), the fourth marks case (ergative) and person (third), 

and, finally, the fifth indicates number (singular) too. 

Notice, however, that the zero morphs marking singular are 

different, for they indicate number for quite different 

person and case particles. In my view, proliferation of 

zero morphs is inherent in an analysis that views morphemes 

as a concatenated string which forms (a) template(s). 

I shall argue in section 5.3 below that the morphosyntactic 

category number (singular), unmarked by any formal change 

in dut (see (5la) above), need not be associated with 

a zero morpho This position will also be argued for 
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the morphosyntactic categories case (ergative) and person 

(third), which are not marked by any formal change in an 

auxiliary form like hau, given in (63) above. 

In my view, MC's analysis is an improvement over 

Goenaga's one. The most interesting part has to do with 

the so-called verbal roots of izan 'to be' and ukan 'to 

have'. Auxiliary forms that contain a dative marker, but 

not the so-called verbal root, can be described as any 

other aux form with no dative markers at all, for all aux 

forms have something in common in this analysis; that is, 

they include some segment that marks the .number and type 

of arguments. MC's analysis also shows how tense is marked 

in every aux form, but where MC (1982) sees irregularity of 

patterning--that is, when one segment is in relation with 

more than one morpho syntactic category across the auxuliary 

form as a whole--we have now reasons to believe that this 

type of patterning is more regular. (One of the main goals 

of section 5.3 will be to demonstrate not only that this 

claim is correct, but also the correctness of the hypothe

sis that the relationships between morpho syntactic 

properties and formatives are not one-to-one.) Both 

Goenaga's and Martin-Callej 0' s treatments of aux forms in 

Basque ignore the issue of formatives which present some 

degree of "fusional" complexity. A more natural explanation 

can be provided, however, if the notion of "morpheme" 

itself is cast in different terms. 
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5.3. A New Morphological Perspective 

In this section, I would like to develop and explore 

an approach to the aux forms in Basque that, in my view, 

succeeds in capturing the intricate idiosyn.cracies of the 

members of AUX. However, due to the scope of the present 

dissertation, this analysis cannot strive for a thorough 

account of all the morphological properties of the aux 

forms. Therefore, I keep my discussion within limits 

that make it immediately relevant to the issues of the 

(morpho)syntactic dependenc~es between ACEs and aux forms. 

5.3.1. Assumptions 

At the outset, I make quite different assumptions 

from those made by Goenaga (1980) and Martip-Ca11ejo (1982). 

First of all, I assume that the definition of a morpheme 

as a morphosyntactic property does not imply that the 

morpheme should be an identifiable segment of the particle 

complex in which it is a part. Hence, morpho-syntactic 

categories and segments need not be in a one-to-one rela

tionship. For example, segments in aux forms may be too 

few for the number of morphosyntactic categories represen

ted in the aux forms. In other words, a formative may be 

in a one-to-many relationship with morphosyntactic 

categories (there are other possibilities); 



(64) a. 

b. 

present 

d- ~ 3d person 

~ abso1utive 

1st person 

n- ~SingU1ar 
~ abso1utive 

Second, there are global conditions holding throughout 

a particle sequence such that, in a particle sequence, 

each morpheme--understood here as a pairing of form and 

meaning--has an indirect relationship to every other 

morpheme in the particle sequence. Hence, the fact that 

individual formatives may have little identifying power 
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on their own is captured if the particle sequence is taken 

as a whole. For instance, the formative z- only indicates 

person, but does not specify which one: 

(65) a. z- aitu 
person 

b. z- uen 
person 

c. z- aizkio 
person 

The particle z- becomes less indeterminate if considered 

in conjunction with the second formative. In (65a,c) 

above, ~ indicates second person present abso1utive, while 

in (65b) it indicates third person past ergative. I con

clude then that each particle in the particle complex is 

not to be regarded as an individual functioning part, 



i.e., as an indicator of one morphosyntactic property; 

the morpho syntactic properties of a particle complex are 

properties of each particle complex as a whole. Third, 

the formatives of one property need not be adjacent to 

one another. Thus, cases like (66) below, in which the 

morpho syntactic property plural is spread throughout the 

particle sequence, can be explained: 

(66) zaituztet 

t 

Fourth, there is no need for zero morphs or allomorphs 
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in the morphological description of aux forms, for to con

tain a feature [- plural) is not the same as to include in 

aux forms the segment or particle corresponding to the 

feature [- plural] (schema (67) is only a way of represen

ting the interdependencies in the particle complex dut; 

I am not claiming that such a representation has any 

intrinsic theoretical value per se): 

(67) dut d u t ------ ""\. ------~ 3d person argument lst-person 

\ 

number (2) singular 
ABS/ERG ~ 
~ ~ . 

non-past ~gat~ve 
I 

absolutive 

. I 1 
s~ngu ar 
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The crossing lines show the relations; the contrasts are 

drawn within the particle sequence as a whole. If a 

sequence has d- next to the morpho syntactic pr~perty argu

ment number and type, then d- with ~ indicates tense and 

case, and the two segments taken together indicate the 

number--singular--of the absolutive third person segment. 

Finally--this assumption is less of a morphological-theore

tical hypothesis than a language-specific assumption, 

a number of morpho syntactic properties are always clustered 

together at the beginning of particle sequences such that 

the categories Person, Number, Tense, Argument Number, and 

Argument Type are always notionally present, but they will 

not be independently isolatable. I assume that this clus

tering is the base in most aux forms. 

The present reconsideration of the nature of 

"morpheme + formative" pairings turns out to yield fruitful 

insights into the issue of particle complex formation as 

well. The productivity of the morphological processes 

proper to aux forms is its main justification. Before 

I turn to this issue, I would like to point out that two 

logical alternatives present themselves with respect to 

aux forms: 

(68) a. AUX in Basque is a comprehensive list of 
well-formed particle-sequences; each particle
complex is associated with a statement of 
its meaning. 



b. The members of· AUX are the results of 
morphological processes occurring under 
statable conditions. 

The first part of the alternative offers an account for 

(highly) idiosyncratic particle complexes (I shall come 

back to this issue later in section 5.3.5). A list of 

particle-sequences, however, could be considered as defi

cient insofar as it would fail to reveal the mechanisms 

whereby the particle complexes come about. I therefore 
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opt for the second part of the alternative. In the 

remaining discussion of the present chapter, I shall 

concern myself with the question of particle-complex 

formation in Basque. Nevertheless, I must repeat the 

cautionary note I made earlier: I have nO intention to 

provide a full-scale theory of word-formation processes 

that account for every single member of AUX. The following 

analysis only lays the foundation for a model of analysis. 

5.3.2. Outline of the Analysis 

Let us begin by outlining the analysis. First, 

this analysis recognizes some morphological "piece" as 

a base, which is not necessarily unitary. In other words, 

a base may consist of several segments. A base serves as 

input to the morphological processes needed for deriving 

the remaining part of aux forms. For instance, the two 

incomplete aux forms below are considered to be bases: 



(69) nu-

-aiz 

(as in nuen) 

(as in haiz) 
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The bases may be referred to as "morpho1exica1" bases, for 

(i) they are listed, and (ii) they are lexically specified 

for the morpho syntactic features that characterize them. 

This treatment recognizes that a "piece" like nu- is not 

just ana1yzab1e as 

(70) nu- n 
1st person 
singular 

u 
two arguments 

ABS/ERG 

but that, from such particle-unit, one can infer most of 

the remaining morpho syntactic properties of the aux form 

as a whole. In other words, nu- or -aiz (in (69) above) 

restrict the number of possible aux forms, or the type 

and number of particles that can be affixed upon the base. 

Thus, the two bases in (69) can be associated with the 

following morphosyntactic categories: 

(71) a. 

b. -aiz --' 

first person singular ERG third person 
singular ABS two arguments (ABS/ERG) 
past indicative. 

singular first person or second person 
familiar one argument (ABS) non-past 
indicative 

As an example, let us consider nu- in (71a) above. 

The morpho syntactic value of the base nu- allows the 

occurrence of three mutually exclusive affixes: (i) the 

conditional segment ba 'if' can be directly prefixed on 

~; (ii) the potential segment -ke can be directly 
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suffixed on ~; and (iii) the past segment ~ must be 

directly suffixed on the base nu-, as illustrated below 

(in fact, only three possible aux forms are derivabl~ from 

this base): 

(72) a. banu, conditional first person singular ERG 
third person singular ABS two arguments 
(ABS/ERG) past indicative 

b. nuke, potential first person singular ERG 
third person singular ABS two arguments 
(ABS/ERG) past indicative 

c. first person singular ERG third person 
singular ABS two arguments (ABS/ERG) 
past indicative 

A base is really a clustering of properties. Most impor-

tant1y, a base includes the morphosyntacticcategories of 

tense and/or modality which identify the particle complexes 

as members of the cross-linguistic category AUX. Moreover, 

a base usually coincides in most cases with some part in 

a particle-complex that shows the highest degree of 

fusional complexity. 

Second, the next stage in the derivation is one 

in which the other segments are affixed; more specifically, 

segments like ba-, -ke, or -en presented in (72) above, 

in the discussion of the notion of base. The segments 

belong to different layers. The order in, and the condi

tions under, which the morpheme + formative pairings are 

added around a base are reasonably predictable, which makes 

statements for particle-sequence formation possible. 



The rules relating the morpho syntactic features and the 

various aux particles have the following form: 12 

(73) 

/ X / 

(
bundle of ] 

morpho syntactic 
features 

/ Y + X / 
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The variable X stands for the entity undergoing the formal 

change, whereas the variable Y corresponds to the added 

segment--in this particular case, a prefix. The bundle of 

morpho syntactic features represents the morpho syntactic 

features of a portion of a particle sequence, or of a 

particle sequence, after X has undergone the formal change. 

It is impo~tant to stress here that both X and Yare 

specified separately in the grammar for a set of morpho

syntactic properties that characterize them such that the 

morphosyntactic value of both X and Y, when taken together, 

"satisfies" the morpho syntactic specification included 

in the feature bundle of a rule like (73) above. To make 

this point more concr~te, I shall present an example that 

consists in adding a person particle to a base. 

12. Notice that the general formatting of the rule 
is similar to Anderson's (1981). As I see it, this is as 
far as the connection between his work and mine goes, for 
I take liberties, here, that might seem quite unorthodox 
to some people. However, every step I take is defined in 
relation to, and kept consistent with, this work as a 
whole and the object of my ,analysis: the aux forms of 
Basque-.-
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Suppose that the target auxiliary form is gera. The morpho

syntactic properties of the base -era and/or the person 

particle ~ in gera are, respectively: 

(74) a. -era, non-third person plural one argument 
------ (ABS) non-past indicative 

b. ~, first person plural ABS, or first person 
plural ERG past 

The rule "pairs" -era and s.:. as follows: 13 

(75) 

/ era / 

first 
plural 
ABS 
one argument (ABS) 
non-past 
indicative 

-------, / g + era / 

The morpho syntactic properties of both the base -era and 

the person particle s.:. are perfectly compatible with those 

included in the bundle in (75). Suppose now I prefix 

the person particle n- instead to the same base. The 

morphosyntactic properties associated with n- are: 

(76) n-, first person singular ABS, or first person 
- singular ERG past 

This prefixation process creates an impossible aux form: 

13. At this point, the reader might not be exactly 
sure whether the feature bundle under (75) is a result of 
the combination, or a template for the combination. 
I explain in section 5.3.3. below how this type of rule 
works. 



(77) first 
plural 
ABS 
one argument (ABS) 
non-past 
indicative 

*/ era / ----------------. / n + era / 
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While one of the morpho syntactic properties of the person 

segment n- reads "singular", one of the morphosyntactic 

features specified in the feature bundle reads "plural". 

Thus, the person particle n- does not satisfy the structural 

description included in the feature bundle (75). (As I 

proceed in 5.3.3 below, I go over some processes and 

derivations which make necessary precise statements about 

the way rules apply and are to be interpreted.) 

Finally, various other processes, which are strictly 

phono1ogica1--that is, which are not conditioned by morpho

logical features--can affect the segments. I shall not 

concern myself with this issue at the present; I give, 

here, an example, however. The segment -da (first person 

singular non-ABS) becomes -t in final position in the aux 

form. There two rules operating here: (i) apocope, and 

(ii) final devoicing: 

(78) a. Apocope: 

b. Final 
devoicing: 

a 

d 

--,~/d 

[- voice] / --- 4ft 



Suppose I want to describe the aux form dut. The morpho

syntactic properties of the two segments contained in the 

particle complex are, respectively: 

,(79) a. du, third person singular ABS two arguments 
CABS/ERG) non-past indicative 

b. da, first person singular non-ABS 

The rule that relates these two segments is as follows: 

(80) 

/ du / 

third person 
singular ' 
ABS 
two arguments (ABS/ERG) 
first person 
singular 
ERG 
non-past 
indicative 

/ du + da / 
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The.two phonological rules stated in (78) above can now 

apply to the particle sequence duda. The result is dut. 

(Notice that one might consider to be rid of the phono

logical processes altogether, by recognizing two different 

formatives -t and -da which have different sequential 

properties.) 

5.3.3. Reconsidering the Data 

Before I turn to a discussion of the advantages of 

the analysis, I shall offer below an account of the para

digms listed in (81-83). Described from a more traditional 

perspective, the set of aux forms in (81) includes two 

persons (ABS, ERG), the set in (82) three persons 
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(ABS, DAT, ERG), and the last set, under (83), one person 

(ABS). In the paradigms that include more than one person 

morpheme--that is, in (81-82)--I keep one or two of these 

morphemes constant throughout the paradigm, namely, 

n- (first singular DAT) in (81), and d- (third ABS) and 

-0- (third singular DAT) in (82). Furthermore, the tense 

in these paradigms is non-past. 

(81) nauk (82) diot (83) naiz 
naun 'CIIOl< haiz 
nau . dion era-
nauzu arc gera 
nauzue diogu zera 
naute diozue ·zerate 

diote dira 

In what follows, I present the various bases and 

formatives together with their associated morphosyntactic 

values. Remember that bases as well as non-base formatives 

that make-up aux forms are listed (the hyphen represents 

the directional attachment). 

(84) a. bases: 

-aiz: singular first or second familiar 
one argument (ABS) non-past indicative 

da third singular one argument (ABS) 
non-past indicative 

-era: non-third plural one argument ,(ABS) 
non-past indicative 

dira: third plural one argument (ABS) 
indicative 

-u-: two arguments (ABS, ERG) indicative 

di-: third ABS three arguments (ABS, DAT, 
ERG) non-past indicative 



b. non-bases: 

n-

-da 

h-

-k 

-n 

-0-

z-

-zu 

-zue 

-te 

-a-

first singular ABS ,. or ERG past 

first singular DAT, or ERG 

second singular familiar, or 
ERG past 
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second singular familiar masculine 
ERG 

second singular familiar feminine 
ERG 

third singular DAT 

first plural ABS, or ERG past 

first plural DAT, or ERG 

second plural 

second formal DAT, or ERG 

second plural DAT, or ERG 

third plural ERG, or second plural 
ABS 

non-past 

First, let us consider the various aux forms in 

paradigm (81) above. Note that they all have some segments 

in common--namely, n-, -a-, and -U-, but that they differ 

from one another in terms of the last segment (I represent 

this schematically in (8sa». However, there is one 

particle sequence nau whose morphological make-up only 

counts those three segments (I give it separately in (8sb»: 

(85) a. 

n - a - u ~~ 
zu 
zue 
te 

b. nau 
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The word-formation'processes must allow for the derivation 

of the aux form portion nau in such a manner that the 

various, person particles can be suffixed. Moreover, the 

person particles must be suffixed in such a manner that 

they are kept mutually exclusive, for they cannot co-occur 

in the same position as part of the same aux form. 

Finally, I need a principle for distinguishing b~tween nau 

in (8Sa) and nau in (8Sb). The latter nau is marked for 

a category person (third singular ERG) without having this 

category segmentally identifiable. 

To begin with, I use an entity X, i.e, a base, 

which serves as input to tbeaux form formation process. 

The initial bundle of morphosyntactic features incorporates 

the morphosyntactic value of the base. Tense is the first 

morpho syntactic feature that will be operated on by some 

formal change. As input, here, we have the base -u-

(two arguments (ABS, ERG) indicative), and the morphological 

change consists in adding a tense particle, as shown in 

(86) below: 14 

(86) a. 
[

two arguments (ABS, ERG)] 
indicative 

/ u / 

14. The feature system used in the rules is in
formal. I do not use features like [- me, - you) to stand 
for third person, or [- fam] to indicate formality. This 
informal aspect of the rules makes the reading easier. 



b. [non-past] 

luI • la+ul 

Some people might prefer to associate the feature 

bundle in (86a) with a zero stem, as shown in (87) below: 

(87) [two arguments (ABS, ERG)] 
indicative 

101 I u I 

that is, "a 0-stem which has this set of features corres-
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ponds to the phonetic material, or segment -u-". This sort 

of rule might look more coherent when integrated in the 

general descriptive model, for it consists of a process. 

However, I personally have a hard time to conceptualize 

(87). Furthermore, while the whole point of my analysis 

is to get rid, as much as possible, of "zero-things", 

it would be rather absurd to initiate the whole derivation 

with a stem which is nothing. Hence, I take a direct and 

simple pairing between the feature bundle and its associa

ted segment to be the simplest type of process possible. 

The result of the tense prefixation (86b) serves 

as input to the prefixation of a person particle 

case-marked ABS: 

(88) 

I au I 

[f~rst person] 
s~ngular 
ABS 

/ n + au / 

All the rules that follmv in (89) below are disjunc-

tively ordered. This type of ordering should account for 



the mutual exclusion of person particles case-marked ERG. 

Notice that inclusion of the feature ERG in the feature 

specification is not (really) necessary, since affixation 

of an ABS person particle takes place first. Hence, the 

only case-marked person susceptible to undergo a morpho

logical change, now, is one that is case-marked ERG. 
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In addition, notice that this inference is easy to draw, 

for the base here is one whose morpho syntactic value, 

which is part of the morpho syntactic feature bundle, reads 

as two arguments (ABS, ERG). 

(89) a. [2d sg ] familiar 
masculine 

/ nau / / nau + k / 

b. ed sg ] fam~l~ar 
fem~n~ne 

/ nau / / nau + n / 

c. [~~rmal] 
/ nau / • / nau + zu / 

d. 
Gtural] 

/ nau / • / nau + zue / 

e. [~tural] 
/ nau / , / nau + te / 

f. [3d sgJ 

/ nau / / nau / 
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When deriving the various aux forms, we must be 

sure that the morpho syntactic value associated with the 

added segment 'is compatible with some feature specification 

included in the bundle. The particle -a- is said, 

in (84b) above, to stand for non-past. Prefixation of the 

tense segment ~ does not violate the morpho syntactic 

feature requirement included in (86); on the other hand·, 

addition of the tense (past) segment ind would have 

resulted in ungrammaticality. 

The output of rule (89f) above--nau--resembles, 

as far as the form is concerned, the aux form portion used 

as input. Inspection of the morphosyntactic feature speci

fication shows that nau of (89f) is different from nau 

of (88). They differ in terms of a few features. 

Consider the morpho syntactic feature bundle in (90-91) 

below (for ease of exposition I have included all the 

features) . The first feature bundle is paired 1;vith nau 

of (88), and the second with ~ of (89f), respectively: 

(90) two arguments (ABS, ERG) 
indicative 
non-nast 
first person 
singular 
ABS 

/ nau / 



(91) two arguments (ABS, ERG) 
indicative 
non-past 
first person 
singular ABS 
3d sg ERG 

/ nau / 

What (90) and (91) say is that a change in some morpho-

syntactic category (or categories) does not necessarily 

coincide with a formal change. But nau in (90) and 

nau in (91) are different by virtue of their pairing with 

different morphosyntactic feature bundles. 
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Let us consider the aux forms in paradigm (82) 

above. The base in this set of forms is di-, there is one 

case-marked person particle (DAT) , which is kept constant, 

and the last segment varies for the case-person particle 

(ERG). I have represented this schematically in (92a)j 

in (92b) , I give the only aux form that does not have 

an overt person segment in final position: 

(92) a. 

di - 0 

t 
tc 

zue 
te 

b. di - 0 

We begin with a morphosyntactic feature bundle 

associated with some segment, i.e., the base di-: 



(93) 

[

three arguments ~BS, 
indicative 
non-past 
ABS 
third person 

/ di / 
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DAT, ERG] 

Then, the initial change consists in specifying the feature 

[singular] as shown in (94a) below. The feature specifi

cation in (94a) does.not correlate with any formal change. 

In other words, the output of a rule which marks as 

[singular] a base that is [three arguments (ABS, DAT, ERG) 

indicative non-past ABS third person] is an aux form 

portion which resembles the base, but is not the base 

(if the change specification were [plural], the formal 

change here would consist in suffixing the particle -zki 

onto the base di-, as in dizki-). 

The output of rule (94a) serves as a new basis 

around which an affix is added according to the feature 

specification included in the morpho syntactic feature 

bundle (94b). In turn, the result of (94b) becomes an 

aux form portion that will be a morphological basis for 

other affixes to attach. At this stage of the derivation, 

the various processes included in (95) below add person 

and number affixes that are mutually exclusive: 

(94) a. [sg] 

/ di / -_I / di / 
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b. 

[~rJ 
I di I - I di + 0 I 

(95) a. 
[;:t] 

I dio I I dio + da 115 

b. [~~tJ 
I dio I -I dio + gu I 

c. [2d ] farn 

~:sc 

I dio I -I dio + k I 

d. 

[~~m ] fern 
sg 

I dio I -I dio + n I 

e. [~~rm ] 
I dio I -I dio + zu / 

f. [~~ ] 
/ dio / -/ dio + zue / 

g. [~~ ] 
/ dio / -/ dio / 

15. The output dioda is subject to the two phono-
logical processes discussed in (78) above. 
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h. [~1J 
/ dio / ---- / dio + te / 

Contrary to base -u- in (86) above, di- presents a high 

degree of fusional complexity such that no individual 

segment stands in a one-to-one relationship with a specific 

category. As is apparent in the set of rules (94) and (95), 

which derives the seven members of the paradigm (82), there 

is no rule that adds a tense segment (non-past). Neither 

is there any formal change associated with the categories 

ABS third person. Tense (non-past) and ABS third person 

are inherent properties of the base di- as a whole. 

Thus, prefixation of the tense segment (non-past) ~ 

to the base di- is impossible, for the base is already 

marked for the feature tense. 

Finally, the processes involved in the derivation 

of the members of the paradigm take care, first, of the 

formal changes most immediately adjacent to the base. 

Thus, suffixation of the segment -0-, which is paired 

with the meaning change in (94b) DAT 3d sg, precedes any 

suffixation of the mutually exclusive person (and number) 

particles ERG in (95). In other words, (94) must apply 

before any rule in (95). This order is not unnatural since 

dio-, in (94b), serves as a morphological basis for the 

person particle ERG. Thus, the point here is that -0-

is regular throughout. Furthermore, notice that in the 
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morpho syntactic feature bundle (94b), I need to specify 

a case feature other than ABS, given that there are still 

two further changes to be made in terms of case features. 

These changes are either DAT or ERG. In this situation, 

the first case change is that of DAT. In the various 

rules in (95), no mention is made of ERG. But, to the 

effect that (i) the changes for ABS and DAT have already 

applied, and (ii) the initial morphosyntactic feature 

bundle specifies three arguments (ABS, DAT, 'ERG), the last 

case-change to be made must be ERG. 

Let us consider now the paradigm in (83) above. 

Its derivation raises questions slightly different from 

those discussed so far in connection with the paradigms 

in (81-82). First, we can observe that some members can 

be grouped together in relation to their base-type; 

other aux forms stand alone within the paradigm as da or 

dira, as illustrated below: 

(96) a. n - aiz 
h ~ - a~z 

b. da 

c. g - era 
z - era 
z - erate 

d. dira 

As is apparent from (96), there is no base which is unique 

across the paradigm. Furthermore, certain person particles 



go on certain bases. Finally, tense is considered as an 

inherent property of the various bases. 
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The base' '-aiz in (97) below serves as input to the 

morphological process for the two aux forms rtaiz and haiz. 

I shall go on associating, or pairing, in a direct manner 

the initial feature bundle and the base. 

(97) 

(98) a. 

b. 

[~ne.arg~ent(ABS)] J.ndJ.catJ.ve 
non-past 

/ aiz / 

/ aiz / / n + aiz / 

/ aiz / / h + aiz / 

Rules (98) are disjunctively ordered in such a way that, 

if the first one does not apply, the second one does, and 

the two segments n- and h- do not occur at once in the 

same position. The case feature in (98) is not included 

in the feature bundle, for it has already been associated 

with -aiz. 

Let us look at the three non-third aux forms gera, 

~,. and zerate. First of all, if we oppose the base 

~ to -aiz, a number opposition emerges: plural vs. 

singular. That is, while the base -aiz is combined with 

two singular person particles, namely n- (1st sg) and 
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h- (2d fam sg), ~ selects' plural person particles. 

Here, there is a case where we can clearly observe one way 

of expressing formality in Basque. A form like zera--which 

is morphologically plura1--is used to address, politely, 

one individual in the world. On the other hand, a form 

like zerate is merely second person plural. 

(99) [one argument (ABS)] 
indicative 
non-past 
plural 

/ era / 

(100) a. [1st] 

/ era / • / g + era / 

b. [~~rmJ 
/ era / ---'.- / z + era / 

c. [2dJ 

/ era / / z + era + te / 

As input to the derivational process, we have a 

base which is paired with a morphosyntactic feature bundle 

that incorporates tense (non-past) and number (plural). 

Therefore, the non-past segment -a- will not be pr~fixed. 

Hence, an aux form like *aera is impossible. Number speci

fication for the person particle is not included in the 

feature bundles in (100) above either, for we already 

know that we are dealing with plural. The features to be 

mentioned are those of person. The rules under (100) are, 
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in addition, disjunctively ordered. The feature changes 

correlate with formal changes here, i.e., the prefixation 

of person particles. Notice that rule (lOOc) differs from 

the rules used up to this point in that it affixes in one 

step both a prefix and a suffix around the base; thus, 

rule (lOOc) corresponds to a morphological process that 

affixes a discontinuous "morpheme" and specifies that, 

whenever a base which is one argument (ABS) indicative 

non-past plural is marked second person, this base under

goes affixation of the two formatives z . . . teo 

The last two aux forms in paradigm (83) are da 

and dira. The various morphosyntactic categories of tense 

and/or modality, person, number and argument number present 

such a high degree of fusional complexity that it is 

difficult to pull apart the various formatives which stand 

for these morphosyntactic categories. Therefore, I take 

the position that da and dira are bases that coincide 

with well-formed aux forms. That is to say, the feature 

specification in the feature bundle exhaustively characte

rizes these two aux forms in such a manner that neither 

any feature change nor any formal change takes place 

(one way of expressing this could consist in using the 

equal sign "=" between base (input) and aux form (output)). 

This can be represented as (101-102) below: 



(101) 

(102) 

one argument (ABS) 
indicative 
non-past 
ABS 
3d 
sg 

/ da / = / da / 

one argument (ABS) 
indicative 
non-past 
ABS 
3d 
p1 

/ dira / = / dira / 

In my stating the rules that derive the various 

members of the three paradigms under (81-83), I have 

intentionally kept the general machinery (very) simple. 

In my view, it was more important to show first what the 

morphological particularities of the aux forms in Basque 

are. I have suggested here a way to derive aux forms 
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without losing sight of these particularities. In any 

case, I do not think that it is the level of formalism 

reached in my stating the rules that will argue in favor 

of my analysis of aux forms in Basque, but rather the more 

general descriptive model of which the rules are only one 

aspect. 

Before going into a consideration of the most 

important advantages of the present analysis of bases and 

aux form derivation, I want to take up two other issues: 

(i) the derivation of a few forms having a lexical stem· 



functioning as a base, and (ii) the importance of the 

internal morphological structure of aux forms for syntax. 
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Let us consider then the first issue: the descrip

tion of the extent to which the so-called irregular or 

synthetic (see section 5.1.2 above) base-forms that take 

aspectua1 markers in Basque undergo "regular" derivational 

processes. The derivation of these forms involves the 

rules that I have used in accounting for the aux forms. 

In doing so, I can offer a unified account of both the 

so-called synthetic aspect-taking base-forms and the aux 

forms. 

For the purpose of this dissertation, it is 

reasonable to keep the discussion centered on the formula

tion of the set of rules that derive the seven forms of 

the paradigm (past) of one of the aspect-taking base-forms. 

While doing so, I also formulate very briefly the extent 

to which some rules differ from those used in deriving 

aux forms. Consider the following paradigm, given in (103) 

below: 16 

(103) nentoten 
hentofen 
zetofen 
gentozen 
zen to zen 
zentozten 
zetozen 

'I came' 
'you(fam sg) came' 
'he came' 
'we came' 
'you(form) came' 
'you(p1) came' 
'they came' 

16. I follow the tradition, here, and spell 
a trilled r as t. 
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There are two lexical stems from which to derive the various 

forms in (103) above. They correspond, respectively, to the 

stems -tot- (stem 1), which is combined with singular person 

particles, and -toz- (stem 2), 'tvhich takes plural person 

particles; -tot- and -toz- are the stems of the aspect-

taking base-form etorri 'to corne'. By contrasting the 

forms against one another, it becomes apparent that the 

various forms can be grouped into four groupings, as shown 

below (it is however possible to have only two groupings 

based on the stem): 

(104) grouping I 

grouping II 

grouping III 

grouping IV 

a. nentoten 
b. hentoren 

zetoten 

a. gentozen 
b. zentozen 
c. zentozten 

zetozen 

The same kind of grouping is found in aux forms (see (83)). 

The various formatives which end up associated 

with some set of features are listed in (105) below: 

(105) n--' 1st sg ABS h- , 2d fam sg ABS 

EL, 1st p1 ABS ~, non-1st ABS 

-te --' p1 ABS ~, non-3d past 

-en, past 

Before I turn to the formulation of the rules, 

I would like to repeat, here, a cautionary note that I made 

earlier. The rules could no doubt be refined, and their 



formalization better worked out; nevertheless, it is my 

intention to just propose an account v7hich is suggestive, 

and yet well-defined enough so that the advantages of my 
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analysis can be checked, for comparison, against the suppo

sedly obvious advantages of more standard analyses of 

these base-forms together with aux forms. 

Here are the rules: 

(106) grouping I: 

1. a. 

[

stem 1 ] 
sg 
past 
non-third 

/ tot / / en + tot / 

b. [past] 

/ entot / --- / entot + en / 

2.a. [ABSJ 
1st 

/ entoten / / n + entoten / 

h. [~S] 
fam 

/ entoten / / h + entoten / 

grouping II: 

1. [stem 1] sg 
past 

/ tot / / tot + en / 



2. 

/ tofen / 

(108) grouping III: 

/ z + toten /17 

l.a. 

[

stem 2 ] pl 
past 
non-third 

/ toz / / en + toz / 

b. [past] 

/ entoz / / entoz + en / 

2.a. [ABSJ 1st 

/ entozen / / g + entozen / 

b. [~~S ] 
form 

/ entozen / / z + entozen / 

c. [~~SJ 
/ entozen / / z + entoz + t + en / 
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17. I shall take a somewhat traditional position 
with respect to the vowel -e- which occurs between z- and 
the stems -tof-/-toz- in zeEOfen (107(2))/zetozen (I09(2)), 
and state that th~s prosthetic vowel breaks a consonantal 
cluster, namely *ztofen and *ztozen. I am convinced, 
however, °that an argument can be made such that ze as a 
whole stands for third person past. 
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(109) grouping IV: 

l. [stem 2] pl 
past 

/ toz / / toz + en / 

2. [~~S] 
/ toz / / z + tozen / 

At the outset, the derivation start·s with a meaning 

plus form change. That is, either one of the stems -tot

or -toz- undergoes some meaning and formal change. The 

inclusion of the features [past non-3d] starts the deriva

tion with the prefixation of the phonetic material -en-

to a stem. Thus, Cl06.l.a) reads "something which is 

stem 1 (-tof-)when marked [past non-3d] is prefixed with 

-en-". Notice the difference between the first rule when 

deriving forms that incorporate a lexical stem, and that 

of aux forms. In the latter case, as input to the deriva

tion, the first process was a mere coupling of a feature 

bundle and some base. 

Second, the rules apply as they did when deriving 

aux forms; that is, the rules in the first block (i.e., 

in (1)) must apply. The output of a rule serves as a basis 

for other suffixes to be attached. Thus, the output of 

(l.b) in grouping I, -entofen-, undergoes further changes 

such that various person formatives can be prefixed. 

The rules in block 2 are disjunctively ordered. 
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Third, there are two separate rules that add some 

past segment. The more specific rule applies before the 

more general one. Notice that the suffix ~, which is 

affixed to a stem via the general past rule, is in comple

mentary distribution with other formatives, while the 

prefix ~ is not. This suggest that (106.l.a) must apply 

first. Thus, contrast the following two forms (for ease of 

exposition, I separate the formatives I am interested in ): 

(110) a. z + en + tozte + en 

b. ba + z + en + tozte 

c. *ba + z(e)tozte + en 

Fourth, the mor-phosyntactic features ABS 2d pl 

correspond to phonetic elements which are (sequentially) 

discontinuous. By using the rules (108.2. c) the v7ay I do, 

I hope to capture this discontinuity, and be capable to 

affix the material all at once. 

Finally, the form zentozteen undergoes a phonolo

gical process of vowel coalescence in which the respective 

mid-front vowels /e/ of the formative -zte and of -en are 

coalesced into one mid-front vowel, as in zentozten. 

The purpose of this short discussion has been to 

show that it is possible to treat the aspect-taking base

forms, whose different stems serve as a basis for the 

various formatives of tense and/or modality, person and 

number, like the auxiliary forms. 
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Now that I have discussed the major morphological 

properties of aux forms, and suggested an analysis which 

captures the non-agglutinative character of particle 

sequences in Basque, I would like to consider the second 

issue brought up for consideration earlier: How can the 

link between the morpho syntactic properties of aux forms 

and their role be established in the syntax? l1oreover, 

the following few pages justify my having gone into some 

details in the discussion of the morphological make-up 

of the aux forms. 

Aux forms are constituted of various layers. 

These layers can be distinguished from one another through 

certain specific properties: first, certain segments occur 

in certain layers and, second, these segments play different 

syntactic "roles'. 

One way of representing this is as follows. In 

order to abstract out the, properties that identify different 

layers, I use square brackets. Moreover, the representation 

distinguishes between two levels: a level that specifies 

some morpho syntactic features and a level at which the 

morpho syntactic features are related to phonetic elements--

that is, the formatives, as illustrated below: 

(Ill) phonetic phonetic phonetic phonetic phonetic 
material material material material material 

I I I I I 
[features [features [features] features] features] 

C B A A B C 



The innermost brackets (labelled A) include the morpho

syntactic features of the/a base: 

(112) u 
A 

[ tw~ a~gum7ntsJ ~nd~cat~ve 

A A 
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The next brackets (labelled B) set the limits of the second 

layer. These brackets surround the morphosyntactic features 

of the formatives, whose derivation is predictable under 

statable conditions: 

(113) n 

[

ABS 
1st 
sg 

B 

a 

I 
non-past 

x n 

I A 
[baSe] ERG] 2d 

fam 
A A sg 

fern 
B 

Finally, the outermost brackets (labelled C) define the 

domain of the morpho syntactic features which specify 

sentence-type, or whether the aux form is a constituent of 

a subordinate clause (notice that the morphological proper

ties of an aux form are instrumental in identifying a 

subordinate clause). The affixation of the various 

formatives in this layer is unproblematic: features and 

particles always stand in a one-to-one relationship, as 

shown in (114) below: 
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(114) a. a1 w x z 
T T T T 

[yes/no [features [base] features]] 
question 

C B A A BC 

b. w x z 1a 
. T T T T 

[[features [base] features] comp1ementizerJ 
CB A A B C 

c. ez w x z 1a 
T T T , T 

[negation [features [base] features] com~le-J 
mentl.zer 

C B A A B C 

Notice that brackets need not always include morphosyntactic 

features, as is apparent from (114b) above. We can consider 

that the left bracket (C) in (ll4b) is inexistent, or we can 

just ignore it. This is no more ad hoc than having some 

bracket-erasure procedure, as found in some models, whose 

only purpose would be to get rid of brackets whenever 

necessary. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the innermost 

brackets will always enclose features such that these 

features will be associated with some phonetic material. 

Therefore, an aux form must at least be formed of one layer, 

namely the base, as illustrated below: 

(115) da 

[[[A~(ABS)]]] 3d non-past 
sg indicative 

CBA ABC 



or, (116) 

[

ABS 
3d 
sg 

A 

da 

T 
one arg (ABS)] 
non-past 
indicative 

A 
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Let us make more explicit the claim that subparts 

(represented here as layers) of aux forms play an important 

role in syntax, and that these various subparts perform 

different functions--so to speak. I shall first supply 

features and phonetic elements to the aux form under (114c) 

above, and insert this aux form in a sentence (118): 

(117) ez n 
T T 

[negation [ABS 
1st 
sg 

a u r T· 
non-past [2 arg ] 

(ABS, ERG) 
indicative 

n 

~;:l 
fern 
sg 

1a 
T 

comp1e- ] 
mentizer 

(118) Mike1ek daki eznaune1a i~kO.18 
Michael:ABS:non-:know:ERG aux form ~t: 
ERG 3d past 3d FUT 

sg sg 

'Michael knows that you(fem sg) will not hit me. ' 

My discussion here is a necessary little detour 

into syntax. I shall use a few' notions discussed in 

Chapter 3, and I shall restrict myself to the essential, 

i.e., to the aux form eznaune1a. 

18. The mid-front vowel -e- found between the two 
segments -n- and -la is prosthetiC:-it breaks an impossible 
consonantar-c1uster. 



The argument-categorizing-element ~ 'to hit' .has 

the following argument-structure: 

(119) i£ (ERG, ABS) 
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Some subpart of the aux form eznaunela satisfies its 

argument-structure. Layers A and B include some features, 

namely, ABS (1st sg) and ERG (2d fam fem sg). They satisfy 

the argument~structure (119), which consists of two 

argument-slots linked to the two cases ERG and ABS. 

Layer C (taken as a combination of features and formatives) 

is important to syntax from another viewpoint. First, 

the occurrence of the complementizer la- enables us to 

identify i£'and eznaunela as members of a "subordinate" 

clause, or, to put it differently, insofar as no "judgment" 

is expressed, as members of a "non-sentence". Second, the 

negation ez bears on the position of the aux form eznaunela 

in the clause. More exactly, it bears on the relative 

position of the aux form in relation to the ACE of the 

clause, i.e., i£ 'to hit'. ~fuenever the negation ez is 

part of the morphological make-up of an aux form, the aux 

form no longer occurs to the immediate right of the AGE. 

Thus, the content of layer C is instrumental in stating 

the relations holding acro'ss some words/ consti tuents. 

The internal structure of the aux forms and the 

representation discussed here sheds light on the properties 

of the aux forms that are important to the syntax. 
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5.3.4. Advantages of the Analysis 

Traditionally, any particle sequence must be 

selected from four different patterns, or so-called conju

gations. By considering the four patterns together, we get 

the following general template (where the morpho syntactic 

categories are linearly distributed): 

(120) 1 2 3 4 5 
negation desiderative conditional ABS ABS 

pers num 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
tense ABS arg ABS DAT ABS DAT DAT ABS 

num num num mark num pers num num 

15 16 17 18 19 20 
optative ABS ERG ERG tense comp1ementizer 

num pers num 

My analysis shows that the morpho syntactic categories 

occupying positions 6-10 enter a many-to-one or many-to-many 

relationship with a formative or formatives. In some cases, 

positions 4 and 5 present a similar type of relationship 

when the person ABS is third. Remember the discussion 

on the base die On the other hand, the pairing between 

formatives and morphosyntactic categories in positions 1-3, 

or 1-5 (depending on whether the person ABS is third), and 

in positions 11-20, is rather unproblematic. Thus, the 

situation is one in which some "relations" between morphemes 

and formatives cannot really be stated sequentially in some 

cases, while they can, in other cases. 
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The gen7ra1 description, together with the processes 

which derive the aux forms discussed in sect·ion 5.3.3. 

above, attempts to capture and account for these facts 

about aux forms. 

A postulate base is introduced that corresponds 

to the position of aux forms which present the highest 

degree of fusional complexity. It is precisely this portion 

of aux forms which satisfies the definitional properties 

of the cross-linguistic category AUXj a base is marked for 

tense and/or modality. Moreover, once some base serves 

as input to the derivation, the various other particles 

can be attached. The relative "arrangement" of the various 

affixes with respect to the base is fairly statable and 

regular. Nevertheless, the most fusional portion of an 

aux form and the most morphologically simple of an aux 

form can still be derived in the same fashion thanks to 

the general form of the rule.' Furthermore, instead of 

having a string of concatenated morphemes, we can now 

collapse the morphemes into one set, i.e., into a feature 

bundle. The upshot is that it obviates the need for 

zero-formatives which normally appear in an analysis that 

linearly distributes morphemes. 

Thus, consider the following aux form nuen. An 

analysis along Goenaga's (1980) lines considers that the 

underlying sequential ordering is as in (121) below: 



(121) ABS ABS tense 
pers num past 
3d sg 

~ ! .~ 

ARG 
num 
ABS/ 
ERG 

u 

ERG 
pers 
num 
1st 
sg 

da 

tense 
past 

en 
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(To be more accurate, Goenaga would label the position ARG 

root.) Goenaga's analysis needs many zeros deemed, for 

the sake of conformity, to denote the a110morphs of three 

categories: ABS person, ABS number, and tense. Furthermore, 

he needs a rule that reorders the particles; that is, a 

rule that places ERG person in ABS position. But ERG person 

must not only occupy the ABS person position; it must also 

assume the shape of a person particle in the ABS person 

position, as shown below: 

(122) ERG 
1st 
sg 

da 

in ABS 
position 

------------------~ n 

The formative -n is still ERG 1st sg. The soudness of such 

a solution is worth questioning. Indeed, does ERG 1st sg 

really go into the ABS slot? If so, then there is an over

lapping of two morphemes in one position after ERG 1st sg 

has been re-ordered, as illustrated in (123) below: 
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(123) ABS ABS tense ARG tense 
pers num past num past 
3d sg ABS/ 

ERG 

ERG 
pers 
num 
1st 
sg 

n ! 0 u en 

The fact that ERG 1st sg must be located in the ABS person 

position is suggested by the occurrence of the plural for-

mative, when ABS 3d is plural, in the ABS number position 

just after the ERG person particle now occupying the ABS 

person position: 

(124) ABS 
pers 
3d 

ERG 
pers 
num 
1st 
sg 

n 

ABS 
num 
p1 

it 

tense 
past 

~ 

ARG 
num 
ABS/ 
ERG 

u 

tense 
past 

en 

The general model for which I have argued offers 

a much simpler and "elegant" account of aux forms similar 

to nuen (this is just one of the advantages of the analy

sis). The formative n- is introduced in the derivation by 

a rule prefixing it to the base~, as shown in (125b) 

below: 



(125) a. [two arguments (ABS, ERG)] 
indicative 

/ u / 

b. [ ABS 3d sg ] ERG 1st sg 

/ u / / n + u / 

c. [past] 

/ nu / / nu + en / 

The formative n- in (125b) is a phonetic element that 

appears when the feature specification in the feature 

bundle includes [ABS 3d sg, ERG 1st sgJ. After (l25b) 

applies, we go on adding another segment until we get the 

total aux form. Notice that there is no separate level 
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at which one specifies the actual ordering ,of the particles 

in the aux forms. The relative ordering of the various 

particles in relation to one another is done according to 

the order in which the rules apply. 

The general model I propose for deriving aux forms 

in Basque is also interesting from a different perspective: 

it allows for some variation in what is taken to be a base. 

If we take the intuitions of some native speakers seriously, 

then the derivation of the same aux form nuen may very well 

be reached by starting the derivation with a base other 

than -u- (as given in (125b) above). Some native speakers 

consider that the sequence nu- as a whole functions as a 

signaling unit for the set of morpho syntactic features 

given in (126) below: 



(126) 

[

two arguments (ABS, ERG)] 
indicative 
ABS 3d sg 
ERG 1st sg 

Thus, contrast the following aux forms: 

(127) a. ABS 
pers 
num 
1st 
sg 

n 

b. ABS 
pers 
num 
3d 
sg 

ERG 
pers 
num 
1st 
sg 

n 

tense 
past 

ind 

ARG 
num 
ABS/ 
ERG 

u 

ARG 
num 
ABS/ 
ERG 

u 

tense 
past 

en 

ERG 
pers 
2d 

zu 

ERG tense 
num past 
pI 

te n 

For these native speakers, the absence of a particle 
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D'larking tense (past) adjacent to n- in (127b) indirectly 

assigns its case (ERG 1st sg) to an (overtly) non-existing 

segment. To the effect that the interpretation of n

depends on the particles which form its immediate environ

ment, n- is taken to be part of the base. 

The general descriptive analysis I am advocating 

for the aux forms in Basque is advantageous from another 

perspective, too, in that it deals with homophonous aux 

forms in a straightforward manner that follows regular 

derivational processes. Thus, consider the particle 



sequence.zaituzte, which is associated with two different 

sets of morphosyntactic features. These features are, 
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respectively: ABS 2d p1 two arguments (ABS, ERG) indicative 

non-past ERG 3d sg, and ABS 2d formal two arguments (ABS, 

ERG) indicative non-past ERG 3d pl. The "boundaries" that 

distinguish the various homophonous aux forms are in the 

rules, i.e., in the feature specification. 

Let us consider the derivation at the stage that 

interests us, and assume that we have reached the aux form 

portion zaitu, characterized via the feature bundle 

[two arguments (ABS, ERG) indicative non-past ABS 2dJ. 

(For ease of exposition, I simplify the discussion some-

what.) In (128) below, the first rule marks the ABS person 

plural. The second rule specifies some features which do 

not correlate with any formal change. 

(128) a. [p1] 

/ zaitu / / zaitu + zte / 

b. Ur] 
/ zaituzte / / zaituzte / 

On the other hand, to derive the other aux form zaituzte, 

in which ABS 2d is formal, and ERG 3d is plural, I just need 

one rule operating on the aux form portion zaitu-: 

(129) 

[!r] 
/ zaitu / / zaitu + zte / 
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Now, I would like to consider some potential criti

cisms of my analysis. At the same time, I indirectly 

remotivate the whole idea of base--a nice result, which 

supports the original proposal. 

Some linguists might be reluctant to accept part 

of the present analysis of aux forms on the basis that 

I fail to capture some (so-called) crueial generalizations 

of word-formation. For instance, it might be argued that 

my postulate of base--which I use as a kind of stem as 

input to the morphological derivation of the aux forms-

includes, in too many instances, segments that (i) can 

easily be individualized, and (ii) can be associated with 

specific morpho syntactic categories. Furthermore, more 

important is the fact that the occurrence of such a segment 

in the base--which often is morphologically complex--is 

perfectly predictable, and, thus, the segments should be 

individualized and regularly affixed. An example is that 

of the particle -a-, which is associated with the morpho

syntactic category tense (non-past). In one set of aux 

forms, the segment ~ is regularly prefixed onto the base, 

while in another set of forms, it is conceived as part of 

the base. Thus, contrast the following lists (these aux 

forms were discussed in 5.3.3 above): 



(130) a. nauzu 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

b. naute 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

(131) a. naiz 
n 
ABS 
1st 
sg 

b. haiz 
n-
ABS 
2d 
fam 
sg 

a 
non
past 

a 
non
past 

aiz 

u 
base 

u 
base 

{
base } 
non-past 

aiz 

{
base } 
non-past 

zu 
ERG 
2d 
sg 

te 
ERG 
3d 
pl 
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First of all, the issue is not whether the non-past 

segment ~ in (131) above should be segmented away from 

-iz, but whether it really ought to be segmented in these 

two aux forms at all. I am aware that an analysis can 

always be pursued further, but if I do not pursue an 

analysis in which -a- is parted from -iz, it is because 

I am not convinced that every single speaker has any real 

sense of the individual "existence" of such a piece as 

-a- in naiz and haiz. Nevertheless, let us, for a while, 

suppose, first, that every single speaker knows that ~ 

is a separate segment marking tense in -aiz. The general 

word-formation rules that I use to derive sequences could 
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account perfectly well for the two aux forms n'aiz and haiz, 

while keeping the tense segment -a- separated from -iz: 

(132) a. 

b. 

(133) a. 

b. 

[ one argument (ABS) ] 
indicative 

/ iz / 

[ non-past ] 

/ iz / 

[ 
ABS ] 1st 
sg 

/ aiz / 

[ 
~~S ] 
fam 
sg 

/ aiz / 

/ a + iz / 

/ n + aiz / 

/ h + aiz / 

In (132b) above, we have a separate rule of tense 

prefixation which applies before the person particles 

themselves are prefixed. The most important point to make 

is that a separate rule like (132b) very imperfectly 

reflects the intuitions of some native speakers who, if 

they were linguists, and 'l;vere to identify the morphosyntac

tic features associated with -iz, would without any doubt 

add, to the two features given in (132a) above, the tense 

feature (non-past), as shown in (134) below: 

(134) 

[

one argument (ABS)] 
indicative 
non-past 

/ iz / 



Moreover, they know that -iz just occurs in these two aux 

forms naiz and haiz, and that they belong to the non-past 

(indicative) paradigm. The base in the past paradigm 

would be different altogether. 

Including the tense feature in (134) above is not 
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ad hoc, for in the plural counterparts of first and second 

ABS aux forms, there is no ov~rt segment -a-. Hence, the 

feature tense (non-past) is fixed at the outset, and made 

part of the base; it is an inherent property of the base 

to mark non-past. Consider the following aux form: 

(135) [one argument (ABS)] 
indicative 
non-past . 

/ era / 

[ 1st ] pl 
(136) 

/ era / . / g + era / 

Inclusion of the tense feature in (135) above blocks the 

application of any tense prefixation rule in such a way 

that a sequence like *gaera is underivable. Furthermore, 

inclusion of the tense (non-past) feature in the feature 

specification associated with the base -iz in (134) raises 

the following question: how do we ensure the application 

of the tense prefixation rule (132b), for tense \vill be 

prefixed on a base which is already tensed? Overlooking 

non-past in the feature bundle (132a) would do the trick. 

(Notice that what the omission of non-past really does 
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is to suit a linguist's model so that the tense prefixation 

rule can apply (see (132b)); some linguists would make it 

a matter of methodological decision in practice: ignore 

tense feature in bundle if a separate tense rule must 

apply.) 

My conception of base is more appropriate; it does 

not lose sight of the fact that, for some speakers, two 

segments can function as one signaling unit for some 

morphosyntactic features. Notice that, in the case dis

cussed, the base is made of segments which are mutually 

compatible; both -a- and -iz- stand for non-past. The 

prefixation of tense is not a problem anymore for my 

analysis. The person particles n- or h- can immediately 

be prefixed onto the base -aiz. 

A final good example is that of ABS third person 

aux forms like da or dira. I consider da and dira not 

only as bases, but as bases which coincide with well made-up 

aux forms on their own. Even though there is something 

worth saying about d- in da and dira--that is, even though 

d- could be isolated and its distribution generalized as 

a productive person prefix like n- (1st sg), h- (2d fam sg) 

or ~ (1st pl), for instance, I consider the segmentation 

of d- away from -a- in da and from -ira in dira quite 

unsound. Indeed, if d- were taken as a person formative 

(ABS 3d) on its own, it would mean that it should also be 
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analyzed without having the other morphemes interfering 

with it, and this is not the case: d- also stands for tense 

(non-past) . 

A second potential criticism of my analysis would 

consist in saying that the analysis of aux forms is more 

of a "hearer"'s analysis that that of a regular "user", 

i.e., a speaker's analysis. This criticism auffers from 

an erroneous assumption. Indeed, it has become the custom, 

in recent years, to assume that, if some native speaker is 

capable of assigning some internal structure to some aux 

form (portion), then he/she must also be capable of pulling 

the parts apart and assembling them back in some sort of 

a predictable fashion. You' start from scratch and build 

up any particle sequence step by step. A further assump

tion behind this criticism would be that every native 

speaker learns each individual aux form in the same way, 

then draws the same generalizations across the aux forms 

and their various paradigms, and finally somewhat systema

tizes the relations in a similar manner. However, it is 

far from being 'clear to me that every native speaker of 

Basque makes sense of this huge number of aux forms in the 

same fashion. What I take to be the input to the deriva

tion of different aux forms may not be the input of another 

speaker of Basque. But notice that my postulate base is 

defined within bounds which allow for variations across 
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speakers. In any case, I do not think that any linguist is 

in a position to make any definite and accurate statement 

about the way in which the "knowledge" of the morphological 

relationships holding among segments and morphological cate

gories, aux forms and paradigms is systematized. 

A third potential criticism--which is immediately 

related to the second one--has to do with the hypothesis 

suggesting that, if a native speaker of Basque hears for 

the first time in his/her life some aux form, he/she will 

be ab1e--if need arises--to (re)produce this aux form 

later. I doubt that this type of claim is really borne 

out by the facts. Hence, upon hearing a short aux form 

like geniezazkinakeen in (137) below (I use an ACE to make 

more sense of it), I may very well be capable of identi

fying the individual segments, relating them to some 

morphosyntactic categories and to other segments in other 

aux forms and paradigms, but I may spend the rest of my 

life uncapab1e of going the other way, that is, taking 

the individual parts isolated in (137) and putting them 

together: 



(137) Eilian' geniezazkinakeen. 
eman g - en 
give: ERG past 
PERF 1st 

na 
DAT 
2d 
sg 
fem 

pl 

ke 
possibility 

ieza 
3 arguments 
(ABS , DAT , ERG) 
non-indicative 

en 
past 

- zki 
ABS 
pl 

'We could have given them to you(2d sg fem).' 
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In my view, understanding and production seem to be a two

way street, with each way characterized by different 

properties. 

Finally, let us consider two different types of 

factual evidence which cast some doubt on the plausibility 

of the various criticisms presented above. So far, I have 

just said what I believe against those potential criticisms; 

the evidence I present now supports, or at least serves as 

a strong motivation for, the position I take. 

First, in the grammar of some native speakers, 

parallel to a form like genuen 'we (had) it', exists an 

aux form like genugen 'we (had) it'. It is important to 

remember that, in the past paradigm, when ABS is third 

person, and ERG co-occurs with it, ABS third person is not 

associated with any phonetic material; that is, there is 

no particle. Moreover, in this case, ERG appears in the 

aux form at the point where ABS usually appears. 
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Let us display the various morpho syntactic features 

of both particle sequences in a somewhat simple, but 

directly accessible way: 

(138) ERG 
1st 
pl 
ABS 
3d 
sg 

B. 

(139) ERG 
1st 
sg 
ABS 
3d 
sg 

tense 
past 

en 

tense 
past 

en 

ARG 
num 
(ABS/ 
ERG) 

u 

ARG 
num 
(ABS/ 
ERG) 

u 

tense 
past 

en 

ERG 
1st 
pl 

tense 
past 

en 

Notice that (139) above is marked twice for the same 

morphosyntactic categories ERG 1st pl. This case of 

re-analysis is quite straightforward. ~~at the speaker 

does is to pattern (139) onto the "pattern" of aux forms 

whose ABS person particle is non-third. Consider the 

following sequence hinduguen 'we (had) you(sg), , given 

in (140) below: 

(140) ABS 
2d 
fam 

sg 

h 

tense 
past 

ind 

ARG ERG 
num 1st 

(ABS/ pl 
ERG) 

u 

tense 
past 

en 

If a native speaker has always any real sense of 

the existence of a segment as an individual particle 
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standing for some morphosyntactic categories (i.e., &:. 

stands for ERG 1st p1, here), why wouldn't he/she separate 

&:. from ~ and reanalyze genuen into enuguen, for instance? 

Notice that, if Goenaga's use of reordering processes were 

correct, such reordering should be possible; Goenaga's 

strategy is schematically represented below: 

(141) a. ABS tense Root ERG tense 
3d past 1st past 
sg p1 

~ en u ~ en 

b &- en u en 

Wy couldn't we go in the other direction, that is, from 

(b) to (a)? 

(142) b. 

ABS 
3d 
sg 

tense 
past 

Root ERG 
1st 
p1 

en 

en 

tense 
past 

The conception of a base explains this. Even though genu

is morphologically comp1ex--and no doubt something is 

worth saying about its internal structure--it functions 

as a unit. Furthermore, ~ cannot be pulled apart from 

~, to the extent that &:. just does not mark one specific 

set of features (i.e., ERG 1st p1): other morphemes 

interfer with it, too. 

The second bit of factual evidence has to do with 

a simple fact: the fewer the person particles are in the 
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morphological make-up of an aux form, the higher the degree 

of fusional complexity.. I represent this schematically 

as follows: 

(143) 

High Degree of 
Fusional 
Complexity 

ABS ABS / DAT 
ABS / ERG 

Less degree of 
Fusional 
Complexity 

ABS / DAT / ERG 

To put it differently, the more morphemes there are--a mor

pheme being understood as a combination of meaning plus 

form-the easier it is to individualize and identify them. 

At the same time, the derivation of the various aux forms 

is far more easy to state. Further, it is interesting to 

note that, ideally, it should be easy to keep morphemes 

and formatives in a kind of one-to-one relationship when 

there is just one person/number particle, one argument 

number/mood particle, and one (or two) tense particle 

involved in the morphological structure of an aux form. 

Yet, in practice, it is the contrary. 

Suppose that children first learn aux forms like 

naiz or haiz in (83)--forrns which are precisely those that 

show a high degree of fusional complexity; suppose that 

they learn these forms before the complexity of the morpho-

logical make-up increases from one person particle, as in 

naiz or haiz, to two or three person particles. If it is 

true, as some psycho1inguists claim, that young 'chi1dren 
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first learn, to a large extent, morphologically complex 

words without analyzing them into their component-parts-

that is, complex words are learnt as unopen packages, then 

my postulate base can be naturally motivated (Wanner and 

Gleitman 1982). Entire aux forms, or aux form portions, 

may be learnt as simple functioning units even if morpho

logically complex. Furthemo~e, people who want to propose 

a morphological decomposition of aux forms pushed as far 

as possible must face this rather awkward situation. 

If the task of children is that of identifying a system, 

i.e., the system of aux particles sequences, which might 

be anything at all, this task about extracting generaliza

tions about the morphological system cannot be completely 

achieved until the entire set of aux forms is acquired. 

The problem is that a child does not learn the whole set 

at once. Thus, for example, a child might draw some 

generalization about person differences in the aux forms 

with one person particle like naiz or haiz--i.e., oppose 

n- 1st sg ABS and h- 2d fam ABS--and take -aiz as an 

unanalyzed whole. Later, upon "stUmbling" on other aux 

forms like nauzue, which has two person particles (see 

(86b)above), the child might establish some relation 

between the non-past morpheme -a- in the base -aiz of --- ----
naiz and haiz, and the non-past ~ in nauzue. He might 

be able to draw the conclusion that there is some further 



internal structure to -aiz. But does it necessarily have 

to mean that a child will retrospectively re-analyze -aiz 

into -a- and -iz? 
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Finally, evidence that some aux form portions need 

not be broken down into the smallest meaningful pieces 

comes from particle sequences with three person particles. 

The ABS person particle must always be third. There is no 

morphological explanation for this fact. Abstractly spea-

king, aux forms like (143) below should be possible: 

(143) a. *n i 0 zue 
ABS 3 arg nAT ERG 
1st (ABS, 3d 2d 
sg DAT, 

ERG) 
sg pI 

b. *h i 0 te 
ABS 3 arg nAT ERG 
2d (ABS, 3d 3d 
sg nAT, sg pI 
fam ERG) 

As we can see in (144) below, there are formatives which 

can stand for ABS non-third person: 

(144) a. n a u zue 
ABS non- 2 arg ERG 
1st past (ABS, 2d 
sg ERG) pI 

b. g a it u zue 
ABS non- ABS 2 arg ERG 
1st past pI (ABS, 2d 
pI ERG) pI 

But, the only possible aux forms are similar to those 

presented in (145) below--v7here the morphological analysis 

has been left sketchy: 



(145) a. di da zue 
ABS DAT ERG 
3d 1st 3d 
sg 
3 arg 

sg pl 

(ABS, 
DAT, 
ERG) 

non-past 
indicative 

b. di - 0 - ~ 
ABS DAT ERG 
3d 3d 1st 
sg sg pl 
3 arg 
(ABS, DAT, ERG) 
non-past 
indicative 

We can repeat here a question raised earlier: what would 

be the real gain in separating a third person morpheme 

from a morpheme which indicates the argument number, as 

roughly presented in (146) below? 

(146) d i da - zue 
ABS ! arg DAT ERG 
3d (ABS, DAT, ERG) 1st 2d 
sg sg pl 
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Such a morphological breakdown is not really insightful, 

for we do not draw any person opposition, i.e., ABS non

third vs. ABS third. In other words, there is no such rule 

prefixing ABS non-third person particles to the segment 

-i-, which marks the argument number. Then, why not take 

the two formatives d- and -i- together, and analyze them 

as one single functioning unit (see(145) above)? 



In the present section, I have tried to motivate 

an analysis of Basque aux forms which, in my view, is 

relatively well-defined. I have shown that to attempt 
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to account for the morphological derivation of aux forms 

by means of some sort of agglutinative view--that is, 

where a morpheme is paired with one formative including 

zero morphs--is like trying to describe the entire system 

of aux forms while going about in blinkers. I have 

discussed in some details the principal properties of 

aux forms, believing that word-formation rules can only 

be proposed once the general non-agglutinative character 

of aux forms is demonstrated. 



CHAPTER 6 

ARGUMENTS IN BASQUE 

6.1. Introduction 

The central issue that will be discussed in this 

chapter deals with the properties of arguments in Basque. 

I shall show that, for a syntactic characterization of 

arguments to be adequate, one must take into account the 

predicate-argument-structure, the ACE-argument-structure, 

the morphological make-up of aux forms, and the number of 

case-marked constituents which can possibly occur in a sen

tence. Moreover, one must also consider the various types 

of pairings that hold, one the one hand, between the 

predicate-argument-structure and the ACE-argument-structure, 

and, on the other hand, between the predicate-argument

structure and overt case-marked constituents. 

I shall demonstrate that, in most cases, it is the 

overall morphological make-up of an aux form present in 

the syntax which satisfies the argument-structure of the 

ACE, such that, if the ACE ranges over arguments like ABS 

and ERG, the aux form incorporates some morphemes (under

stood as combinations of form plus meaning) corresponding 

to ABS and ERG. In situations where the ACE ranges over 

an argument-structure which incorporates some argument 
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other than ABS, DAT and ERG, there will always be in the 

syntax some overt case-marked expression that satisfies 

this argument-specification of the ACE. 

In the following discussion, I shall first 

concentrate on the simplest cases, and then proceed to 

investigate the more complex ones. 

6.1.1. The Intuitive Idea 
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It is generally agreed upon that arguments corres

pond semantically to the expressions which refer to the 

entities in the (or in some) world that participate to the 

event expressed by the predicate. Nevertheless, to know 

that eman 'to give' selects as participants to the event 

a "giver", an "obj ect given", and optionally an "entity 

to which an object is given" is not sufficient to take care 

of the syntactic characterization of arguments in Basque-

or in any language, as a matter of fact. The participants 

to a specific event--assuming further that, ideally, we can 

associate these participants to specific semantic roles-

are formally linked to specific cases. Moreover, these 

cases can be combined in a variety of ways, and form 

various case-sets, or case-arrays. Hence, to know that the 

predicate ~ 'to give' can select a "giver", or an agent 

(among other things), is to know also that, in the syntax, 

the ACE eman must be linked in Basque to ERG. 



The intuitive idea at the root of my whole dis-

cussion can be stated as follows: take a sentence; 

underlying this sentence, there is some sort of semantic 

"situation" which consists of a predicate and a set of 

participants; at the syntactic level, we know that there 

exists an argument-categorizing-element, and a set of 

arguments; in the semantic "situation" the presence or 

absence of a type of participant represents some sort of 

relation holding between a participant and some other 

entities in the situation, that is, another participant 

and/or the predicate; on the other hand, in the syntax, 

the presence or absence of a case-marked argument also 

represents a certain type of relation holding between an 

argument and some other argument(s) and/or the ACE. 

By contrasting the two situations, it is feasible 

to establish systematic relations between the presence or 

absence of a certain participant in a semantic "domain", 

and the presence or absence of a case-marked argument in 

the syntactic "domain". For instance, the absence of 

an agent-like participant in the semantic "domain" corre

lates with the absence of an ergative case-marked 

argument in the syntax, as illustrated in (1) below: 

(1) a. Hikelek bonba 
Michael: bomb:the/a: 
ERG sg:ABS 

egtn 
rna e: 
PERF 

duo 
aux 
I I 

ABS ERG 

'Michael has made the/a bomb. ' 
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b. Bonba 
bomb: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

egr 
rna e: 

da. 
aux 

ABS 

'They have made the/a bomb.' 

The absence of a constituent marked ergative in (lb). 

correlates with the absence'of an agent participant to 

the event. In this case, the sentence is impersonal. 
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Evidently, the relation between the number and type 

of participants controlled by the predicate and the number 

and type of case-marked arguments over which an ACE ranges 

is not always as straightforward as the discussion above 

may suggest. 

There are two basic situations to be distinguished. 

In the first, the ACE ranges over a certain number of 

arguments which corresponds to the number of terms con

trolled by the predicate. In the second, the ACE ranges 

over a certain number of arguments which is higher than 

the number of terms controlled by the predicate. While 

the aux form always satisfies in both situations (but 

not necessarily fully) the argument-structure of the ACE, 

the number of overt case-marked constituents reflects 

the number of arguments included in the predicate-

argument-structure. For instance, if a predicate ranges 

over two arguments and the ACE over three, only two 

case-marked constituents can occur overtly in the syntax. 



Each of these situations will be illustrated, explained, 

and discussed at some length in section 6.2 below. 

6.1.2. Recapitulation and Some Questions 

In preparation to my discussion of arguments, 
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I have presented in Chapter 4 a semantic and formal charac

terization that groups ACEs into various classes on the 

basis of the number and type of case-arrays. Moreover, 

I have demonstrated that the individual cases can also be 

linked to specific semantic roles. Second, in Chapter 5, 

I have discussed the morphology of aux particle sequences. 

The discussion of case-arrays and aux forms has been carried 

out independently of each other. 

(2) and (3) below summarize the nine case-arrays 

relevant to the discussion of ACEs, and the four different 

case-patterns of aux forms, respectively: 

(2) a. ABS 
b. ERG 
c. AB"S' , DAT 
d. ABS, ERG 
e. DAT, ERG 
f. ABS, DAT, ERG 
g. ABS, (;EN 
h. ABS, LaC 
i. ABS, INST 

(3) a. ABS 
b. ABS, DAT 
c. ABS, ERG 
d. ABS, DAT, ERG 

By contrasting (2) against (3), we can establish that only 

four of the nine case-arrays resemble the four case-patterns 

of aux forms, namely (2a,c,d,f). 



The case-arrays in (2) above consist of various 

combinations of individual cases that overt constituents 

must bear. At the outset, we can predict what would be 

a problem for the Standard Analysis (SA). SA thinks of 

overt "NPs" as the nominal arguments of a verb, and 

accounts for the distribution of aux forms on the basis 
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of the number and type of nominal arguments a verb selects. 

Then, we might ask what is the aux form when the verb 

has just one obligatory nominal argument case-marked ERG. 

There is no aux form whose morphological make-up indicates 

just ERG. The same question can be raised with respect 

to cases (2e,g,h,i) above. 

On the other hand, my analysis also has to answer 

a similar, although not identical, question. One of the 

pivotal claims in my syntactic treatment of Basque is that 

the general "configuration" of the aux satisfies the 

argument-structure of the ACE. Then, we might raise the 

question of how case-marked arguments GEN, LOC, and INST 

are accounted for (notice that GEN, LOC, and INST are not 

part of the aux case-patterns). Further, how can I explain 

. the discrepancy between case-arrays and aux form case

patterns? Are they interdependent at all? If yes, what is 

the nature of this relationship? But, more importantly, if 

no, what are the principles that account for case-arrays on 

the one hand, and for aux forms on the other? 
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6.2. The Analysis of Arguments 

The following analysis lays out the general notions 

and operations necessary to characterize the structure ~f 

a sentence and, more specifically, of its arguments. 

As I proceed, I explain and define the notions involved. 

The string of words in (4) below is a grammatical 

sentence of Basque. It can be analyzed into its consti-
.' . 

tuents, and it includes an ACE, an indication of aspect 

(PERF), and an aux form marking tense (non-past) and mood 

(indicative): 

(4) Erre naiz. 
burn:PERF aux 

'I got burnt. ' 

While (Sa) below differs from (4) in that it includes an 

overt constituent case-marked ABS, (5b), which is ungram

matical, contains a constituent marked ERG: 

(5) a. Ni 
I:ABS 

erre naiz. 
burn: PERF aux 

'I got burnt.' 

b. *Nik erre naiz. 

How do I characterize the structure of these sen-

tences? In order to answer this question, we must inquire 

into the nature of and the relationships among: 

(6) a. the semantic and formal class of the ACE, 

b. the predicate-argument-structure, 

c. the ACE-argument-structure, 

d. the aux form morphosyntactic properties. 
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The ACE erre 'to burn' belongs to a semantic class 

(causative ACEs) which indicates a change of physical state. 

When it is formally associated witha case-array that con

sists of ABS alone, erre functions as a non-causative ACE. 

As a predicate, erre is a one-place predicate which 

expresses the fact that the participant to the event of 

"burning" is the "burnt", i.e., the patient. From a syn

tactic viewpoint, erre in (4-5) above functions as a 

one-place ACE, as shown below: 

(7) ACE-argument-structure 

erre(ABS) 'to burn' 

In order to determine whether the argument-structure of 

~ in (4-5) is properly satisfied, we must first consider 

the internal structure of the aux form naiz (I follow here 

the representation discussed in Chapter 5): 

(8) n 

[ A.~S 1st 
sg 

aiz 
-r 

[
one argument 
indicative 
non-past 

(ABS) ]] 

Second, in order to determine whether erre functions as 

a one-place ACE, an operation, or alignment procedure, maps 

the case-morpheme in the aux form onto the argument-struc

ture of ~.' as illustrated in (9) below. Since the 

syntactic characterization of (4) and (5) is obviously not 

realized by way of analyzing, strictu sensu, surface 

sentences--i.e., various concatenations of words as they 

stand in a string--but rather by way of abstracting out 



some crucial properties of words or constituents, and 

establishing the extent to which the properties of some 

part are determined by some other parts, I refer to this 

level as the C-structure: 

(9) C-structure 

aux-structure 

I 
mapping 

I 
ACE-structure erre 

n 
T 

[

ABS 
1st 
sg 

I 

aiz 
""I 

f
one argument 
indicative 

_non-past 

(ABS) 

(ABS)]] 
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Finally, there is an expression in (5) above which needs 

to be syntactically linked. A checking device of right 

subscript associates the overt expression ni 'I' in (Sa) 

with a case-morpheme in the aux form (in the gloss, I dis

regard the information not immediately relevant to the 

discussion): 

(10) Nix erre 

ABS 

n 
T 

[

ABSx 
1st 
sg 

aiz. 
T 

[

one argument 
indicative 
non-past 

(ABS) ]] 

Hence, (sb) is ungrammatical for nik 'I', which bears the 

case ERG, cannot be linked to aux. 

I have just shown how the various parts of a speci

fic sentence--that is, the ACE, the aux form, and the overt 

case-marked constituent ni--are associated. I would like 

to consider now the various linguistic objects introduced 



in (6) above to understand the extent to which they are 

fundamental in a characterization of arguments in Basque. 

6.2.1. Semantic Classes 

ACEs in Basque are grouped into various semantic 

classes. This system of classification captures the 

important fact that groups of ACEs are alike in some 

crucial respect (see Chapter 4). The properties used for 

characterizing the members of a semantic class are: 

(11) a. case-array possibilities; 

b. semantic roles; 
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c. interre1ation(s) between case-array possibi
lities and semantic roles. 

Thus, the properties specified always hold for the members 

of a class; if they are true of one member, they are true 

of another. For instance, consider the semantic class 

of erre 'to burn': 

(12) Semantic class: causative ACE; 
ACE expressing a change in 
physical state. 

The case-arrays associated with this class are: 

(13) Case-array possibilities: 

a. ABS 
b. ABS, DAT 
c. ABS, ERG 
d. ABS, DAT, ERG 

When erre 'to burn' is associated with ABS, as in (4), it 

expresses a non-causative event. This is also true of hil 

'to die', or ga1du 'to lose'. 



Further, the existence of semantic classes draws 

a natural division between ACEs which have the same case-

array possibilities, but express quite different events. 

Thus, ~ 'to give' belongs to: 

(14) Semantic class: transport/transaction ACE. 

The case-arrays associated with this class are: 

(15) Case-array possibilities: 

a. ABS 
b. ABS, DAT 
c. ABS, ERG 
d. ABS, DAT, ERG 

When eman is associated with ABS, it only functions as 

impersonal. 
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Finally, if the great bulk of ACEs can be classified 

into one of the various semantic classes (see Chaper 4), 

other ACEs, like irakin 'to boil', iraun 'to last', argitu 

'to clear up', which select one case-array, cannot be 

classified into any coherent semantic grouping. Moreover, 

the individual cases that make up their case-arrays are 

associated with semantic roles in an unpredictable manner. 

6.2.2. Predicate-Argument-Structures 

Predicates are expressions designating properties, 

or relations, which hold among the participants of the 

event. The information associated with a predicate 

extends beyond a simple indication of the number of argu

ments, or place-holders, the predicate selects. Each 

argument determined by a predicate is identified by means 



of a semantic role, i.e., the role the participant plays 

in the event. There is a number of possible predicate

argument-structures (PAS), as given in (16) below. For 

ease of exposition, I enclose enclose immediately the 

semantic role in the parentheses instead of associating 

the role with a slot, as represented in (15): 

(15) a. PAS ( ) 
patient 

b. PAS ( ) 

(16) 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

agent 

PAS (patient) 
PAS (agent) 
PAS (patient, goal) 
PAS (patient, benefactive) 
PAS (patient, recipient) 
PAS (patient, agent) 
PAS (source, patient) 
PAS (goal, agent) 
PAS (patient, goal, agent) 
PAS (patient, benefactive, agent) 
PAS (patient, recipient, agent) 
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Furthermore, in the majority of cases, the PAS-types are 

always characteristic of predicate classes. That is to say, 

the semantic content of a predicate determines the number 

and type of arguments. For example, a PAS like (17) below 

(17) PAS (patient) 

is typical of a predicate that indicates the state/condition 

of the unique argument. An instance of such a predicate is: 

(18) egon (patient) 'to stay' 

The PAS in (17) above is also characteristic of predicates 

which express motion. In (19) below, I give the various 
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possible PAS's associated with predicate classes. mlen a 

predicate class includes a PAS which specifies an agent

participant, I make an internal division. The predicates 

associated with PAS's containing an agent express some 

action and/or process; in case there is no agent, they 

express either a state, a condition, a result, or an imper-

sonal process (for practical purposes, I have abbreviated 

the semantic roles of patient, agent, recipient, and 

benefactive as follows: pat, 5[, recip, and benef). 

(19) a. 

b. 

c. 

motion, 
happening, 
appearance, 
& existence 
predicates 

{
PAS (pat) 

PAS (pat, {~~~~f} ) rec1p 

ibilli 
itzuli 

'to walk' agertu 'to appear' 
gertatu 'to happen' 'to come back' 

state -[PAS (pat) 
. {COndition PAS (pat, 

causat1ve 
predicates 

action -[PAS (pat, 
process PAS (pat, 

benef) 

ag) 
benef, ag) 

itxi 'to close' 
apurtu 'to break' 

atera 'to get in' 
konpondu 'to repair' 

transport 
and 
transaction 
predicates 

result PAS (pat) 
state 
impersonal 1 

action~PAS (pat, ag) 

processiLPAS ( t {goa~} a) pa , rec1p' g 

eman 'to give' 
ekarri 'to bring' 



e. 
result 
impersonal 
process 

(pat) 

mental or 
physical 
process/ 
occupation 
pr~dicates 

{

PAS 

PAS 
{
goal } 

(pat, benc:f ) 

-f
PAS 

action PAS 
process 

jan 'to eat' 
e an 'to drink' 
rraKurri 'to read' 
idatzi 'to write' 

PAS 

rec~p 

(pat, ag) 

{
goal } 

(pat, benc:f , 
rec~p 

(ag) 

ag) 

Finally, a word must be said about a few predicates which 

do not belong to any coherent semantic class. Some can 
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be associated with more than one PAS but, in general, each 

of them has one specific PAS. For example: 

(20) a. beldur (patient) 'to be afraid' 
(source, patient) 

b. jokatu (patient, agent) 'to play (a game)' 

c. oroitu (patient, agent) 'to remember some-
thing' 

d. 1£ (agent) 'to ring' 

e. heldu (patient, agent) 'to bite' 

The determination of predicate-argument-structures is 

crucial to the extent that individual cases and case-

arrays are directly connected to them. The individual 

semantic roles in Basque can be associated with specific 

individual cases. Hence, by transitivity, a case-array 
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corresponds to the predicate array-slots, each of which is 

labelled with a semantic role. For instance: 

(21) a. PAS (patient) 

case-array: ABS 

b. PAS (goal, agent) 

case-array: DAT, ERG 

This systematic pairing between PAS and case-array helps 

make revea1i.ng predictions. If one knows the argument

structure of a predicate, then one can infer the case-array 

associated with that particular predicate. But more inter

estingly, if a case-arrcaycorresponds to the set of cases 

overt constituents bear, then one can predict the number 

and type of constituents which could be overt in a sentence. 

The generalization captured schematically in (21) above 

holds for the great bulk of predicates. However, for a few 

predicates, the pairing between individual semantic roles 

in PAS and cases in case-arrays is unpredictable. Therefore 

the case-array must clearly be specified as a totally idio

syncratic property of those predicates. It is interesting 

to note further that these predicates always correspond to 

predicates which are unclassified into any sort of semantic 1 

class: 

(22) a. he1du (patient, agent) 
case-array: DAT, ERG 

b. jokatu (patient, agent) 
case-array: ABS, LOC 

'to bite' 

'to play (a game)' 
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The importance of the generalizations presented 

in this subsection will become clear as I discuss later 

the so-called "irregular deponent verbs", like irakin 'to 

boil', or heldu 'to bite'. The essential gain in the view 

of directly relating the PAS and case-arrays is in the 

consideration of the overtness of case-marked constituents. 

6.2.3. ACE-Argument-Structures 

I would like to take up the question of the 

argument-structure of ACEs, and its most important proper

ties. In doing this I keep the formal apparatus very 

simple. 

An ACE is associated with specific information 

about argument-structure possibilities. That is to say, 

the number of arguments the ACE mayor must take. The 

information associated with the argument-structure goes 

beyond the mere specification of the number of argument

slots. Each of these slots is associated with a case-name. 

Some ACEs have argument-structures whose number 

of arguments is fixed at the outset. Thus, argitu 'to 

clear up' takes one argument and never more than one, as 

shown in (23) below: 

(23) argitu ( ) 

ABS 

From now on, the case-name will be directly enclosed in the 

parentheses. Further examples are given: 



(24) a. luzatu (ABS) 
b. lotu (ABS) 
c. ~atu (ABS) 
d. Jazarri (ABS) 

'to lengthen' 
'to dedicate oneself' 
'to rest' 
'to resist' 

Other ACEs take two arguments and never more than two, as 

seen in (25) below: 

(25) a. iraun (ABS, ERG) 'to last' 
b. irakin (ABS, ERG) 'to boil' 
c. kurritu (ABS, ERG) 'to run' 
d. ~ CABS, ERG) 'to ring 
e. jazarri (ABS, DAT) 'to attack' 
f. jarraiki (ABS, DAT) 'to follow' 
g. probetxatu (ABS, INST) 'to take advantage' 
h. jokatu CABS, LOC) 'to play (a game)' 

Finally, other ACEs take three arguments, and never less 

nor more than three, as illustrated below: 

(26) a. 
b. 
c. 

itxaron (ABS, DAT, ERG) 
heldu (ABS, DAT, ERG) 
behatu (ABS, DAT, ERG) 

'to wait for' 
'to bite' 
'to observe' 
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The ACEs discussed above are few in number; they are also 

"peculiar" if compared to the great majority of ACEs which 

usually have various argument-structure possibilities: 

in most cases, up to four possibilities. I shall turn, 

now, to a discussion of these ACEs. 

Some ACEs take either one or two arguments, but 

never more than two. Others take either one, two, or three 

arguments, but never more than three. (27) below gives the 

inventory of argument-structures: 

(27) a. (ABS) 
b. (ABS, DAT) 
c. (ABS, GEN) 
d. (ABS, ERG) 
e. (ABS, DAT, ERG) 



A cursory look at (27) suffices to tell us that a proper 

characterization of ACE-argument-structures must include 

a specification of the argument-types, i.e., the various 

case-names. How could one predict otherwise that joan 
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'to go', when it selects two arguments, can only take (28a) , 

as shown by the impossible argument-structures presented 

in (28) below? 

(28) a. joan (ABS, DAT) 
b. *~oan (ABS, GEN) 
c. *Joan (ABS, ERG) 

'to go' 

The various argument-structures of some ACEs that may have 

more than one argument, but not more than two, are given 

below: 

(29) a. joan (ABS) 'to go' 
(ABS, DAT) 

b. egon (ABS) 'to stay' 
(ABS, DAT) 

c. gertatu (ABS) 'to happen' 
(ABS, DAT) 

d. beldur (ABS) 'to be afraid' 
(ABS, GEN) 

The ACEs which may take one, two, or three argu

ments can have only four of the five different argument

structures specified in (27) above. When these ACEs select 

two arguments, the argument-structure can only be (27b) or 

(27d), but never (27c). The four different argument-

structures of these ACEs are: 



(30) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

(ABS) 
(ABS, DAT) 
(ABS, ERG) 
(ABS, DAT, ERG) 
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It is important to remember that this type of ACE is combi

ned in the syntax with different aux forms, and never 

undergoes any morphological adjustment to indicate causa

tion, reflexivity, or impersonal. Moreover, it is 

interesting to note that the various possible argument

structures of these ACEs are precisely those which are 

compatible with the case-combinations of the aux forms 

(see (3) above). If we keep these generalizations in 

mind together with the assumption that the aux satisfies 

the argument-structure of these ACEs, then we can represent 

their argument-structures in such a way that only one 

argument-type is specified, i.e., ABS. Hhether the ACE 

functions as a one-place, two-place, or three-place ACE, 

the argument (ABS) is always specified in the argument~ 

structure. Thus, the information associated with the 

ACEs in (31) below is represented as follows (the star 

means that these ACEs may function as non-one-p1ace ACEs, 

as well): 

(31) a. ireki (ABS, -,'( ) 'to open' 
b. gaIau (ABS, ~~ ) 'to lose' 
c. eman (ABS, i~ ) 'to give' 
d. irakurri (ABS, ~~ ) 'to read' 
e. iKasi CABS, 7( ) 'to learn' 

The type of argument-structure represented on (31) above 

is intended to make apparent the relation that exists 
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between the aux and the ACE at the syntactic level. A grea

ter simplification of the grammar is achieved by represen

ting in this way the flexibility of the argument-structures 

of these ACEs. It is far more simple and general to leave 

the argument-structure possibilities of these ACEs open, 

and assume that the aux is instrumental in determining 

the unspecified arguments. 

Before I finish the present subsection, I would 

like to make two final cautionary notes. First, the aux 

still satisfies the argument-structure of an ACE even if 

this ACE does not "spell out" every single argument. 

Second, some people might ask: 1~y not classify these ACEs 

by considering either the largest number of arguments they 

can take, or some fixed argument number? Thus, why not 

make eman 'to give' into a three-p1ace-argument ACE, or 

a two-p1ace-argument "transitive" ACE, as illustrated 

below? 

(32) a. 
b. 

eman (ABS, DAT, ERG) 
eman (ABS, ERG) 

This decision w?u1d prejudice things in favor of a certain 

type of grammar which applies operations on the basic 

argument-structure of ACEs. Moreover, this analysis would 

lose sight of the significant relation between the aux and 

the ACE. In other words, in the syntax, the aux determines 

whether the ACE functions as causative, reflexive, or 

impersonal. 



I shall turn now to the analysis of some data. 

As far as the morphological properties of aux forms are 

concerned, I have discussed them at length in Chapter 5, 

and I have nothing to add at this point. 

6.3. A Syntactic Reconsideration 
of the Data 

This section is devoted mainly to a discussion of 

specific ACEs. There is a number of situations to be 

distinguished; I shall give examples of each one of them 

and discuss them in some detail. 

6.3.1. First Type of Generalized Pairing 

The first situation is schematically represented 

below: 

(33) a. 
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PAS (n-arguments) ~ n-cases 

n-overt constituents 

b. ACE en-arguments) ------ aux n-cases 

The number of terms over which PAS ranges is the same as 

the number of arguments included in the ACE-argument-

structure. This syntactic situation is characteristic of 

ACEs that have more than one argument-structure possibility. 

Thus, consider the sentences below: 

(34) a. Joango da. 
go:FUT aux 

'He will go.' 



(35) 

b. Joango natzaio. 
go:FUT aux 

'I will go to him. ' 

a. Mikel 
Michael: 
ABS 

joango da. 
go:FUT aux 

'Michael will go. ' 

b. Ni Mikeli joango natzaio. 
I:ABS Michael:DAT go:FUT aux 

'I shall go to Michael. ' 

How do I capture the relationships that hold across the 

various parts in the sentences in (34-35) above? Let us 

look at the ACE joan 'to go': 

(36) joan a. 
b. 

c. 

semantic class, motion 
PAS (patient) 
PAS (patient, goal) 
ACE-argument-structures (ABS) 

(ABS, DAT) 

The syntactic relationships that hold between the ACE and 

the aux form in (34a,b) are, respectively, as follows: 

(37) C-structure 

aux-structure joango da 
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I 
mapping 

I 
[ABS~ indica-] 

3d past (ABS) tive 
sg 

ACE-structure joan ( AIBS ) 



(38) C-structure 

aux
structure 

I . mappl.ng 

joango n a 
/T 

[

ABS non-
1st past 
sg 

ACE
structure 

joan (ABS, 

tzai 

[
2 a~ i~diCa-] 
(ABS, tive 
DAT) 

DAT) 

o 
T 

DAT] 3d 
sg 
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In both cases (37) and (38), the aux satisfies the ACE

argument-structure of the ACE joan. A look at the PAS 

tells us that joan takes a patient as a one-place-argument 

predicate, or a patient and a goal as a two-place-argument 

predicate. The number and type of overt constituents are 

one constituent case-marked ABS, or two constituents, 

respectively case-marked ABS and DAT. The two sentences 

in (35) above contain such constituents. In the syntax, 

Hike1 'Hichae1', Hike1i 'to Michael', and ni 'I' must be 

linked to the aux. This is done by way of co-indexing the 

constituents on the base of case-matching, as represented 

below «39a,b) correspond to (35a,b), respectively): 

(39) a. C-structure 

Mikel joango da 
x --=r=:;:: ~_~ 

[

ABS--non-past 1 arg indicatiVe] 
3d x (ABS) 
sg 



b. C-structure 

_N_ix Mike1i
y 

.... j[O-:-: ..... ~l [2 2:~diC] 
1stX past (ABS, 
sg DAT) 
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o 
T 

DAT ] 3d y 
sg 

Let us consider now an ACE which can have up to four 

distinct argument-structures. The general relational pro

perties holding between the various constituents can be cap

tured as I have done for (34-35) above. In order to avoid 

too much useless repetition, I consider only two possible 

argument-structures, using the ACE apurtu 'to break'. 

The information associated with apurtu is as follows: 

(40) apurtu semantic class, causative 
case-arrays, ABS 

ABS, DAT 
ABS, ERG 
ABS, DAT, ERG 

PAS (patient) 
PAS (patient, benefactive) 
PAS (patient, agent) 
PAS (patient, benefactive, agent) 
ACE-argument-structure (ABS, "k ) 

Thus, consider the following sentences: 

(41) a. Apurtuko da. 
break:FUT aux 

'It will break. ' 

b. Apurtuko dute. 
break:FUT aux 

'They will break it. ' 

(42) a. Leioa 
window: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

apurtuko da. 
breakjFUT aux 

'The window will break. ' 



b. Gizonak 
man:tfie/a: 
pl:ERG 

leioa 
window: the/ a: 
sg:ABS 

apurtuko dute. 
break:FUT aux 
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'The man will break the/a window. ' 

Apurtu is an ACE whose argument-structure is not fixed at 

the outset. It can be combined with any type of possible 

aux form. Thus, whether apurtu functions as causative or 

not will depend on the aux form. (43) and (44). below 

capture the relations which hold across the two constituents 

of sentences (4la,b) , respectively: 

(43) C-structure: apurtuko' da 

aux-structure [ABS non- 1 arg indiCatiVe] 
3d past (ABS) 
sg 

map'ping 
I 

ACE-structure apurtu (ABS) 

In (43), the alignment procedure specifies just one argument 

(ABS) , and fixes it in the argument-structure as definitive. 

(44) C-structure: 

aux structure 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

apurtuko du 

[m 
apurtu (ABS, 

te 
T 
ERG] 3d 
pI 

ERG) 

The alignment procedure fixes two arguments in the ACE

argument-structure. Thus, apurtu in (41b) and (44) func

tions as a two-place ACE whose argument-type is (ABS, ERG). 
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A look at the PAS shows that, in this situation, the predi

cate apurtu ranges over two arguments which are 

respectively associated with the semantic roles of patient 

and agent. The pairing between the ACE argument-structure 

and the PAS reveals that there is a one-to-one relationship 

between the arguments of the ACE and those of the PAS. 

The ACE-argument-structure and the PAS together contribute 

to the causative interpretation of apurtu in (41b) above. 

(45) C-structure: 

aux-structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 
I 

PAS 

apurtuko du te 

[[ABS~lndiC] ~RG] 3d past (ABS, 3d 
sg ERG) p1 

I 
apurtu (ABS, 

I 
apurtu (patient, 

I 
ERG) 
I 

agent) 

Finally, the final step in the analysis of the sentences in 

(42) above consists in linking the overt case-marked 

constituents to aux. l Looking at PAS (45) also tells us 

that (42b) cannot have more than two overt constituents. 

Further, if there are two overt constituents, they must 

be case-marked ABS and ERG, respectively: 

1. It should be clear that the sentences in (42) 
are not the same as those in (41); their analysis is the 
same, however, but for the linking of overt constituents. 
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(46) a . C-structure 

. leioa
x aEurtuko da 

ABS 

[ABS non- 1 arg ind~catiVe] 
3d x past (ABS) 
sg 

b. C-structure 

gizonakx leioay aEurtuko du te 
ERG ABS T 

[[ABS non- 2 arg indiC] ERG ] 3d Y past (ABS, 3d x 
sg ERG) pI 

6.3.2. Second Type of Generalized Pairing 

The second situation is partially similar to the 

previous one. The number of arguments in PAS and in the 

ACE-argument-structure is the same. Nevertheless, the aux 

form is not the only syntactic entity which satisfies the 

ACE-argument-structure. One of the argument over which the 

ACE ranges is syntactically "sanctioned" by an overt consti

tuent. Thus, consider the following sentences in (47-49) 

below: 

(47) a. 

b. 

Kartetan 
card:tfie/a: 
pl:LOC 

jokatu naiz. 
play:PERF aux 

'I have played cards.' 

Ni kartetan 
!:ABS card:tfie/a: 

pl:LOC 

jokatu naiz. 
play:PERF aux 

'I have played cards. ' 



(48) a. 

b. 

Liburuaz 
book:tfie/a: 
sg:INST 

baliotu 
make use of: 

naiz. 
aux 

PERF 

'I have made use of the/a book.' 

Ni liburuaz 
I:ABS book:the/a: 

sg:INST 

baliotu 
make use of: 
PERF 

'I have made use of the/a book.' 

(49) a. Beldur naiz. 
afraid aux 

'I am afraid. ' 

b. Katuaren beldur naiz. 
cat:the/a:sg:GEN afraid aux 

'I am afraid of the/a cat. ' 

c. Ni beldur naiz. 
I:ABS afraid aux 

'I am afraid. ' 

d. Ni katuaren beldur naiz. 
I:ABS cat:tfie/a: afraid aux 

sg:GEN 

'I am afraid of the/a cat. ' 

naiz. 
aux 
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The information associated with jokatu 'to play (a game)', 

baliotu 'to make use of', and beldur 'to be afraid (of)' is, 

respectively: 

(50) jokatu semantic class, none 
PAS (patient, agent), individual case for 
individual 
semantic role. patient-LOC 

agent-ABS 
case-array, ABS, LOC 
ACE-argument-structure (ABS, LOC) 
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(51) ba1iotu semantic class, none 
PAS (patient, agent), individual case for 
individual semantic role, patient-INST, 
agent-ABS "" 
case-array, ABS, INST 
ACE-argument-structure (ABS, INST) 

(52) be1dur semantic class, none 
PAS (patient), individual case in case
array ABS 
PAS (patient, source), individual case 
for each semantic role, patient-ABS, 
source-GEN 
ACE-argl.llIlent-structure (ABS) 

(ABS, GEN) 

I shall explain just a couple of sentences, for the discus-

sion, in its main lines, is valid for any sentence including 

an ACE like jokatu, ba1iotu, or be1dur. (With respect to 

be1dur, only its second argument-structure is in question 

here.) I shall examine the issue of how to capture and 

state the relationship holding across the various consti

tuents in (48) above. Consider the alignment procedure 

in (53) below: 

(53) C-structure: 

aux-structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

1iburuaz ba1iotu n aiz 

ba1iotu 

[AB~[nOn~indiC]] 1st past (ABS) 
sg 

( JBS, INST) 

Thus far, the argument-structure of ba1iotu has not been 

completely satisfied. After the alignment procedure in (53) 

has applied, I co-index the "unaligned" argument in the 

argument-structure with the overt constituent. Co-indexing 

here is a device of right subscript which checks whether 
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every single argument in the ACE-argument-structure has 

been syntactically sanctioned. (Instead of using the last 

letters of the alphabet--x, y, and z--used previously to 

link optionally overt constituents to aux, I use here the 

letters i or j.) An improved alignment procedure is 

proposed in (54) below: 

(54) C-structure: liburuazi baliotu n aiz 

[A~[nO~nd.iC]] aux structure 
I . 

mapp~ng 

I 
ACE-structure 

INST 

baliotu 

1st past (ABS) 
sg 
I 

(ABS, INSTi ) 

Finally, the optionally overt constituent case-marked ABS 

in (48b) is linked to aux on the basis of case-marking, 

as shown in (55) below: 

(55) C-structure 

ni -x 
ABS 

liburuazi baliotu n 
T 

[

ABS 
lstX 

sg 

aiz 

[nO~indiC]] past (ABS) 

By way of conclusion, I would like to summarize schemati

cally the essential properties just discussed. As far as 

I know, in the syntax, the ACEs are always two-place ACEs; 

in the semantic situation, the predicates are always two

place predicates, as shown below: 



(54) a. 

b. 

-(

two cases in case-array 

PAS (2 arg) 

one 
optionally 
overt 
constituentJ-two 

overt 
one constituents 
obligatorily 
overt 

ACE-argument~constituent 
structure 
(2 arg) aux (1 arg) 

Both the predicate and the ACE range over the same number 

of arguments .. If the PAS ranges over two arguments, then 

we know that there can be two overt constituents. Now, 
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to the extent that the aux, in this case, can only partially 

satisfy the ACE-argument-structure, we can infer that, in 

order for the ACE-argument-structure to be properly satis

fied, one of the two overt constituents must be 

obligatorily overt, and not just optionally (see (47-49b)). 

6.3.3. Uneven Pairing 

The number of arguments the PAS and the ACE range 

over is uneven. Usually, the number of arguments in the 

PAS is lower than the number of arguments included in the 

ACE-argument-structure, and always lower by one. Thus, 

consider the ACEs in (55-56) below: 



(55) a. irakin 'to boil' 
b. • 'to last' l.raun 
c. argitu ' to shine' 
d. • 'to ring' 
e. *aldu 'to have supper' PAS (1 arg) 
f. 

, 
'to eat' Jan 

g. e an 'to drink' ACE-
h. irakurri ' to read' argument-
i. • egin ' to rain' structure eurl.a 
j . iaatzi 'to write' (2 arg) 
k. naizea egin 'to blow' 

(56) a. itxaron 'to wait for' 
b. De~iratu 'to look at' PAS (2 arg) 
c. De atu ' to observe' 
d. nelau 'to bite' ACE-
e. erantzun ' to anS~'7er ' argument-
f. galaetu ' to ask' structure 

(3 arg) 

At the outset, we can already predict that either one or 

two constituents may be overt, but never more than one, 

or two, in (55) and (56), respectively. 

To start with, let us consider a couple of 

sentences (to ease the exposition, I include the case-

pattern of the aux in the gloss): 

(57) a. Irakin duo 
Doil:PERF aux 

AB.()RG 

'It has boiled. ' 

b. Urak 
water: the/a: 
sg:ERG 

irakin duo 
boiI:PERF aux 

AB~RG 
'The water has boiled. ' 
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c. *Mikelek ura 
Michael:ERG water: the/a: 

sg:ABS 

d. *Ura irakin da 
aux 
I 

ABS 

irakin duo 
boil: aux 
PERF ~ 

ABS ERG 

(58) a. Heldu diot. 

(59) 

bite:PERF aux 

AB~RG 
'I have bitten him. ' 

b. Nik umeari heldu diot. 
I:ERG kid:the/a: 

sg:DAT 
bite:PERF aux 

AB~RG 
'I have bitten the/a kid.' 

c. *Nik umea heldu diot. 
1: 1<ICI!the/a: 
ERG sg:ABS 

bite:PERF aux 

AB~RG 
d. *Nik umea heldu dut. 

a. 

-- ---

Euria 
rain: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

egtn duo 
rna e:PERF aux 

ABORG 

'It has rained. ' 

b. ;\'Euria egin da. 
aux 

c. "'(Euriak 
rain:the/a: 
sg:ERG 

I 
ABS 

egtn duo 
rna e: PERF aux 

ABnRG 
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d. *Mikelek 
Michael:ERG 

euria eg~n duo 
rna e:PERF aux 
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rain: the/a: 
sg:ABS AB~')RG 

e. *Hark 
IF7l1e/she: 
ERG 

euria 
rain: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eg~n duo 
ma e:PERF aux 

AB~RG 
The ACEs in the three sets of sentences above are associated 

with the following information: 

(60) irakin semantic class, none 
PAS (agent) 
case-array, ERG 
ACE-argument-structure (ABS, ERG) 

(61) heldu semantic class, none 

(62) 

PAS (patient, agent) 
case-array, DAT, ERG 
ACE-argument-structure (~BS, DAT, ERG) 

euria egin semantic class, weather expression 
PAS (patient) 
case-array, ABS 
ACE-argument-structure (ABS, ERG) 

The analysis of (57a) is as follows: 

(63) C-structure: irakin 

aux structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

[

ABS non-
3d past 
sg 
"irakin (ABS, 

du 

ERG] 3d 
sg 

I 
ERG) 

The aux form properly satisfies the ACE-argument-structure. 

Its general morphological configuration indicates two 

arguments CABS, ERG). Sentence (57b), on the other hand, 

differs from (57a) in that it includes an overt case-marked 

expression urak 'the water'. Before we link urak to aux 



by means of the co-indexing checking device, the analysis 

of (57b) will be the same as that of (57a): 

(64) C-structure: 

urak --x irakin du 

[
ABS- non?; !~ indic - ERG ] 
3d past (ABS, 3d x 
sg ERG) sg 

ERG 

The ungrammaticality of (57c) is not due to a violation 

of the aux and the ACE-argument-structure mutual satis-

faction, but to the occurrence of t'\vO overt case-marked 

expressions. As a matter of fact, du in (57c) satisfies 

the ACE-argument-structure of irakin. Moreover, the two 

expressions Mikelek and ura 'the water' can logically be 

linked to aux via case-matching, as shown in (65) below: 

(65) C-structure: 

ura irakin du -y[ - :;;<2 T=. d· - ] ABS non- arg ~n ~c ERG 
3d Y past (ABS, 3d x 
sg ERG) sg 

Mikelek ---.;;..---x 

(57c) is ruled out on the basis of the PAS specification; 
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PAS ranges over one argument (agent) which is associated 

with the case ERG, which, in turn, makes up the case-array. 

Hence, there cannot be any other constituent beside the 

constituent case-marked ERG. Finally, the ungrammaticality 

of (57d) is directly accounted for by the requirement of aux 

and ACE-argument-structure mutual satisfaction. 



The argument ERG in the ACE-argument-structure is 1eft

aligned, as illustrated below: 

(66) C-structure: ura irakin da 

aux structure [ABS~indiC] 
I 3d past (ABS) 

mapping sg 
I 

ACE-structure irakin 
I 

(ABS, ERG) 

The type of explanation required to account for the re1a-

tions across the various constituents in the sentences 

under (58) above is similar to the one just proposed. 

The ACE-argument-structure of he1du 'to bite' is always 
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a three-p1ace-structure whose arguments are, respectively, 

ABS, DAT, and ERG. Thus, the only type of aux form which 

can be combined with this ACE is one whose general morpho

logical configuration indicates ABS, DAT, and ERG, like 

diot in (58a-c). Sentence (58d) is automatically ruled 

out, for the ACE-ar~ument-structure is only partially 

satisfied by an aux form such as dut, as shown in (67) 

below: 

C-structure: nik umea he1du du t ---~ r 
aux structure [[ABS non- 2 arg indiC]ERG] I 3d past (ABS, 1st 
mafping sg I ERG Sj 

(67) 

ACE-structure he1du (ABS, DAT, ERG) 

The aux form in (67) indicates two arguments (ABS, ERG), 

whereas the ACE-argument-structure is a three-place one. 

If we take into account the number of possible overt 
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case-marked constituents, only (58b) obeys the PAS and 

the case-array specifications. The PAS of heldu 'to bite' 

ranges over two arguments, namely, patient and agent, 

which are linked to the two case DAT and ERG, respectively. 

Therefore, the reasons why sentences (58c-d) are ruled 

out should be clear, since they both contain an overt 

constituent case-marked ABS, which is a violation of the 

PAS and case-array specifications. None of the PAS argu

ments is associated with the case ABS. 

Let us now investigate the sentences under (59). 

The ACE euria egin 'to rain' corresponds to a weather 

expression. Weather expressions are all identical in 

that they are made of a definite base form case-marked 

ABS and of the ACE egin 'to make'. 'The meaning of the 

entire ACE-expression is that of the definite base form. 

Thus, the meaning of the weather expression euria egin 

'to rain' corresponds to the meaning of euria 'the rain'. 

Here are other weather expressions: 

(68) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

harria egin 
eguzkia e~in 
haizea eglon 
elurra egin 
tximistiak egin 
isolak egin 

'to hail' 
'to shine' 
'to blow' 
'to snow' 
'to thunder' 
'to pour' 

Every weather ACE-expression has the same ACE-argument

structure, as indicated in (62) above; that is, the ACE 

argument-structure ranges over two arguments, identified 

ABS and ERG. In sentences (59a,c), the aux form du, 
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whose morphological make-up indicates two arguments and 

corresponds to the case-pattern ABS, ERG, satisfies the 

ACE-argument-structure. It becomes clear why sentence (59) 

is ruled out, since the aux form da indicates one argument 

(see (66) for the morphosyntactic analysis). From the PAS 

perspective, the situation is quite different'. The PAS 

always ~elects one argument, namely, a patient. This 

argument, in turn, is linked to the case ABS, which on its 

own makes the only case-array possible for weather ex

pressions. Hence, the only possible overt constituent 

case-marked ABS is the obligatorily occurring definite base 

form euria. Finally, sentence (59c) is naturally ruled out, 

for the only overt constituent is case-marked ERG, in viola

tion of the PAS specification in conjunction with the 

case-array specification. Sentences (59d,e), on the other 

hand, are judged ungrammatical because each contains two 

overt constituents, which is in violation of the number of 

possible overt constituents determined by the PAS. In this 

case, it should be one, and no more than one, overt consti

tuent. 

Before I close the investigation on weather ACE

expressions, I would like to reconsider the analysis, and 

show how it naturally explains the impossibility of having 

an overt constituent case-marked ERG. First of all, in the 

majority of the cases, ERG is linked to the agent. Second, 

if an overt case-marked constituent were possible, 
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it would have to be a referring expression, i.e., an 

expression which helps picking out in the real world some 

entity which causes the meteorological event in question. 2 

Thus, in sentences (59d, e), Hikelek 'Michael' and hark 

'it/he/she' are referring expressions. Furthermore, the 

overt expression of agency, with this type of ACE, forces 

an interpretation of the sentence where Mikelek and hark, 

as agents, actually make an object known as rain. But, 

to make rain does not represent the same event as to rain. 

Weather expressions used as predicates never specify any 

agent-argument, for there is no direct causer to the 

weather, and, as the analysis predicts, there will never 

be any overt constituent case-marked ERG. 

The ACEs discussed thus far can only have one 

argument structure (the ACEs listed in (69) below come 

from the lists in (55-56) above): 

(69) a. irakin 'to boil' ACE-b. 
, 

'to last' ~raun argument-c. argitu 'to shine' 
d. • 'to ring' structure 
e. ~a1du 'to have supper' (ABS, ERG) 
f. euria egin 'to rain' 
g. naizea egin 'to blow' 

h. itxaron 'to wait for' 

} 
ACE-

L '6e~iratu 'to look at' argument-
j . '6e atu 'to observe' structure 
k. heldu 'to bite' (ABS,DAT,ERG) 

2. Grigsby (1984) proposes a similar explanation 
for subjectless weather-sentences in Spanish. 
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Nevertheless, there are some ACEs in (55-56) which'have 

a certain number of argument-structure possibilities, like 

those in (70) below: 

(70) a. jan 'to eat' ACE-argument-
b. e an 'to drink' structures 
c. irakurri 'to read' (ABS) 
d. iaatzi 'to write' (ABS, DAT) 
e. erantzun 'to answer' (ABS, ERG) 
f. gaIaetu 'to ask' (ABS, DAT, ERG) 

The first four ACEs in (70) express some physical/mental 

process, or occupation; the last two are communication ACEs. 

If we look at the possible pairing between PAS and ACE

argument-structures, as schematically represented in (71) 

below, we observe that the ACE-argument-structures in 

(71c,d), which include two or three arguments, can be asso

ciated with a different PAS. Either the number of arguments 

specified in the PAS is identical with that of the arguments 

in the ACE-argument-structure (71c,d.1), or the number of 

arguments is lower (71c,d.2). 

(71) PAS ACE-argument-
structures 

a. (patient) CABS) 

b. (patient {benefactive}) , goal (ABS, DAT) 

c.l. (patient, agent) 
~ (ABS, ERG) 

2. (agent) 

d.l. (pati nt {benefactive} agent)} e 'goal ' DAT, 
( {benefactive} 

(ABS, 
2. agent) • ERG) goal ' 



The PAS/ ACE-argument-·structure pairings for ACEs that 

express some physical/mental processes or occupations are 

(7la,b,c,d.l); the PAS/ACE-argument-structure pairings 

for communication ACEs are (7la,b,c.l,d). 

The problem which concerns me here involves the 

PAS/ACE-argument-structures whose respective argument 

numbers are different. .Thus, consider the following 

sentences: 

(72) a. 

b. 

Irakurtzen 
read: IMP 

'He reads. ' 

Mikelek 
Michael:ERG 

duo 

irakurtzen 
read: IMP 

'Michael reads. ' 

duo 

(73) a. Jaten duo 

b. 

(74) a. 

eat:IMP aux 

AB~RG 
'He eats.' 

Nere 
my 

umeak 
~id:the/a: 
sg:ERG 

Erantzun diot. 
answer:PERF aux 

~ 

jaten duo 
eat:IMP aux 

AB~RG 

ABS DAT ERG 

'I have answered to him.' 
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b. Nik Mikeli erantzun diot. 
I:ERG Michael:DAT answer:PERF aux 

~ 
ABS DAT ERG 

'I have answered Michael.' 

Let us look more closely at one set of sentences 

given above, namely, sentences (72a) and (72b). Of course, 

the generalizations to be drawn will be applicable to the 

analysis of the other sentences. The ACE-argument-structure 

of irakurri in (72) is properly satisfied by aux, as shown 

below: 

(75) C-structure: irakurtzen du 

aux-structure 
I 

mapping 
I 

ACE-structure 

[

ABS 
3d 
sg , 

irakurri (ABS, 

ERG] 3d 
sg 
I 

ERG) 

Contrary to (72a) , (72b) includes an overt constituent 

case-marked ERG. It will of course be linked to aux by 

means of the checking device of co-indexing, as illustrated 

below: 

(76) C-structure 

Mikelekx irakurtzen 

[

ABS 
3d 
sg 

du 

indic ERG ] 
3d x 
sg 

The line of reasoning that underlies the entire discussion 

thus far can be used to explain these sentences further. 

The PAS of irakurri 'to read' does not include any 

patient-argument normally associated with the case ABS. 
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Hence, in the syntax, there will never be any overt consti

tuent ABS. ' In fact, the predicate expresses some process 

or action in which the sole participant involved is the 

agent. It is indifferent to the predication whether the 

agent reads anything specific or definite. 

Finally, by way of conclusion, let us consider 

sentence (77) below: 

(77) Irakurt'zen dut. 
read:IMP aux 

AB~RG 
1. 'I read it. ' 
2. 'I read. ' 

As the English translation shows it, sentence (77) can be 

interpreted in two distinct 'tiTays. First, we obtain the 

interpretation of a patient-argument definite in reference 

(77.1), because the PAS includes a patient-argument. 

Second, we get the interpretation (77.2) when the PAS only 

specifies one argument, the agent. Hence, we can have an 

overt constituent only with the definite patient-argument 

interpretation. Notice that this constituent is definite 

in reference, as shown in (78) below: 

(78) Hura 
that: 
ABS 

irakurtzen 
read: IMP 

1. 'I read that. ' 
2. ~'( 'I read. ' 

dut. 



6.4. Conclusions 

A number of conclusions worth mentioning follow 

from the analysis proposed in this chapter. But, first 
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of all, I must stress that, even though this view of 

syntactic analysis is essentially based at present on the 

consideration of how arguments are specified and characte

rized in simple sentences--which constitute a small portion 

of the overall grammatical system, I have good reason to 

believe that the analysis extends beyond simple sentences. 

Central to the whole discussion is the morpho

syntactic analysis of the AUX and its relationship to the 

ACE-argument-structure. This relationship is specified in 

such a way that a maximum degree of generality and coherence 

is achieved. The aux always satisfies the ACE-argument

structure independently of the number of overt constituents 

that may be co-indexed with it. Overt constituents are 

determined by the argument-structure of the predicate in 

conjunction with the associated case-arrays. The opposition 

drawn between PAS, which has each of its arguments associa

ted with a semantic role and determines the number of overt 

constituents, and the ACE-argument-structure, which is 

syntactically satisfied by the general morphological confi

guration of aux forms, leads to the account of phenomena 

that would not be forthcoming otherwise. 
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Once we accept that the aux satisfies the ACE

argument-structure, which itself is a lexical property of 

the ACE, then a careful reconsideration of the data will 

show that ACEs like irakin 'to boil', or euria egin 'to 

rain' in (55) above, and itxaron 'to wait for' in (56) 

are as regular as ACEs like joan 'to go' or apurtu 'to 

break' (see section 6.3.1). On the other hand, SA must 

treat ACEs--verbs in its terminology--like irakin, euria 

egin, and itxaron as irregular. The basic assumption in 

SA is that the arguments of the verbs are syntactically 

NPs--for example, irakin takes one argument NP. Moreover, 

SA must state that the subject-NP of a verb like irakin 

is not assigned the absolutive case as it is normally the 

case with an intransitive verb, but that it is assigned 

the ergative case. Then, a transformation adjusts the 

values of the person, case, and number categories of the 

auxiliary verb form with those of the NP(s) occurring in 

the syntactic surroundings or the auxiliary verb. Thus, 

the properties of the auxiliary verb are sensitive to 

morphosyntactic information present as input to the 

structure. Consider the (partial) derivation (79b) of 

the sentence in (79a) below: 



(79) a. 

b. 

Urak 
water:the/a: 
sg:ERG 

irakin duo 
boil: PERF aux 

A~RG 
'The water has boiled. ' 

S 

NP------ --------vP 

~ v~ 

[E;R~G] v~v 
irakin [ ] 

I t 
copy features 

Since there is no auxiliary verb form in Basque which is 
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just ergative, the absolutive case-person particle in the 

auxiliary verb form is treated as a dummy particle. Thus, 

the aux form in (79b) above should be du, which is both 

absolutive and ergative. 

With respect to meteorological verbs, SA gets more 

suspicious. Natural phenomena verbs like haizea egin 

'to blow' take one NP-argument, and they are all intransi

tive verbs. Yet, the only auxiliary verb form compatible 

with these verbs is a transitive one. Contrary to verbs 

like irakin 'to boil' or iraun 'to last', which have their 

only NP-argument assigned the ergative case, the only 

NP-argument of weather verbs is marked absolutive. If the 

auxiliary verb form properties are sensitive to the morpho

syntactic properties of NPs present as input in the 

structure--i.e., here, an NP-argument marked absolutive, 



it should be possible to have an intransitive auxiliary 

verb form, as shown in (80) below: 

(80) *Haizea 
wind:the/a:sg:ABS 

egingo da. 
make:FUT aux 

I 
ABS 

Nevertheless, such an intransitive auxiliary verb is 

impossible. 
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Suppose now that these weather verbs were considered 

transitive verbs. SA would still need a constraint such 

that the subject-NP ergative be not overt. This subject-NP 

would just consist in a bundle of abstract features. Thus, 

this abstract NP would be there as input to the agreement 

copying rule, as shown in the partial derivation in (81b): 

(81) a. 

b. 

Haizea 
wind:the/a:sg:ABS 

'It has blown. ' 

S 

eg~n duo 
rna e: PERF aux 

AB~RG 

NP------- ------- vp 

[~l Np/ ~vc 
;:_ ~ V ~AV 

I WJ ~ [l)J 
copy features 

Notice that this analysis does not propose any explanation 

for the impossible overtness of the subject-NP. 
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K. Hale and R. Janda (personal communications) 

have independently suggested that the auxiliary verb forms 

compatible with verbs like irakin 'to boil' or euria egin 

'to rain' only contain either an ergative particle, or an 

absolutive particle, respectively. I illustrate this 

property schematically in (82) below (the auxiliary verb 

form will then reflect the case-array of the verbs): 

(82) a. 

b. 

Urak 
water:the/a: 
sg:ERG 

irakin 
boil:PERF 

'The water has boiled. ' 

Euria 
rain:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

egtn 
rna e:PERF 

'It has rained. ' 

duo 
arx (non-past) 

ERG 

duo 
aux (non-past) 
I 

ABS 

So, the auxiliary verb form du in (82a) is homophonous with 

du in (82b). In addition, the two auxiliary verb forms in 

(82) above are also homophonous with the auxiliary verb 

form du in (83) below, which is compatible with transitive 

verbs: 

(83) Mikelek sagarra jango duo 
Michael: apple: the/a: eat:FUT aux (non-past) 
ERG sg :ABS /'-..... 

ABS ERG 

'Michael will eat the/an apple. ' 

The number of homophonous auxiliary verb forms soon becomes 

so large that such a solution appears to be very suspicious. 

Moreover, if the person/number categories are changed from 
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singular to plural, and the tense category is changed from 

non-past to past, we find even further auxiliary forms. 

My criticism against SA shows that specific embodiments of 

the standard analysis fail to handle the problems raised by 

verbs like irakin 'to boil', iraun 'to last', and so on. 

I started this dissertation with the question of 

the distribution of aux forms. I have argued, and demons

trated, that the aux forms depend on the argument-structure 

of the ACE alone, and that they are not distributed in 

accordance to case-arrays. Such an analysis handles much 

better the problems briefly discussed in this section. 



CHAPTER 7 

TWO INTERRELATED ISSUES: 
FOCUS AND WORD ORDER 

7.1. Introduction 

Focus and word order are classical issues in 

traditional descriptive grammars. They have also, more 

recently, interested Basque scholars who represent a variety 

of theoretical viewpoints (de Rijk 1978; Goenaga 1980). 

The focal supposition in their respective approaches, as 

well as in mine, is that focus and word order of case

marked constituents are interdependent issues, and thus 

must be given an integrated account. 

In the body of this chapter, I discuss a few 

principles which account for the order of the ACE and the 

aux form relative to each other, and for the order of 

case-marked expressions with respect to the ACE and the 

aux form. I mainly argue for a construct(ion) referred 

to as the extended-ACE, which consists of the ACE itself 

and the position immediately to its 1eft--point at which 

the focused case-marked constituent is located. Once the 

syntactic issue of how to capture the relation of immediate 

precedence between the focused expression and the ACE 

is discussed, I consider the structural order of other 
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(if any) case-marked constituents. Finally, in order to 

gain. some perspective on my analysis, I present de Rijk's 

(1978) position on the two aforementioned issues. 

Obviously, a more comprehensive treatment of the various 

proposals of focus and word order that have been offered 

so far would exceed the limits of this chapter. 

7.2. The Phenomenon: Initial Observations 

I would like to introduce the issues of focus and 

word order of case-marked expressions by way of a few 

examples. Thus, consider sentences (1-2) below: 

(1) Mike1ek bonba egtn zuen. 
Michael: bomb:the/a: ma e: aux 
ERG sg:ABS PERF (past) 

(2) Bonba Mike1ek egtn zuen. 
bomb: the/a: Michael: ma e: aux 
sg:ABS ERG PERF (past) 

Broadly speaking, in (1), the sentence is about Mike1ek, 
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and it is said that he made something, namely bonba, whereas 

in (2), the sentence is about bonba, and it is said that 

someone, namely Mike1ek, made it. 

Suppose (1) and (2) above are uttered in a certain 

context by a speaker S and a hearer H. Suppose, further, 

that both Sand H share the same body of common knowledge, 

such that the conversation can be carried out successfully. 

Before (1) and (2) are uttered in a certain context, both 

Sand H know that Mike1ek made something, and that someone 

made bonba, respectively. The material known before the 
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utterances of sentences (1-2) are produced is customarily 

called theme or given information. Moreover,· Mikelek in 

(1) and bortba in (2) are also identified as topics insofar 

as sentences (1-2) are about Nikelek and bonba, respecti

vely, Upon hearing (1) and (2), H can now infer that what 

Hikelek made is not just anything, but bonba, and that the 

person who made bonba is not just anyone, but Mikelek. 

In other words', sentences (1-2) "assert" that, if Mikelek 

made something, then he made bonba, and if someone made 

bonba, then Mikelek made it. The implication material 

between what is theme and what is asserted in (1-2) is 

considered the focus of each sentence. It is also 

customary to refer to this material as the new information. 

A discussion about focus often does not care too 

much about the distinction between definition and criteria. 

So, the question-test has become a traditional operational 

criterion for determining the focus of a sentence. The 

question-test shows that the case-marked constituent 

immediately in front of egin 'to make' in (1) and (2) above 

answers some specific (so-called) wh-question, and thus is 

the focus of the sentence. Sentences (1) and (2) are 

natural answers to questions (3) and (4), respectively 

(I disregard, for the moment, the significance--if any--

of having Mikelek and bonba in (3) and (4)): 



(3) Mikelek 
Michael: 

zer 
what: 

egtn 
rna e: 

ERG ABS PERF 

'What did Michael make?' 

(4) Bonba 
bomb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

nork e·gtn 
who: rna e: 
ERG PERF 

'Who made the/a bomb?' 

zuen. 
aux 
(past) 

zuen. 
aux 
(past) 
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The "wh-question" words ~ 'what' in (3) and nork 'who' in 

(4) are located to the immediate left of the ACE. It is 

believed that there exists some logic behind the occurrence 

of the "wh-word" in a structural position which is associa-

ted with focus. 

By way of conclusion, we can state that it is 

a fact about Basque sentence grammar that the case-marked 

constituent immediately to the left of the ACE is inter

preted as focused. To put this in different words, the 

focus position in Basque can be stated in relation to 

another constituent of the sentence, i.e., the ACE. 

Hence, the generalization I have just drawn with respect 

to focus still holds, whether the constituents Mike1ek 

in (1) and (3), or bonba in (2) and (4) above occur in 

initial position or in final sentential position. Instances 

of the latter constituent order are presented below: 

(5) a. 

b. 

Bonba 
bornb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

egtn 
rna e: 
PERF 

Zer 
what:ABS 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

zuen 
aux 
(past) 

Mike1ek. 
Michael: 
ERG 

zuen 
aux(past) 

Mike1ek. 
Michael:ERG 



(6) a. 

b. 

zuen bonba. Mike1ek 
Michael:ERG 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF aux bomb:the/a: 

Nork 
who:ERG 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

(past) sg :ABS 

zuen 
aux(past) 

bonba. 
bomb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

7.3. Two Analyses of Focus and Word Order 
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One can take --and linguists working on Basque 

syntax have taken--the standard postion that a sentence 

consists of a verb plus its nominal arguments. No one, as 

far as I am aware, has seriously considered the position 

wherein the non-occurrence of what I refer to as case-marked 

constituents is the rule. At the outset, my position is 

tantamount to a denial of any basic constituent order, in 

the usual sense (Farmer (1980, 1984) takes the same position 

on basic constituent order for Japanese). If a sentence 

consists of an ACE plus an aux form, then I need not decide 

on whether case-marked constituents have really primary 

order. The task of my grammar becomes that of accounting 

for the (occasional) overtness of case-marked constituents, 

and the relative order in which these case-marked consti-

tuents occur in a sentence. 

Before I offer my account of focus and word order, 

I would like to consider'de Rijk's analysis of those issues. 

I shall discuss the reasons why certain specific aspects of 

his analysis make it impossible for me to regard them as 

appropriate. 



7.3.1. De Rijk's Analysis 

7.3.1.1. Traditional Beliefs. The basic consti-

tuent order is standard1y considered as being S(ubject) 

O(bject) V(erb). Beside this basic order presented in 

(7a) below, other constituent orders can be found: 

(7) a. Mike1ek 
Michael: 
ERG 

bonba 
bomb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

eg&n 
ma e: 
PERF 

'Michael has made the/a bomb. ' 

b. Bonba Mike1ek egin zuen. 

c. Hike1ek egin zuen bonba. 

d. Bonba egin zuen Mike1ek. 

e. E'gin zuen Mike1ek bonba. 

f. Egin zuen bonba Hike1ek. 

zuen. 
auxCpast) 

The acceptability of the various constituent orders in 
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(7b-f) supposedly depends on the context in which the sen-

tences are found; that is, only contextual appropriateness 

is affected by word order. 

To support the SOV basic order found in (7a) above, 

various criteria are used. First, ·it is claimed that the 

relative high frequency of the order SOV is indicative of 

its basicness (de Rijk 1968). Second, it is argued that, 

if native speakers were asked to translate without context 

the English sentence 'Michael made the/a bomb', they would 

no doubt propose (7a) above. In my view, the strength of 

this second type of evidence can already be shaken without 
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any further discussion if one considers that the first 

sentence which open narratives in Basque in the oral 

literary tradition, as well as in the written one, usually 

is not SOV, but SVO (Goenaga 1980). Third, it is claimed 

that SOV order forms the pragmatically neutral word order. 

7.3.1. 2. Specific Analysis. De Rijk (1978) works 

within the framework of Generative Transformational 

Grammar (GTG). The author argues to the effect that Basque 

is underlyingly a verb-final language. For the purposes of 

accounting for focus, he does not want to reach any definite 

conclusion on the order of the remaining major constituents 

of the sentence, that is, the subject, the direct object, 

and the indirect object. Thus, de Rijk proposes the 

following deep structure (DS) (where VC stands for verb 

complex, which subsumes the verb and the auxiliary verb) : 

(8) s 

/l~ 
NP NP NP VC 

I'" V AV 

To support this DS, de Rijk draws his evidence from the 

syntactic properties of relative clauses (RC). A RC occurs 

to the left of the head of the construction, and the VC 

is final in RC (see Chapter 2). Consider the follow'ing 

sentences: 



(9) a. 

b. 

(10) a. 

b. 

[[Hikelek Pellori 
Michael: Peter: 
ERG DAT 

§onEa ] om : the/ a: sg :ABS 

egtn 
ma·e: 
PERF 

zio -nJ 
aux -relativizer 

(past) 

'the bomb that Michael made for Peter' 

[[Pellori Mikelek egin zio-nJ bonbaJ 

*[[Mikelek zio-n Pellori egin] bonba] 

*[[Mikelek egin zio-n Pellori] bonba] 
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The ungrammaticality of (lOab), in which the AV or the whole 

VC is not final, suggests that the structure of RC reflects 

exactly the order of the constituents specified in the base. 

The VC must be final while the order of the NPs to its left 

is indifferent. 

In de Rijk's analysis, focus is a semantic feature 

([+ focus ]) introduced at DS. Once an NP is assigned the 

feature, it moves into preverbal position--unless it is 

already there--and then forms with the verb complex a verb 

phrase (VP). This analysis accounts for the fact that the 

NP occurring to the left of V can bear any type of gramma

tical relation to V; this NP is not necessarily the 

object-NP. De Rijk's tranformational rule of focus is 

given in (11) below: 

(11) Focus Positioning: X NP Y VC 
+focus 

1 2 3 4 

1 0 3 2+4 



8uppose we have the following D8: 

(12) 
~s~ 

NP NP VC 

~ ~ /~ 
Mike1ek bonba V AV 
Michael:ERG bomb: the/a: /\ /\ 

sg:AB8 ~ ~ 
egtn 
mace:PERF 

zuen 
aux(past) 
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The next step in the derivation is that of assigning focus 

to an NP (notice that focus-assignment does not change (12), 

as shown in (13) below:). 

(13) 8 

NP --------;/ ~ VC 

~ ~ /.~ 
Mike1ek bonba V AV 

[+ focus] ~ d 
zuen 

Finally, we reach the surface structure (88) in (lL~) below: 

(14) 

bonba NP 

~ 
Mike1ek 

zuen 
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Two important conclusions follow from de Rijk's 

analysis. First, grammatical relations (GR) cannot be 

defined over hierarchical structures at any level of repre

sentation. On the one hand, there is no VP constituent at 

DS such that the object-NP cannot be defined as the [NP,VP], 

and the subject-NP as the [NP,S]. On the other hand, the 

VP which occurs in SS is transformationally derived by 

moving in preverbal position an NP that can bear any type 

of grammatical relation to the verb. Second, the so-called 

scrambling property of Basque syntax is partially covered 

(7ab). The order of the constituents is viewed as the 

result of arranging without specific order the NPs in DS 

and of applying to DS Focus Positioning, which then triggers 

the motion of an NP and the formation of VP. 

7.3.1.3. My Criticism of de Rijk's Analysis. The 

argument against de Rijk's approach of the two issues will 

be made theory-internally. I shall show that his treatment 

is questionable. His analysis of constituent order and 

focus would make sense if it achieved a certain degree of 

adequacy, but, as we shall see, it is not very consistent 

when we consider the whole range of data in (7) above. 

The issues of constituent order and focus will be discussed 

together, for it is difficult to pull them apart. 
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De Rijk's analysis results in an interesting para

dox. On the one hand, the base, as defined in (8), and 

repeated here as (15)--

(15) S 

~/'" NP NP NP ve 

--allows for free nominal constituent order to the left 

of the verb complex, while, on the other hand, surface 

occurrences of nominal constituents in postverba1 position 

(see(7c-f) above) results from applying scrambling as a 

separate rule after all other grammatical transformations 

(like focus positioning, for example) have had a chance 

to take place. 

Suppose I investigate the derivation of sentence 

(16) below. ~.fuat is its DS? The focused NP is Hike1i 

'to Michael' : 

(16) Mirenek etxea Mike1i erosi dio. 
Mary: ERG house: Michael: buy: PERF aux 

the/a: DAT (non-past) 
sg:ABS 

Two plausible ways of deriving (16) suggest themselves. 

First, on the assumption that the base encodes free consti-

tuent order to the left of ve, it appears that the DS of 

(16) could be any of the three first DSs specified in (17) 

below. The NPs Hirenek and etxea, in (17a-c), occupy a 

position relative to each other which is already the 

position they come to occupy in the remaining of the 
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derivation and in the surface sentence (16). No further 

scrambling is necessary, here. (For the sake of complete

ness, I give here the six logical possibi1~ties for 

distributing the NPs among themselves.) 

(17) a. Miren-ek Mikeli etxea erosi dio. 

b. Mirenek etxea Mike1i erosi dio. 

c. Mike1i Hirenek etxea erosi dio. 

d. Mike1i etxea Mirenek erosi dio. 

e. Etxea Mirenek Mike1i erosi dio. 

f. Etxea Mike1i Mirenek erosi dio. 

De Rijk's rule of Focus Positioning moves Mike1i, in (17), 

into preverbal position, unless Mike1i is already there. 

Then, Mike1i together with erosi dio forms a VP, as shown 

in (18) below: 

(18) a. Mirenek etxea Mike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

b. Mirenek etxea Mike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

c. Mirenek etxea l1ike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

d. Etxea Mirenek Mike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

e. Etxea Mirenek Hike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

f. Etxea Hirenek Mike1i erosi dio. 
+focus 

Sentences (18a-c) correspond to the surface sentence (16) . 
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Consider now the' second alternative. Since scram

bling is independently necessary to explain postverbal 

occurrences of nominal phrases--as in (7c-f)--I might 

consider that any of the six constituent orders specified 

in (17) above is in fact a possible DS source to (16). 

Thus, Focus Positioning applies first. The result of 

applying this rule is (lS). Then the focused NP forms a VP 

with VC. Finally, scrambling can reorder the NPs Hirenek 

and etxea in pre-VP position (see (lSd-f)) such that we get 

the order in (16). Scrambling might also operate as to 

arrange one or both of the non-focused NPs after the ve, 

as shown in (19-20) below: 

(19) a. Mirenek Mikeli erosi dio etxea. 

b. Etxea Mikeli eros.i dio Mirenek. 

(20) a. Mikeli erosi dio Mirenek etxea. 

b. Mikeli erosi dio etxea Mirenek. 

On closer examination, it turns out that, to the 

extent that scrambling is independently needed for positio

ning nominal phrases after the verb complex, constituent 

order could very well be' accounted for by postulating the 

existence of a scrambling rule that interchange adjacent 

major constituents which have a fixed order in the base. 

The above line of demonstration leads me to conclude via 

a question: what is the real gain in ascribing nominal free 

constituent order, to the left of the VC, in the base if 
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the grammar still needs a rule that rearranges the order of 

those freely ordered base-generated NPs to the right of VC? 

The DS (8) could be conceived as follows: 

(21) S 

NP-------;7 \;---VC 
erg dat abs 

Notice that (21) above would at least more appropriately 

reflect the more general and traditional beliefs which are 

held with respect to basic order (see 7.3.1.1). 

The paradox which emerges from having a free 

constituent order which is partially base-generated results 

from wanting to (i) define Basque as a verb-final language 

and (ii) capture, at the same time, the crucial fact that 

any NP can occupy the surface preverbal position without 

being an object-NP. 

There is another problem inherent in de Rijk's 

analysis which is less obvious: not every sentence has a 

focus. Let us first contrast the two sentences in (22) and 

(23) below, where (22) displays a surface OSV order, while 

(23) displays a surface SOV order: 

(22) Bonba 
bomb:the/a: 
sg:ABS 

Mikelek 
Michael:ERG 

(23) Hikelek bonba egin zuen. 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

zuen. 
aux(past) 

On the one hand, the subject-NP, case-marked ergative in 

(22)--i.e., Mikelek--must be interpreted as focused. 
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On the other hand, the object-NP, case-marked absolutive 

in (23), may, but need not, be understood as focused. The 

surface ambiguity of (23) results from the linear ordering 

(SOV) in which the various constituents occur. In fact, 

two different surface structures can be ascribed to (23). 

Thus, contrast the following structures: 

(24) 

(25) 

S 

/"" NP /VP~ 
NP VC 

v/ ~AV 
Mikelek bonba eJin zu~n 

S 

/.t~vc 
/~ 

V AV 
I I 

Mikelek bonba egin zuen 

In (24), there is a VP constituent; therefore, the NP bonba 

is part of the VP as the focused constituent. In (25), 

there is no VP, and no VP is interpretable as focused. 

The DS from which (24) and (25) are derived are 

(26) and (27) below, respectively: 

(26) S a. 
~\~ 

NP NP VC b. 
/'-...... 

V AV 

Hikelek bonba egin zuen. 

Bonba Hikelek egin zuen. 
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(27) S 

~/'" 
a. Hike1ek bonba egin zuen. 

NP NP VC 
/'-.... 

b. Bonba Mike1ek egin zuen. 

v AV 

Notice that the DS of (26) is identical with that of (27). 

Moreover, to the effect that, in de Rijk's analysis, the 

NPs are freely ordered to the left of VC at DS, we have 

two possible constituent orders, in (26) and (27). 

In order to explain the difference in the interpretation of 

the surface sentences (23), we must assume that Focus 

Positioning applies in (26), but not in (27), as illustrated 

below: 

(28) 

a. Mike1ek bonba egin zuen. 
+focus --

b. Bonba Mike1ek egin zuen. 
+focus --

The application of Focus Positioning (see rule (11)) results 

in the movement of the focused NP bonba, and in the forma

tion of the structural unit VP (see (24) above). 

l~i1e the derivation of the SOV order in which the 

object-NP is focused is an easy matter, the surface SOV 

order which contains no focused NP--and which corresponds 

to the pragmatically neutral word order--raises problems. 
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First, interpreting a constituent as not focused is only. 

possible if the surface constituent NP to the immediate left 

of VC is the object-NP case-marked abso1utive. De Rijk's 

analysis consists in marking just any NP with the semantic 

feature [+ focus]. Now, notice that the possibility of not 

assigning the feature to an NP is not (really) random, for 

it is not just ~ny NP, but the NP case-marked abso1utive-

i.e., the object-NP--which can only be interpreted as 

non-focused. Second, contrary to de Rijk's conclusions, 

choices of focus and non-focus correspond in fact to consti

tuent order at SS. Notice that in his analysis, the DS for 

(24) above, with non-focused NP,' has two possible consti

tuent orders to the left of VC, namely (27a) and (27b). 

The DS constituent order in (27a) happens to correspond 

to the surface linear order found in (24); i.e., bonba is 

to the left of VC. Now, suppose the DS constituent order 

were (27b). Then, reordering of the nominal constituents 

must apply. (27b) cannot serve as immediate output to the 

surface structure, for the constituent order would be 

linearly OSV, and at surface level, the subject-NP Mike1ek 

would be interpreted as focused. Thus the surface consti

tuent order OSV must always be analyzed as one in which 

focus assignment has taken place at DS (see (22) above). 

Furthemore, reordering of }1ike1ek away from its original 

position in (27b) must be confined to the left of VC. 
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If Mike1ek were reordered in post-verb complex position, 

the surface order would be OVS. Once again, we find our

selves in a situation in which a constituent which has not 

originally been assigned the feature [+ focus], at DS-

here, the object-NP bonba--wou1d be interpreted as focused 

at SS. Notice that the only constituent which need-not 

be marked [+ focus], i.e., the object, must only be 1eft

adjacent to the verb complex, but it must have to its 

immediate left the subject-NP. If the subject-NP appears 

in a different surface position--OVS, for instance--the 

object-NP is interpreted as focused. Hence, the choice 

of having a non-focused NP is not really available until 

the final surface constituent order is fixed. It is not 

the non-assignment of [+ focus] at DS which correlates with 

choice of non-focus at SS; both the GR or the case of the 

non-focused NP and the final surface constituent order 

would seem to be crucial. This evidence leads me to 

strongly prefer a theory of focus assignment which only 

interacts with surface order of constituents. 

I would like to conclude this section by way of 

inquiring verybrief1y into the nature of de Rijk's semantic 

feature [+ focus], and the movement rule of Focus Positio

ning. The feature [+ focus] stands for new information; 

that is the information that the speaker assumes not to be 

shared by him and the hearer (Jackendoff 1972). 



The important point to make here is that new information 

is not new in itself, but in relation to other.pieces of 

information. Thus, the NP which is assigned the feature 
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[+ focus] at DS is not really any NP, but it is the NP 

which adds some new information. Focus assignment is 

directly related to what has been talked about in previous 

discourse. But, surely, a syntactic rule does not have 

access to discourse informationl Finally, Focus Positioning 

(see de Rijk's rule (11) above) is a syntactic process which 

clearly functions as an indication of how the information is 

distributed in the sentence. Thus, the syntactic consti

tuent structure of a sentence ends up reflecting some 

relation with previous discourse. 

Once I begin to reassess the problem of focus 

together with constituent order possibilities, and I take 

into account the fact that transformational analyses of 

those issues make, anyway, use of notions such as speaker, 

intended audience (hearer), and new information, it becomes 

clear that focus and word order should not be treated 

transformationa11y. If it is true, as I have shown earlier, 

that the choices of focus and non-focus correlate with 

surface syntactic structure, the determination of focus 

can be accounted for by an interpretive rule which operates 

solely at SS. Finally, if notions like speaker and hearer, 

new and given information are--a11 things bein~ 



considered--re1evant to a discussion of focus and word 

order, then why not consider as a working/workable hypo

thesis the fact that these issues could be best described 

in terms of some discourse categories? To view Basque as 

an underlying free nominal word order language, with the 

sole restriction that the verb be final (see (8) above) 

does not suffice to do justice to the facts. The surface 

constituent order is not totally arbitrary. 

7.3.2. An Alternative Analysis 
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The main purpose of this analysis is that of 

discussing the syntactic issue of how to capture the rela

tion of immediate precedence between focus and ACE. 

In doing so, I embark on an investigation of the various 

word order possibilities found in the language. I shall 

have the opportunity to argue that, from a strictly 

syntactic viewpoint, there is very little to say about 

word order and focus. This study, with respect to the 

t'VlO aforementioned issues, is limited to simple sentences; 

that is to say, simple sentences incorporate one ACE and 

one aux form. 

7.3.2.1. General Background. As indicated earlier 

in Chapters 3 and 6, the argument-categorizing-element and 

the aux particle sequence form together the sentential 

nucleus, and they represent the minimal requirement for 

sentencehood. Sentence (29) be1m'7 can be analyzed into 



its constituents as represented schematically in (30) 

(I adopt here the morpho syntactic representation of aux 

form as discussed in Chapter 5): 

(29) Eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

dute. 
aux(past) 

'They have made it. ' 

(30) C-structure 

a. aux-structure egin d- u te 
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I 
mapping 

I 

~ 

[[

ABS non-
3d past 
sg 

t~ arg~]ERG] (ABS,ERG) 3d 
indicative ul 

/ 
b. ACE-argument-

structure 

\ 
egin (ABS, ERG) 

The ACE egin 'to make' is one which has a number of 

argument-structure possibilities. It can function as a 

one-place, a two-place, or a three-place ACE. In (30b) , 

it functions as a two-place ACE. The arguments are the 

two place-holders in the argument structure (30b) , and 

these are, here, case-marked ABS and ERG. The aux form 

dute is conceived as the syntactic entity which satisfies 

the argument-structure of the ACE egin. Its morphological 

make-up shows that it includes two-case morphemes (under

stood as a meaning plus form pairing), namely ABS and ERG. 

The alignment procedure in (30) maps/fixes ABS and ERG 

onto/in the argument-structure (30b). 

On the periphery of the core-elements in (29), 

i.e., the ACE and aux form, two case-marked constituents 
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can appear. At the moment, it is unimportant to my dis

cussion whether 'gizonak '(the) men' and honba 'the/a bomb' 

occur to the left ot to the right of the ACE and aux form: 

(31) Gizonak 
man:the/a: 
p1:ERG 

bonba 
bomb: the/a: 
sg:ABS 

egin 
make: 
PERF 

dute. 
aux 
(non-past) 

'(The) men have made the/a bomb.' 

The grammar includes a syntactic checking device which 

links the case-marked expressions to some syntactic entity. 

110re specifically, a checking device of right subscript 

associates the constituents with some morphemes of the aux 

form on the basis of case-matching. I illustrate this 

syntactic procedure in (32) below (in the gloss, I consider 

the information useful to the present discussion): 

(32) Gizonak bonba egin d - u teo 
x y /\ r -I 

: ERG :ABS [[ABS non- 2 arg ] ERG] 3d Y past (ABS, ERG) 3d x 
sg indicative p1 

Finally, it is worth stressing that the checking device 

applies independently of the order in which the case-marked 

constituents gizonak and bonba appear. 

Let us go back to sentences of the same kind as 

(29) above. The position of the ACE and aux form in rela

tion to each other is determined by the grammar. There 

are only two logical possibilities of distribution: 

(33) a. aux form is to the right of the ACE (see(29». 

b. aux form is to the left of the ACE. 
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In the latter situation, we have two ways of characterizing 

the sentences. The position of the aux form together with 

its morphological properties characterize the sentence 

either as a negative statement, or as a negative yes/no 

interrogative, as illustrated below: 

(34) a. 

b. 

Eztute 
NEG:aux(non-past) 

eg~n. 
rna e:PERF 

'They haven't made it.' 

Eztute 
NEG:aux(non-past) 

. ?l 
egkn. 
rna e:PERF 

'Haven't they made it?' 

c. *E~n 
ma e:PERF 

eztute. 
NEG:aux(non-past) 

d. *Eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

eztute? 
NEG:aux(non-past) 

This constraint on surface order of aux form relative to 

the ACE can be captured by means of a "filter" which will 

characterize as ungrammatical a sentence in which the aux 

form is to the right of the ACE: 

(35) NEG-filter 

*[ACE NEG:aux form] 

The addition of a filter as a constraint which marks a sen-

tence as ungrammatical does not complicate the description. 

A similar type of filter can be used for non-negative 

sentences. Thus, consider (36) below: 

1. The intonation contour of an interrogative sen
tence is different from that of a non-interrogative one. 



(36) *Dute 
aux(non-past) 
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eg~n. 
ma e:PERF 

The constraint on surface order that filters (36) as ungram

matical is as follows: 

(37) POS-filter 

*[aux form ACE] 

There may be other mechanisms to handle the distribution 

just described, but (35) and (37) adequately capture the 

facts. 

Finally, I would like to note, in passing, that 

a sentence like (29) above is a typical case in which the 

arguments ERG and ABS are understood as definite. The 

exclusion of case-marked constituents as obligatory parts 

of sentential case-structure is motivated by my belief in 

speaker/hearer's abilities to make inferences beyond what 

sentence (29) contains. That is to say, 'they' and 'it' 

are indexicals, or contextually bound-elements, be it by 

having been mentioned in a previous sentence, or implied 

by a broader context of discourse (Bach and Harnish 1979). 

Thus, a sentence which is just made-up of an ACE and an aux 

form capture the significant intuition--so to speak--that 

case-marked constituents, when they overtly occur in a 

sentence, fulfill a function other than that of functioning 

as the syntactic arguments satisfying the argument-structure 

of the ACE. 
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The line of syntactic development presented in this 

subsection can be drawn to a simple conclusion. First, the 

aux form satisfies the argument-structure of the ACE. 

Second, case-marked constituents--if any--are linked to the 

aux form on the basis of case-matching. Third, two filters 

account for the surface order of the ACE and the aux form 

relative to each other (these filters will be recast in 

more appropriate terms as I proceed in this chapter). 

In the following subsections, I investigate the 

important question of the order of case-marked constituents 

and focus. First, I consider positive sentences; then, with 

this discussion as background, I analyze negative sentences. 

7.3.2.2. Positive Sentences. ACEs in Basque can 

range over different numbers of arguments, for they can 

function as one-place, two-place, or three-place ACEs. 

By "transitivity", the number of possible overt case-marked 

constituents that end up being considered with the aux form 

can be one, two, or three. To give some structure to my 

discussion, I would like to consider the various logical 

possibilities of surface case-marked constituent order. 

In determining these possibilities, we must take into 

account (37) above. This filter defines as ungrammatical 

a sentence in which a positive aux form is to the left of 

the ACE. Hence, in (38-43) below, the aux form is always 

confined to the right of the ACE. To ease the exposition, 
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I also use the variables X, Y, and Z. As we shall see, 

beyond a rather quickly attained point, it becomes evident 

that constituent order possibilities are enormous; hopefully 

enough, not every order is grammatical. 

First, with one-place ACEs, there are only three 

possibilities, as shown in (38) below: 

(38) 1. X ACE aux 

2. *ACE X aux 

3. ACE aux X 

Second, with two-place ACEs, there exist twelve possibili

ties, listed in (39) below: 

(39) 1. X Y ACE aux 

2. y 

3. *ACE 

4. *ACE 

5. ACE 

6. ACE 

7. * X 

8. * Y 

9. *ACE 

10. -/<"ACE 

11. X 

12. Y 

X 

X 

Y 

aux 

aux 

ACE 

ACE 

X 

Y 

ACE 

ACE 

ACE aux 

Y 

X 

X 

Y 

Y 

X 

aux 

aux 

aux 

aux 

aux 

aux 

y 

X 

aux 

aux 

y 

X 

Y 

X 

Finally, with three-place ACEs, the number of possible 

constituent orders is even far greater than in (38-39) above: 
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there are sixty possibilities, as 'given in (40) below: 

(40) l. X Y Z ACE aux 

2 .. X Z Y ACE aux 

3. Y X Z ACE aux 

4. y Z X ACE aux 

5. Z Y X ACE aux 

6. Z X Y ACE aux 

7. i(ACE X Y Z aux 

8. ~'(ACE X Z Y aux 

9. *ACE Y X Z aux 

10. *ACE Y Z X aux 

il. *ACE Z Y X aux 

12. *ACE Z X Y aux 

13. ACE aux X Y Z 

14. ACE aux X Z Y 

15. ACE aux Y X Z 

16. ACE aux Y Z X 

17. ACE aux Z X Y 

18. ACE aux Z Y X 

19. ~'( X Y ACE Z aux 

20. * Y X ACE Z aux 

2l. * X Z ACE Y aux 

22. i( Z X ACE Y aux 

23. ~'( Y Z ACE X aux 

24. i. Z Y ACE X aux 
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25. X Y ACE aux Z 

26. Y X ACE aux Z 

27. X Z ACE aux Y 

28. Z X ACE aux Y 

29. Y Z ACE aux X 

30. Z Y ACE aux X 

3l. * X ACE Y Z aux 

32. * X ACE Z Y aux 

33. ok y ACE X Z aux 

34. * Y ACE Z X aux 

35. ~'( Z ACE X Y aux 

36. ~'( Z ACE Y X aux 

37. X ACE aux Y Z 

38. X ACE aux Z Y 

39. Y ACE aux X Z 

40. Y ACE aux Z X 

4l. Z ACE aux X Y 

42. Z ACE aux Y X 

43. -;'( X ACE Y aux Z 

44. ok X ACE Z aux Y 

45. ~'( Y ACE X aux Z 

46. * Y ACE Z aux X 

47. * Z ACE X aux Y 

48. ok Z ACE Y aux X 
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49. -1: ACE X Y aux Z 

50. * ACE X Z aux Y 

51. * ACE Y X aux Z 

52. -1: ACE y Z aux X 

53. * ACE Z X aux Y 

54. -1( ACE Z Y aux X 

55. * ACE X aux Y Z 

56. * ACE X aux Z Y 

57. ~'( ACE Y aux X Z 

58. * ACE Y aux Z X 

59. -1: ACE Z aux X Y 

60. * ACE Z aux Y X 

Consideration of the logical possibilities is not 

over, yet. For the sake of completeness, we should also 

consider the possibilities when some constituent does not 

appear in the sentence, while others do. Remember that each 

of the various case-marked constituents may, but need not 

always, be syntactically overt. 

Whenever the ACE is a one-place one, only one 

constituent could normally be overt, and coindexed with 

a case-morpheme of the aux form. It also means that only 

this constituent may not be overt. Notice that (41) below 

then resembles (29) above: 

(41) ACE aux 



In the case of a two-place ACE, either one case-marked 

constituent is not overt, or both. Again, notice that 

(47.5) resembles (29) above. The possible constituent 

ord.ers are listed below: 

(42) 1. X ACE aux 

2. Y ACE aux 

3. *ACE 

4. ')'(ACE 

5. ACE 

6. ACE 

7. ACE 

X aux 

Y aux 

aux X 

aux Y 

aux 

Finally, with three-place ACEs, there are three cases; 

that is, either one constituent is not overt, or two, or 

all of them, as in (43) below: 

(43) 1. X Y ACE aux 

2. X Z ACE aux 

3. Y 

4. Y 

5. Z 

6. Z 

7. *ACE 

8. '/(ACE 

9. 7(ACE 

10. 7"ACE 

11. ')'\'ACE 

X 

Z 

X 

Y 

X 

X 

Y 

Y 

Z 

ACE aux 

ACE aux 

ACE aux 

ACE aux 

Y aux 

Z aux 

X aux 

Z aux 

X aux 
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12. "'(ACE Z X aux 

13. ACE aux X Y 

14. ACE aux X Z 

15. ACE aux Y X 

16. ACE aux Y Z 

17. ACE aux Z X 

18. ACE aux Z Y 

19. "I: X ACE Y aux 

20. * X ACE Z aux 

21. * Y ACE X aux 

22. * Y ACE Z aux 

23. "Ie Z ACE X aux 

24. "Ie Z ACE Y aux 

25. *ACE X aux Y 

26. *ACE X aux Z 

27. 7eACE y aux X 

28. 7eACE y aux Z 

29. .. 'eACE Z aux X 

30. "'(ACE Z aux Y 

31. X ACE aux Y 

32. X ACE aux Z 

33. Y ACE aux X 

34. Y ACE aux Z 

35. Z ACE aux X 

36. Z ACE aux Y 
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37. X ACE aux 

38. Y ACE aux 

39. Z ACE aux 

40. *ACE X aux 

41. ~~ACE Y aux 

42. *ACE Z aux 

43. ACE aux X 

44. ACE aux Y 

45. ACE aux Z 

46. ACE aux 

A cursory look at the schemata in (38-43) shov7s that J in the 

grammatical schemata, X, Y, and Z are always distributed 

around the ACE and the.aux form. In other words, none of 

these variables can occur in between the ACE and the aux 

form. 

Filter (37) above was relevant to the determination 

of the constituent order; it is a constraint which filters 

as ungrammatical a sentence with a positive aux to the left 

of the ACE «37) is repeated here as (44)): 

(44) POS-filter 

')~[aux form ACE] 

In other words, the aux form must be to the right of the 

ACE. Now, the issue of the exact position of the aux form 

with respect to the ACE can only be determined when there 

are overt case-marked constituents, for if there are none, 
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the aux is necessarily right-adjacent to the ACE (see (29) 

above). The ungrammatical schemata in (38-43) provide an 

answer:. the aux form must be to the immediate right of the 

ACE. In this case too, the grammar can incorporate a filter 

which imposes a constraint on the surface ordering of the 

aux relative to the ACE, as shown below: 

(45) Right'-adjacency-filter 

*[ACE X aux form], where X + 0 

While (44) accounts for the ungrammaticality of the various 

sentences given in (46) below, (45) accounts for that of 

the examples given in (47)(1 consider only a few possible 

constituent orders): 

(46) a. *Mikelek zuen 
Michael: aux 
ERG (past) 

bonba 
bomb: the/ a-: 
sg:ABS 

b. *Zuen Mikelek bonba egin. 

c. *Mikelek bonba zuen egin. 

(47) a. *Mikelek egin bonba zuen. 

b. *Egin Nikelek bonba zuen. 

. 2 
egkn. 
ma e:PERF 

Thus far, I have discussed surface constituent 

orders which are ungrammatical. Now, a question we might 

raise is whether each of the grammatical constituent orders 

in (38-43) is equally grammatical. Hy answer to this 

question is yes. Nevertheless, it should go without saying 

2. Were the sentence good, its translation would 
be: 'Michael made the/a bomb'. 
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that some constituent orders are more preferred than others. 

For instance, a constituent order like (40.13) is much less 

preferred than one like (40.25) or (40.37). But, to the 

extent that I take this issue of word order preference not 

to be stricly speaking syntactic, I consider (40.13) as 

good syntactically as (40.25) or (40.37). 

Schemata are useful in the determination of the 

logically possible word order, but they keep the discussion 

about the language somehow too abstract. What I would like 

to do now is to establish whether any sentential position 

can be further characterized. To ease the exposition of 

the issue, I need now real language material. 

Let us reconsider the two sentences below, whose 

schemata could be (42.1) and (42.2), respectively: 

(48) 

(49) 

a. Bonba 
bomb: the/a: 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

zuen. 
aux 

sg:ABS 

'It is the/a bomb that he made.' 

b. Egin zuen bonba. 

'He made the/a bomb. ' 

a. Mikelek 
Michael: ERG 

eg~n 
rna e:PERF 

zuen. 
aux 

'It is Michael who made it.' 

b. Egin zuen Mikelek. 

'Michael made it. ' 

Bonba in (48a) and Mikelek in (49a) are interpreted as 

focused, whereas they are not in (48b) and (49b). In order 
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to account for the fact that the structural position in 

front of the ACE is associated with focus, I propose (50): 

(50) Focus Assignment Rule (first approximation) 

The syntactic material associated with pre-ACE 
position is to be interpreted as the focus of 
the sentence. 

As stated, (50) answers the crucial question of what aspect 

of structure correlates with choice of focus. 

The structural unit formed by the ACE and the cons

tituent to its left will be called the extended-ACE. It is 

worth stressing again that the primary syntactic property 

of the ACE is that of controlling the arguments. However, 

the ACE is important from a different perspective as well. 

That is, it is pivotal in. determining focus, for focus can 

only be defined in relation to the ACE. That this construct 

is not totally ad hoc is discussed now. 

First, sentence adverbials can appear anywhere in a 

sentence but immediately to the left of the ACE, as illus

trated in (51) below: 

(51) a. ({ Behi~tzat}) Hikelek({behi~tzat})Internazio-Nosk1 nosk1 
at least/ Hichael: Internatio-
of course ERG nal:the/a: 

nala 
sg:ABS 

kantatu 
sing:PERF 

zuen 
aux 

({behintzat}) . 
nosk1 

'(At least/of course) Hichael (at least/of 
course) san? the International (at least/ 
of course). 
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b. *Mikelek 
Mtchael: 

Internazionala {behintzat}kantatu 
International: noski sing:PERF 
the/a:sg:ABS at least/ 

of course 
ERG 

zuen. 
aux 

Sentence adverbials can never bear focus, and in (5lb) , 

both behintz'at r at least rand noski r of course' are 

automatically analyzed as focused, which induces an incom

patibility. This fact is evidence that the position 

immediately to the left of the ACE is obligatorily associa-

ted with focus. We can now draw a simple conclusion: 

whatever the number of case-marked constituents to the left 

of the ACE, the constituent most immediately left contiguous 

to the ACE is syntactically marked focused. Second, the 

extended-ACE is not merely a structural unit which subsumes 

the ACE and the focused constituent, it is also a phonolo

gical unit. Thus, consider the following sentences in (52) 

below (the comma stands for a pause): 

(52) a. 

b. 

c. 

Zer 
what:ABS 

egt,n 
ma.e:PERF 

zuen. 
aux 

'What did he make?' 

'il-Bonba, 
bomb:the/a:sg:ABS 

Bonba 
bomb:the/a:sg:ABS 

egfun 
rna e:PERF 

egfun 
rna e:PERF 

zuen. 
aux 

zuen. 
aux 

'It is the/a bomb that he made. ' 



The obligatory absence of pause between the left-adjacent 

constituent and the ACE is a further identifying property 

of the extended-ACE. 
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The discussion has mainly revolved around sentences 

which count one case-marked constituent. However, the 

conclusions we have drawn apply in cases of more than one 

case-marked constituents. The location of focus is as pre

dictable as before, and it cannot be altered. In other 

words, Mikelek in (53b) cannot be interpreted as focused: 

(53) a. Eta 8fro zer egfun zuen? 
and a ter what:ABS rna e:PERF aux 

'And after, what did he do? ' 

b. Mikelek Eolizia hil zuen. 
Michael: policeman: lUI1:PERF aux 
ERG the/a:sg:ABS 

'Michael killed theta policeman. ' 
*'It is Michael who killed theta policeman. ' 

Schema (54) below represents the syntactic situation of 

positive sentences together with some syntactic principles 

discussed in Chapter 6: 

(54) 

I 
X 

right subscript co-indexing 

.'------------,t + + I 
X ACE aux form X 

c =r- I extended- (argument-
ACE structure) 

(subsumes ACE t 
+ syntactically- ~------~ 
marked focused 
position) 

satisfies it 
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7.3.2.3. Negative Sentences. Let us consider now 

negative sentences. Before we can discuss whether there are 

any constraints on constituent order, we must inquire into 

the order of the aux with respect to the ACE. We already 

know that aux cannot be to the right of the ACE, as shown 

by the ungrammaticality of the following sentence: 

(55) iC'Mike1ek 
Michael:ERG 

hitzegin 
talk: PERF 

etzuen. 
NEG:aux 

Earlier, we postulated the existence of a (surface) cons-

traint which rules out, as ungrammatical, a sentence like 

(55) above. (35) is repeated here as (56): 

(56) NEG-filter 

*[ ACE NEG:aux form] 

The discussion on word order in negative sentences must 

take (56) into account. The various word order possibili

ties will be determined with aux to the left of the ACE. 

Moreover, the strategy will be similar to that taken in 

subsection 7.3.2.2 in the investigation of positive senten

ces. I consider the various logical possibilities with 

one-place, two-p1ace~ and three-place ACEs. 

(57) One-place ACEs 

1. 
2. 
3. 

X 
aux 
aux 

aux 
X 

ACE 

ACE 
ACE 

X 



(58) Two·-nlace ACEs 

1. X Y 
2. Y X 
3. aux X 
4. aux Y 
5. aux ACE 
6. aux ACE 

aux ACE 
aux ACE 
Y ACE 
X ACE 
X Y 
Y X 

(59) Three-place ACEs 

1. XYZ aux ACE 
2. XZY aux ACE 
3. YXZ aux ACE 
4. YZX aux ACE 
5. ZXY aux ACE 
6. ZYX aux ACE 

13. aux ACE XYZ 
14. aux ACE XZY 
15. aux ACE YXZ 
16. aux ACE YZX 
17. aux ACE ZXY 
18. aux ACE ZYX 

25. X aux YZ ACE 
26. X aux ZY ACE 
27. Y aux XZ ACE 
28. Y aux ZX ACE 
29. Z aux XY ACE 
30. Z aux YZ ACE 

37. XY aux Z ACE 
38. XZ aux Y ACE 
39. YX aux Z ACE 
40. YZ aux X ACE 
41. ZX aux Y ACE 
42. ZY aux Z ACE 

49. aux X ACE YZ 
50. aux X ACE ZY 
51. aux Y ACE XZ 
52. aux Y ACE ZX 
53. aux Z ACE XY 
54. aux Z ACE YX 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

X aux Y ACE 
Y aux X ACE 

aux X ACE Y 
aux Y ACE X 
aux ACE X Y 
aux ACE Y X 

7. aux XYZ ACE 
8. aux XZY ACE 
9. aux YXZ ACE 

10. aux YZX ACE 
11. aux ZXY ACE 
12. aux ZYX ACE 

19. XY aux Z ACE 
20. XZ aux Y ACE 
21. YX aux Z ACE 
22. YZ aux X ACE 
23. ZX aux Y ACE 
24. ZY aux X ACE 

31. aux XY ACE Z 
32. aux XZ ACE Y 
33. aux YX ACE Z 
34. aux YZ ACE X 
35. aux ZX ACE Y 
36. aux ZY ACE X 

43. X aux ACE YZ 
44. X aux ACE ZY 
45. Y aux ACE XZ 
46. Y aux ACE ZX 
47. Z aux ACE XY 
48. Z aux ACE YX 

55. X aux Y ACE Z 
56. X aux Z ACE Y 
57. Y aux X ACE Z 
58. Y aux Z ACE X 
59. Z aux X ACE Y 
60. Z aux Y ACE X 
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The following schemata show the possibilities when 

some constituent does not appear. The number of possibili

ties depends on the ACE argument-type: 

(60) One-place ACEs 

aux ACE 

(60) is a situation wherein the only constituent that could 

be syntactically overt is not. 

(61) Two-place ACEs 

1. X aux ACE 
2. aux X ACE 
3. aux ACE X 
4. Y aux ACE 

(62) Three-place ACEs 

1. XY aux ACE 
2. YZ aux ACE 
3. YX aux ACE 
4. ZY aux ACE 
5. ZX aux ACE 
6. XZ aux ACE 

13. aux ACE XY 
14. aux ACE XZ 
15. aux ACE YX 
16. aux ACE YZ 
17. aux ACE ZX 
18. aux ACE ZY 

25. X aux ACE Y 
26. X aux ACE Z 
27. Y aux ACE X 
28. Y aux ACE Z 
29. Z aux ACE X 
30. Z aux ACE Y 

37. X aux ACE 
38. Y aux ACE 
39. Z aux ACE 
40. aux X ACE 
41. aux Y ACE 
42. aux Z ACE 

5. aux Y ACE 
6. aux ACE Y 
7. aux ACE 

7. aux XY ACE 
8. aux XZ ACE 
9. aux YX ACE 

10. aux YZ ACE 
11. aux ZX ACE 
12. aux ZY ACE 

19. X aux Y ACE 
20. X aux Z ACE 
21. Y aux X ACE 
22. Y aux Z ACE 
23. Z aux X ACE 
24. Z aux Y ACE 

31. aux X ACE Y 
32. aux X ACE Z 
33. aux Y ACE X 
34. aux Y ACE Z 
35. aux Z ACE X 
36. aux Z ACE Y 

43. aux ACE X 
44. aux ACE Y 
45. aux ACE Z 
46. aux ACE 
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Once again, I must repeat here that some of the possible 

constituent orders are more preferred than orders. But, 

to the effect that this question of preference is not 

strictly syntactic, I shall ignore it. Before I turn to 

an examination of focus in negative sentences, I would 

like to mention in passing thta schemata in which the 

negative aux form is separated from the ACE by some consti

tuent, and in which the ACE itself is not in sentential 

final position are not syntactically ungrammatical as the 

majority of authors claim they are (see (59.31-36) and 

(59 .. 49-60». The only reason why this constituent order 

is so seldom acknowledged as grammatical is that the 

majority of authors wish to maintain that Basque is a verb

final language. Thus, consider a few examples of such a 

word order: 

(63) 

(64) 

Erderak 
Spanish: the: 
sg:ERG 

eta euskarak 
and Basque: the: 

sg:ERG 

ez dituzte modu 
not aux man

(non- ner 
past) 

berean 
same: the: 
sg:LOC 

ordenatzen 
order: IMP 

hitzak. 
word:the/a:pl:ABS 

'Spanish and Basque do not order (the) words in 
the same manner. ' 

Ez ditut 
not aux 

(non
past) 

inoiz zuritu al izango patatak. 
never clean aole be:FUT potato:the/a: 

pl:ABS 

'I will never be able to clean potatoes. I 

(I found sentence (63) in Salaburu's (1981) prose, and 
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sentence (64) in Ofiatibia's (1978) dialogues. Sentence (65) 

below was produced by an educated speaker while describing 

some properties of Basque syntax: 

(65) Kalifikatiboa 
quali£~cative: 
the/a:sg:ABS 

izenari. 

etzaio beti 
NEG:aux always 

(non-past) 

noun: the/a: sg:DAT 

zuzenki 
directly 

lotzen 
tie: 
IMP 

'The (adjective) qualificative is not always tied 
to the/a noun. ' 

Let us consider now the issue of focus. An obvious question 

arises: to the effect that the negative aux form must be 

to the left of the ACE (see (56) above), what is the exact 

position of the aux form with respect to the ACE and the 

syntactically marked focus position? Thus, consider the 

following sentences: 3 

(66) a. Ez zuen 
not aux 

(past) 

bonba 
bomb:the: 
sg:ABS 

egfun. 
ma e:PERF 

'It is not the bomb that he made. ' 

3. I shall ignore here the issue of the particle
case -ik, which occurs in negative sentences when the inter
pretation of the non-ERG and non-DAT case-marked constituent 
is indefinite, as shown below (PART stands for partitive): 

(i) Ez dut bgia. 
not aux read: the: 

sg:ABS 
'I do not have the 
bread. ' 

(ii) Ez' dut 
not aux 

ogirik. 
bread: PART 

II do not have (any) 
bread. I 

In the discussion, I just consider definite forms, i.e., 
some particular object being referred to, as in (i) above. 



b. 

c. 

Ez zueneO'in 
not aux m~ke: 

(past) PERF' 

bonba. 
bomb:the: 
sg:ABS 

'He did not make the bomb. ' 

B'onba 
bomb:the: 
sg:ABS 

ezzuen 
not aux 

(past) 

egtn. 
rna ejPERF 

'He did not make the bomb.' 
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We observe that when the constituent to the left of the ACE 

is not the negative aux form, then the negation bears on 

the constituent before the ACE; that is, the constituent 

which occurs in the syntactically marked focus position. 

On the other hand, when the negative aux form itself is to 

the immediate left of the ACE, then it is the assertion of 

making th~ bomb which is being negated. 

But let us expand the data to test whether this 

characterization of negation together with focus is accurate. 

Consider the following sentences, which include an additio

nal overt constituent case-marked ERG: 

(67) a. Mike1ek 
Michael: 
ERG 

ez zuen bonba 
NEG aux bomb:the: 

sg:ABS 

egtn. 
rna e:PERF 

'It is not the bomb that Michael made. ' 

b. Ez zuen bonba egin Mike1ek. 

c. Bonba ez zuen Mike1ek egin. 

'It is not l1ichae1 who made the bomb. ' 

d. Ez zuen Mike1ek egin bonba. 
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(68) a. Mikelek bonba ez zuen eg~n. 
Michael: bomb:the: NEG aux ma e:PERF 
ERG sg:ABS 

'Michael did not make the bomb. 
, 

b. B'onha' Mike'lek e'z 'zuen egin. 

c. ' Mikel'ek ez'zuen e'gin bonba. 

d. Bonbaez zuen 'egin Mikelek. 

e. E'z zuen egin' Mikelek bonba. 

f. Ez zuen' egin bonba. Mikelek. 

(69) a. Ez zuen Mikelek honba egin. 

'Michael did not make the bomb. I 

b. Ez 'zuen honha Mikelek egin. 

On the basis of the evidence provided by the sentences in 

(69) as opposed to those in (67) and (68), the generali

zation drawn earlier with respect to sentences (66) must 

be reconsidered--at best recast--in different terms. 

In negative sentences, the constituent which is located in 

the syntactically marked focus positiotl, and which falls 

under the scope of the negation, is interpreted as the 

focus. We can now propose the following Focus Assignment 

Rule: 

(70) Focus Assignment Rule: 

(i) In positive sentences, the syntactic material 
immediately to the left of the ACE is inter
preted as focused; 

(ii) in negative sentences, the syntactic material 
immediately to the left of the ACE and 
immediately to the right of the negation is 
interpreted as focused. 
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7.3'.2.4. Gonclusion. By way of conclusion, I would 

like to consider the question of whether, beyond having 

a few constraints on the order of overt constituents (see 

(35), (37), and (45) above) and a Focus Assignment Rule 

(see (70) above), anything really more insightful need be 

said. As the discussion in this section shows, it is sen-

sible to recognize (i) that the grammar must contain some 

rules which account for the order of constituents relative 

to one another--crucially the position of aux with respect 

to the ACE, and (ii) that there is a position with respect 

to the ACE which is necessarily associated with focus. 

Notice that, in connection with the issue of focus, the 

analysis remains totally independent from any consideration 

of the so-called preceding context of utterance. In other 

words, for a syntactic analysis, it is unimportant whet~er 

(7lb) is an appropriate answer to (7la), whereas (7lc) is 

not: 

(71) a. 

b. 

Zer 
what: 
ABS 

ematen 
give: 
IMP 

dituzte 
aux(non-past) 

guardiak? 
policeman: the/a: 
pl : ERG 

'~..fuat do (the) policemen give?' 

Kolpeak 
blow: the/a: 
pl:ABS 

ematen 
give: 
IMP 

dituzte 
aux 
(non-
past) 

guardiak. 
policeman: the/a: 
pl:ERG 

'(The) policemen give (the) blows.' 
+focus 



c. Guardi-ak ematen dituzte kolpeak. 

'(the) policemen give -(the) blows.' 
+focus 

Sentence (7lc) is as good as (7lb) and, syntactically, 
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both are grammatical. Thus, any account that would treat 

focus strictly by relating a sentence to some previous 

context--and judge (7lc) as inappropriate--misses somehow 

the very phenomenon that such an analysis tries to explain, 

i.e., it seems that it is rather--and quite surprisingly-

the sentence itself which creates its own preceding context. 

So, the good sentence (7lc) would be an appropriate answer 

to question (72) below, just as (7lb) is to (7la) above: 

(72) Nork 
who: 
ERG 

ematen 
give: 
-IMP 

ditu 
aux 
(non
past) 

kolpeak? 
hlow:the/a: 
pl:ABS 

'Who gives (the) blows?' 

What the analysis suggests then is that there is an obliga

tory focus-position, and that if there is an overt 

constituent in that position, then it is focused. As we 

can see, there is no need =or assigning any special 

semantico-pragmatic feature to a target overt constituent 

which is intended as focus. 

Finally, the syntactic analysis I have proposed 

considers that overt case-marked constituents are not the 

syntactic entities that satisfy the ACE-argument-structure. 

This hypothesis forces me into taking the general 
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morphological configuration of the aux together, in some 

situations, with some obligatorily overt constituent whose 

case is incompatible with the case-morphology of aux's as 

the syntactic entities that satisfy the ACE-argument

structure. The important question that some further 

analysis should investigate would have to do with the 

reasons why overt constituents--which are not arguments-

occur at all. A line of investigation which comes 

immediately to mind is one in which discourse categories 

such as theme, topic, comment, and focus account better in 

the long term for phenomena of overt constituent, and, 

more importantly, of constituent order. 

This research hardly represents a complete formu

lation of the syntax and morphology of the Guipuzkoan 

dialect of Basque; yet, work has progressed far enough 

that the outline of a theory is made clear. Moreover, 

the solutions to the problems addressed in this disser

tation do suggest that the morpho syntactic approach 

advocated here is viable. 



naiz 
haiz 
da 
gera 
zera 
dira 
zerate 
nintzan 
hintzan 
zan 

ginan 
zinan 
zinaten 
ziran 
nintzake 
hintzake 
litzake 
ginake 
zinake 
zinateke 

lirake 
banintz 
bahintz 
balitz 
bag ina 
bazina 
bazinate 
balira 
nadin 
hadin 

dadin 
gaitezen 
zaitezen 
zaitezten 
ditezen 
albanadi 
albahadi 

APPENDIX A 

A NON-EXHAUSTIVE AND PARTIALLY ORDERED 
LIST OF AUXILIARY FORMS 

albazaitezte gaitezke 
albaditez zaitezke 
nendin zaitezkete 
hendin ditezke 
zedin zindatekeen 
gindezen hatzait 
zindezen zait 
zindezten zatzaizkit 
zitezen zatzaizkidate 
nindeke zaizkit 

hindeke natzaik 
liteke natzain 
gindezke zaik 
zindezke zain 
zindezkete gatzaizkik 
litezke gatzaizkin 
albanendi zaizkik 
albahendi zaizkin 
albaledi natzaio 
albagindez hatzaio 

albazindez zaio 
albazindezte gatzaizkio 
albalitez zatzaizkio 
bedi zatzaizkiote 
biz zaizkio 
gaiten hatzaigu 
gaitezen zaigu 
zaite zatzaizkigu 
zaitez zatzaizkigute 
zaitezte zaizkigu 

bitez natzaizu 
niteke zaizu 
hiteke gatzaizkizu 
.diteke zaizkizu 
nintzatekeen natzaizue 
hintzatekeen zaizue 
zatekeen gatzaizkizue 
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zaie zitzaien bahintzaie 
gatzaizkie gintzaizkien balitzaie 
zatzaizkie zintzaizkien bagintzaizkie 
zatzaizkiete zintzaizkieten bazintzaizkie 
zaizkie zitzaizkien bazintzaizkiete 
hintzaidan bahintzait balizaizkie 
zitzaidan balitzait hintzaidake 
zintzaizkidan bahintzaigu litzaidake 
zintzaizkidaten balitzaigu zintzaizkidake 
zitzaizkidan bazintzaizkit zintzaizkidakete 

nintzaian bazintzaizkidate litzaizkidake 
nintzainan balitzaizkit nintzaiake 
zitzaian banintzaik nintzainake 
zitzainan banintzain litzaiake 
gintzaizkian balitzaik litzainake 
gintzaizkinan balitzain gintzaizkiake 
zitzaizkian bagintzaizkik gintzaizkinake 
zitzaizkinan bagintzaizkin litzaizkiake 
nintzaion balitzaizkik litzaizkinake 
hintzaion balitzaizkin nintzaioke 

zitzaion banintzaio hintzaioke 
gintzaizkion bahintzaio litzaioke 
zintzaizkion balitzaio gintzaizkioke 
zintzaizkioten bagintzaizkio zintzaizkioke 
zitzaizkion bazintzaizkio zintzaizkiokete 
hintzaigun bazintzaizkiote litzaizkioke 
zitzaigun balitzaizkio hintzaiguke 
zintzaizkigun bazintzaizkigu litzaiguke 
zintzaizkiguten bazintzaizkigute zintzaizkiguke 
zitzaizkigun zintzaizkigukete 

nintzaizun balitzaizkigu litzaizkiguke 
zitzaizun banintzaizu nintzaizuke 
gintzaizkizun balitzaizu litzaizuke 
zitzaizkizun bagintzaizkizu gintzaizkizuke 
nintzaizuen balitzaizkizu litzaizkizuke 
zitzaizuen banintzaizue nintzaizueke 
gintzaizkizuen balitzaizue litzaizueke 
zitzaizkizuen bagintzaizkizue gintzaizkizueke 
nintzaien balitzaizkizue litzaizkizueke 
hintzaien banintzaie nintzaieke 
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hintzaieke hakieke henkieke 
litzaieke dakieke lekieke 
gintzaizkieke gakizkieke genkizkieke 
zintzaizkieke zakizkieke zenkizkieke 
zintzaizkiekete zakizkiekete zenkizkiekete 
litzaizkieke dakizkieke lekizkieke 
hakidake henkidake henkidakeen 
dakidake lekidake zekidakeen 
zakizkidake zenkizkidake zenkizkidakeen 
zakizkidakete zenkizkidakete zenkizkidaketen 

dakizkidake lekizkidake zekizkidakeen 
nakiake nenkiake nenkiakeen 
nakinake nenkinake nenkinakeen 
dakiake lekiake zekiakeen 
dakinake lekinake zekinakeen 
gakizkiake genkizkiake genkizkiakeen 
gakizkinake genkizkinalce genkizkinakeen 
dakizkiake lekizkiake zekizkiakeen 
dakizkinake lekizkinake zekizkinakeen 
nakioke nenkioke nenkiokeen 

hakioke henkioke henkiokeen 
dakioke lekioke zekiokeen 
gakizkioke genkizkioke genkizkiokeen 
zakizkioke zenkizkioke zenkizkiokeen 
zakizkiokete zenkizkiokete zenkizkioketen 
dakizkioke lekizkioke zekizkiokeen 
hakiguke henkiguke henkigukeen 
dakiguke lekiguke zekigukeen 
zakizkiguke zenkizkiguke zenkizkigukeen 
zakizkigukete zenkizkigukete zenkizkiguketen 

dakizkiguke lekizkiguke zekizkigukeen 
nakizuke nenkizuke nenkizukeen 
dakizuke lekizuke zekizukeen 
gakizkizuke genkizkizuke genkizkizukeen 
dakizkizuke lekizkizuke zekizkizukeen 
nakizueke nenkizueke nenkizuekeen 
dakizueke lekizueke zekizuekeen 
gakizkizueke genkizkizueke genkizkizuekeen 
dakizkizueke lekizkizueke zekizkizuekeen 
nakieke nenkieke nenkiekeen 
albadadi gindatekeen zaizkizue 
albagaitez zindatekeen natzaie 
albazaitez ziratekeen hatzaie 
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henkiekeen hakien henkien 
zekiekeen dakien zekien 
genkizkiekeen gakizkien genkizkien 
zenkizkiekeen zakizkien zenkizkien 
zenkizkieketen zakizkieten zenkizkieten 
zekizkiekeen dakizkien zekizkien 
hakidan henkidan hakit 
dakidan zakidan bekit 
zakizkidan zenkizkidan zakizkit 
zakizkidaten zenkizkidaten zakizkidate 

zakizkidan zekizkidan bekizkit 
nakian nenkian nakia 
nakinan nenkinan nakina 
dakian zekian bekik 
dakinan zekinan bekin 
gakizkian genkizkian gakizkia 
gakizkinan genkizkinan gakizkina 
dakizkian zekizkian bekizkik 
dakizkinan zekizkinan bekizkin 
nakion nenkion nakio 

hakion henkion hakio 
dakion zekion bekio 
gakizkion genkizkion gakizkio 
zakizkion zenkizkion zakizkio 
zakizkioten zenkizkioten zakizkiote 
dakizkion zekizkion bekizkio 
hakigun nenkizun hakigu 
dakigun zekizun bekigu 
zakizkigun genkizkizun zakizkigu 
zakizkiguten zekizkizun zakizkigute 

dakizkigun henkigun bekizkigu 
nakizun zekigun nakizu 
dakizun zenkizkigun bekizu 
gakizkizun zenkizkiguten gakizkizu 
dakizkizun zekizkigun bekizkizu 
nakizuen nenkizuen nakizue 
dakizuen zekizuen bekizue 
gakizkizuen genkizkizuen gakizkizue 
dakizkizuen zekizkizuen bekizkizue 
nakien nenkien nakie 
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hakie ditun genituen 
bekie ditu zenituen 
gakizkie ditugu zenituzten 
zakizkie dituzu zituzten 
zakizkiete dituzue baninduk 
bekizkie dituzte banindun 
nauk ninduan banindu 
naun nindunan baninduzu 
nau ninduen baninduzue 
nauzu ninduzun banindute 

nauzue ninduzuen bahindut 
naute ninduten bahindu 
haut hindudan bahindugu 
hau hinduen bahindute 
haugu hindugun banu 
haute hinduten bahu 
dut nuen balu 
duk huen bagenu 
dun zuen bazenu 
du genuen bazenute 

dugu zenuen balute 
duzu zenuten bagintuk 
duzue zuten bagintun 
dute gintuan bagintu 
gaituk gintunan bagintuzu 
gaitu gintuen bagintuzue 
gaitun gintuzun bagintuzte 
gaituzu gintuzuen bazintut 
gaituzue gintuzten bazintu 
gaituzte zintudan bazintugu 

zaitut zintuen bazintuzte 
zaitu zintugun bazintuztet 
zaitugu z intuz ten bazintuzte 
zaituzte zintuztedan bazintuztegu 
zaituztet zintuzten bazintuztete 
zaituzte zintuztegun banitu 
zaituztegu zintuzteten bahitu 
zaituztete nituen balitu 
ditut hituen bagenitu 
dituk zituen bazenitu 
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bazenituzte nazakek nazaan 
balituzte nazaken nazanan 
nindukek nazake nazan 
ninduken nazakezu nazazun 
ninduke nazakezue nazazuen 
nindukezu nazakete nazaten 
nindukezue hazaket hazadan 
nindukete hazake hazan 
hinduket hazakegu hazagun 
hinduke hazakete hazaten 

hindukegu dezaket dezadan 
hindukete dezakek dezaan 
nuke dezaken . dezanan 
huke dezake dezan 
luke dezakegu dezagun 
genuke dezakezu dezazun 
zenuke dezakezue dezazuen 
zenukete dezakete dezaten 
lukete gaitzakek gaitzaan 
gintuzkek gaitzaken gaitzanan 

gintuzken gaitzake gaitzan 
gintuzke gaitzakezu gaitzazun 
gintuzkezu gaitzakezue gaitzazuen 
gintuzkezue gaitzakete gaitzaten 
gintuzkete zaitzaket zaitzadan 
zintuzket zaitzake zaitzan 
zintuzke zaitzakegu zaitzagun 
zintuzkegu zaitzakete zaitzaten 
zintuzkete zaitzaketet zaitzatedan 
zintuzketet zaitzakete zaitzaten 

zintuzkete zaitzaketegu zaitzategun 
zintuzketegu zaitzaketete zaitzateten 
zintuzketete ditzaket ditzadan 
nituzke ditzakek ditzaan 
hituzke ditzaken ditzanan 
lituzke ditzake ditzan 
genituzke ditzakegu ditzagun 
zenituzke ditzakezu ditzazun 
zenituzkete ditzakezue ditzazuen 
lituzkete ditzakete ditzaten 
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nintzakean nintzake nintzazuen 
nintzakenan nintzakezu nintzaten 
nintzakeen nintzakezue hintzadan 
nintzakezun nintzakete hintzan 
nintzakezuen hintzaket hintzagun 
nintzaketen hintzake hintzaten 
hintzakedan nezake nezan 
hintzakeen hezake hezan 
hintzakegun hintzakegu zezan 
hintzaketen hintzakete gene zan 

nezakeen lezake zenezan 
hezakeen genezake zenezaten 
zezakeen zenezake zezaten 
genezakeen zenezakete gintzaan 
zenezakeen lezakete gintzanan 
zenezaketen gintzakek gintzan 
zezaketen gintzaken gintzazun 
gintzakean gintzake gintzazuen 
gintzakenan gintzakezu gintzaten 
gintzakeen gintzakezue zintzadan 

gintzakezun gintzakete zintzan 
gintzakezuen zintzaket zintzagun 
gintzaketen zintzake zintzaten. 
zintzakedan zintzakegu zintzatedan 
zintzakeen zintzakete zintzaten 
zintzakegun zintzaketet zintzategun 
zintzaketen zintzakete zintzateten 
zintzaketegun zintzaketegu nitzan 
zintzaketedan zintzaketete hitzan 
zintzaketen nitzake zitzan 

zintzaketeten hitzake genitzan 
nitzakeen litzake zenitzan 
hitzakeen genitzake zenitzaten 
zitzakeen zenitzake zitzaten 
gC?nitzakeen zenitzakete nazak 
zenitzakeen litzakete nazan 
zenitzaketen nintzaan naza 
zitzaketen nintzanan nazazu 
nintzakek nintzan nazazue 
nintzaken nintzazun nazate 
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hazat diagu dizkiat 
haza dinagu dizkinat 
hazazu diate dizkik 
hazate dinate dizkin 
ezak diot dizkiagu 
ezan dion dizkinagu 
beza diok dizkiate 
ezazu dio dizkinate 
ezazue diogu dizkiot 
bezate diozu dizkiok 

gaitzak diozue dizkion 
gaitzan diote dizkio 
gaitza diguk dizkiogu 
gaitzazu digu dizkiozu 
gaitzazue digun dizkiozue 
gaitzate duguzu dizkiote 
zaitzat diguzue dizkiguk 
zaitza digute dizkigun 
zaitzagu dizut dizkigu 
zaitzate dizu dizkiguzu 

zaitzatet dizugu dizkiguzue 
zaitzate dizute dizkigute 
zaitzategu dizuet dizkizut 
zaitzatete dizue dizkizu 
itzak dizuegu dizkizugu 
itzan dizuete dizkizute 
bitza diet dizkizuet 
itzazu diek dizkizue 
itzazue dien dizkizuegu 
bitzate die dizkizuete 

didan diegu dizkiet 
didak diezu dizkiek 
dit diezue dizkien 
didazu diete dizkie 
didazue dizkidak dizkiegu 
didate dizkidan dizkiezu 
diat dizkit dizkiezue 
dinat dizkidazu dizkiete 
dik dizkidazue hidan 
din dizkidate zidan 
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zenidan zizkidan balit 
zenidaten zenizkidan bazenit 
zidaten zenizkidaten bazenidate 
nian zizkidaten balidate 
ninan nizkian banik 
zian nizkinan banin 
genian zizkian balik 
geninan zizkinan balin 
zinaten genizkian bagenik 
zinan genizkinan bagenin 

ziaten zizkiaten baliate 
nion zizkinaten balinate 
hion nizkion banio 
zion hizkion bahio 
genion zizkion balio 
zenion genizkion bagenio 
zenioten zenizkion bazenio 
zioten zenizkioten bazeniote 
higun zizkioten baliote 
zigun hizkigun bahigu 

zenigun zizkigun baligu 
zeniguten zenizkigun bazenigu 
ziguten zenizkiguten baligute 
nizun zizkiguten banizu 
zizun nizkizun balizu 
genizun zizkizun bagenizu 
zizuten genizkizun balizute 
nizuen zizkizuten banizue 
zizuen nizkizuen balizue 
zizueten zizkizuen bazenigute 

genizuen genizkizuen bagenizue 
nien zizkizueten balizuete 
hien nizkien banie 
genien hizkien bahie 
zenien zizkien balie 
zenieten genizkien bagenie 
zieten zenizkien bazenie 
zien zizkieten bazeniete 
hizkidan bahit baliete 
bahizkit zenizkieten balizkit 
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bazenizkit zenidake zenizkidake 
bazenizkidate zenidakete zenizkidakete 
ba1izkidate 1idakete 1izkidakete 
banizkik niake nizkiake 
banizkin ninake nizkinake 
ba1izkik 1iake 1izkiake 
ba1izkin 1inake 1izkinake 
bagenizkik geniake genizkiake 
bagenizkin geninake genizkinake 
ba1izkiate 1iakete 1izkiakete 

ba1izkinate 1inakete 1izkinakete 
banizkio nioke nizkioke 
bahizkio hioke hizkioke 
bagenizkio 1ioke 1izkioke 
bazenizkio genioke genizkioke 
bazenizkiote zenioke zenizkioke 
ba1izkiote zeniokete zenizkiokete 
bahizkigu 1iokete 1izkiokete 
ba1izkigu higuke hizkiguke 
ba1izkio 1iguke 1izkiguke 

bazenizkigute zeniguke zenizkiguke 
ba1izkigute zenigukete zenizkigukete 
banizkizu 1igukete 1izkigukete 
ba1izkizu nizuke nizkizuke 
bagenizkizu 1izuke 1izkizuke 
ba1izkizute genizuke genizkizuke 
banizkizue 1izukeke 1izkiztlkete 
ba1izkizue nizueke nizkizueke 
bagenizkizue 1izueke 1izkizueke 
bazenizkigu genizueke genizkizueke 

banizkie 1izuekete 1izkizuekete 
bahizkie nieke nizkieke 
ba1izkie hieke hizkieke 
bagenizkie 1ieke 1izkieke 
bazenizkie genieke genizkieke 
bazenizkiete zenieke zenizkieke 
ba1izkiete· zeniekete zenizkiekete 
hidake 1iekete 1izkiekete 
1idake hizkidake diezadakek 
ba1izkizuete 1izkidake diezadaken 
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diezadake diezaiekezue diezazkieken 
diezadakezu diezaiekete diezazkieke 
diezadakezue diezazkidakek diezazkiekegu 
diezadakete diezazkidaken diezazkiekezu 
diezaaket diezazkidake diezazkiekezue 
diezanaket diezazkidakezu diezazkiekete 
diezaake diezazkidakezue hiezadake 
diezanake diezazkidakete liezadake 
diezaakegu diezazkiaket zeniezadake 
diezanakegu diezazkinaket zeniezadakete 

diezaakete diezazkiake liezadakete 
diezanakete diezazkinake niezaake 
diezaioket diezazkiakegu niezanake 
diezaiokek diezazkinakegu liezaake 
diezaioken diezazkiakete liezanake 
diezaioke diezazkinakete geniezaake 
diezaiokegu diezazkioket geniezanake 
diezaiokezu diezazkiokek liezaakete 
diezaiokezue diezazkioken liezanakete 
diezaiokete diezazkioke niezaioke 

diezagukek diezazkiokegu hiezaioke 
diezaguken diezazkiokezu liezaioke 
diezaguke diezazkiokezue geniezaioke 
diezagukezu diezazkiokete zeniezaioke 
diezagukezue diezazkigukek zeniezaiokete 
diezagukete diezazkiguken liezaiokete 
diezazuket diezazkiguke hiezaguke 
diezazuke diezazkigukezu liezaguke 
diezazukegu diezazkigukezue zeniezaguke 
diezazukete diezazkigukete zeniezagukete 

diezazueket diezazkizuket liezagukete 
diezazueke diezazkizuke niezazuke 
diezazuekegu diezazkizukegu liezazuke 
diezazuekete diezazkizukete geniezazuke 
diezaieket diezazkizueket liezazukete 
diezaiekek diezazkizueke niezazueke 
diezaieken diezazkizuekegu liezazueke 
diezaieke diezazkizuekete geniezazueke 
diezaiekegu diezazkieket liezazuekete 
diezaiekezu diezazkiekek niezaieke 
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hiezaieke hiezazkieke hiezaiekeen 
liezaieke liezazkieke ziezaiekeen 
geniezaieke geniezazkieke geniezaiekeen 
zeniezaieke zeniezazkieke zeniezaiekeen 
liezaiekete zeniezazkiekete zeniezaieketen 
zeniezaikete liezazkiekete ziezaieketen 
hiezazkidake hiezadakeen hiezazkidakeen 
liezazkidake ziezadakeen ziezazkidakeen 
zeniezazkidake zeniezadakeen zeniezazkidakeen 
zeniezazkidakete zeniezadaketen zeniezazkidaketen 

liezazkidakete ziezadaketen ziezazkidaketen 
niezazkiake niezaaken niezazkiakeen 
niezazkinake niezanakeen niezazkinakeen 
liezazkiake ziezaakeen ziezazkiakeen 
liezazkinake ziezanakeen ziezazkinakeen 
geniezazkiake geniezaakeen geniezazkiakeen 
geniezazkinake geniezanakeen geniezazkinakeen 
liezazkiakete ziezaaketen ziezazkiaketen 
liezazkinakete ziezanaketen ziezazkinaketen 
niezazkioke niezaiokeen niezazkiokeen 

hiezazkioke hiezaiokeen hiezazkiokeen 
liezazkioke ziezaiokeen ziezazkiokeen 
geniezazldoke geniezaiokeen geniezazkiokeen 
zeniezazkioke zeniezaiokeen zeniezazkiokeen 
zeniezazkiokete zeniezaioketen zeniezazkioketen 
liezazkiokete ziezaioketen ziezazkioketen 
hiezazkiguke hiezagukeen hiezazkigukeen 
liezazkiguke ziezagukeen ziezazkigukeen 
zeniezazkiguke zeniezagukeen zeniezazkigukeen 
zeniezazkigukete zeniezaguketen zeniezazkiguketen 

liezazkigukete ziezaguketen ziezazkiguketen 
niezazkizuke niezazukeen niezazkizukeen 
liezazkizuke ziezazukeen ziezazkizukeen 
geniezazkizuke geniezazukeen geniezazkizukeen 
liezazkizukete ziezazuketen ziezazkizuketen 
niezazkizueke niezazueekeen niezazkizuekeen 
liezazkizueke ziezazuekeen ziezazkizuekeen 
geniezazkizueke geniezazuekeen geniezazkizuekeen 
liezazkizuekete ziezazueketen ziezazkizueketen 
niezazkieke niezaiekeen niezazkiekeen 
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hiezazkiekeen diezazuegun diezazkizugun 
ziezazkiekeen diezazueten diezazkizuten 
geniezazkiekeen diezaiedan diezazkizuedan 
zeniezazkiekeen diezaiean diezazkizuen 
zeniezazkieketen diezaienan diezazkizuegun 
ziezazkieketen diezaien diezazkizueten 
diezadaan diezaiegun diezazkiedan 
diezadanan diezaiezun diezazkiean 
diezadan diezaiezuen diezazkienan 
diezadazun diezaieten diezazkien 

diezadazuen diezazkidaan diezazkiezun 
diezada.ten diezazkidanan diezazkiezuen 
diezaadan diezazkidan diezazkieten 
diezanadan diezazkidazun hiezadan 
diezaan diezazkidazuen ziezadan 
diezanan diezazkidaten zeniezadan 
diezaagun diezazkiadan zeniezadaten 
diezanagun diezazkinadan ziezadaten 
diezaaten diezazkian niezaan 
diezanaten diezazkinan niezanan 

diezaiodan diezazkiagun ziezaan 
diezaioan diezazkinagun ziezanan 
diezaionan diezazkiaten geniezaan 
diezaion diezazkinaten geniezaan 
diezaiogun diezazkiodan ziezaaten 
diezaiozun diezazkioan ziezanaten 
diezaiozuen diezazkionan niezaion 
diezaioten diezazkion hiezaion 
diezaguan diezazkiogun ziezaion 
diezagunan diezazkiozun geniezaion 

diezagun diezazkiozuen zeniezaion 
diezaguzun diezazkioten zeniezaioten 
diezaguzuen diezazkiguan ziezaioten 
diezaguten diezazkigunan hiezagun 
diezazudan diezazkigun ziezagun 
diezazun diezazkiguzun zeniezagun 
diezazugun diezazkiguzuen zeniezaguten 
diezazuten diezazkiguten ziezaguten 
diezazuedan diezazkizudan niezazun 
diezazuen diezazkizun ziezazun 
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geniezazun zeniezaien ziezazkian 
ziezazuten zeniezaieten ziezazkinan 
niezazuen ziezaieten geniezazkian 
ziezazuen hiezazkidan geniezazkinan 
geniezazuen ziezazkidan ziezazkiaten 
ziezazueten zeniezazkidan ziezazkinaten 
niezaien zeniezazkidaten niezazkion 
hiezaien ziezazkidaten hiezazkion 
ziezaien niezazkian ziezazkion 
geniezaien niezazkinan geniezazkion 

zeniezazkion geniezazkizun zeniezazkien 
zeniezazkioten ziezazkizuten zeniezazkieten 
ziezazkioten niezazkizuen ziezazkieten 
hiezazkigun ziezazkizuen iezadak 
ziezazkigun geniezazkizuen iezadan 
zeniezazkigun ziezazkizueten biezat 
zeniezazkiguten niezazkien iezadazu 
ziezazkiguten hiezazkien iezadazue 
niezazkizun ziezazkien biezadate 
ziezazkizun geniezazkien biezak 

biezan iezagun iezaien 
biezaate biezagu biezaie 
biezanate iezaguzu iezaiezu 
iezaiok iezaguzue iezaiezue 
iezaion biezagute biezaiete 
biezaio biezazu iezazkidak 
iezaiozu biezazute iezazkidan 
iezaiozue biezazue biezazkit 
biezaiote biezazuete iezazkidazu 
iezaguk iezaiek iezazkidazue 

biezazkidate biezazkiote biezazkizuete 
biezazkik iezazkiguk iezazkiek 
biezazkin iezazkigun iezazkien 
biezazkiate biezazkigu biezazkie 
biezazkinate iezazkiguzu iezazkiezu 
iezazkiok iezazkiguzue iezazkiezue 
iezazkion biezazkigute biezazkiete 
biezazkio biezazkizu 
iezazkiozu biezazkizute 
iezazkiozue biezazkizue 
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